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IHTMOIAJCTION

The fiarly ^ronre Age aar&s the beginning of urbaniration in Palestine.

Sites which had been small settlements

during the previous Proto-Urban period became functionally
divided cities with well-built fortifications and architecturally distinct public buildings.

In some areas new sites

became inhabited and cities developed for the first time.
Urbanization brought major changes in the physical
setting of life and we can assume these are paralleled by
economic, political and religious changes. The sanctuary
building in the Early Bronze w§e provides iaportant evidence
for understanding the ne*. urban life, H study of sanctuaries, the central public building of each city, provides
architectural and ceramic evidence of the new Ideas that
developed witn urbanization,

H comparative study of sanctu-

ary types during thefcarlyBronze nge should also provide
evidence of the basic structural forms which were elaborated
md modified in later Palestinian sanctuaries*
iAiring the Early Bronze Age the great empires of
Egypt* Syria end Mesopotamia were extending their influence
by trade and political expansion.

Palestine* the land-

bridge between the three great powers, was influenced by
the®,

A study of sanctuary buildings provides us with

1

2
important information on the nature of this trade and political expansion in Palestine.

The importance of the sanctu-

ary for a Knowledge of foreign relations during the Early
1
Bronxe Age has already "amn recognized*
uurlng the past forty years archaeological excavators have uncovered all the known early Bronze Palestine
sanctuaries,

curing this period no detailed comparative

study of these buildings has tomma made, althougn several
survey articles on the temple in Palestine covering all periods have been published.

Recently there has been a sug-

gestion that one of the structures called a sanctuary by excavators Is not such a structure, but that another building
at the same site is to be considered a sanctuary in Its
place.

There is also sojae question about the identifica-

tion of &o«e of the earlier excavated structures, especially
the snrine in Level VII at Jericho.

A detailed stud/ of

Early Bronxe Age sanctuaries will require the formulation of

J. a. Hennessy*

]fo%tamlMllMKllW&MtM„MlttfUftkm

uurina the,fcarly.Bronze A O * i Londom Bernard yuariten,
Ltd., 1967J, p»p. 69-71.
2
See v». Ernest aright, "The significance of the
Temple in the ancient ^ear Hast, rart 111: The Temple in
Palestine-Syria," $^fa§h,
MMbmttl<^*p
VXi (J*c«wb*rt
1944), 65-88? M. V. Seton-^illiaas, "Palestinian Temples,*
Iraq, .a (1949), 77-89.

"nth* most recent presentation of the argument is in
reference to »Ailet-Tell), in an unpublished pmpex by
a. bmest Wright, "The Significance of »Al in the Third
Millennium B.C."

criteria for tneir identification.4
in 1933* ate*. Mar«ju*t-&rause, a French arcnaeologist, began wors. at *^i (et»Teil)t two kilometers nortneast of Beltin.

ti^xm she uncovered a sanctuary complex

inside and against the citadel, tne strengthened section
of the fortifications along tne western side of the tell.
At tne hlgnest point of tne tell* some 356 at* above sea
level, m4 northeast of tne sanctuary was uncovered what
tne considered tne main nuilding of tne city, a palace,
t^arquet-wrause's interpretation of tnis structure (site sa)
as a palace has not gone by unchallenged,

aibright called

it a teazle but gave no explanation for his decision.

He

was followed by feivin,8 oeton-rtillians9 and bright.i0
4
Tliis study nas been made possible by tne generosity
of ur. Joseph *. Callaway* director of tne Joint nrenaeological Expedition to *Ai ^et-Tell), mho nas made available
unpu&llsned materials frota nis excavations of the Sanctuary
i^ite A) and acropolis (s>ite J ) .
5
J. Mar^uet-Krause, hm.JvmUM,
iff.'Ml^X^l*
Bxbliotneque Hrcneoiogiqa® et Histortque 45 iPariss Paul
ueuthner* 1949).
6

4bild.

>Zl* f * A l b r i g h t , The, ^ c h a e o l o ^ y of p i e f t j n e
e d . ; MiddlesexJ P e l i c a n BooJss, I 9 6 0 ) , pp. 75-76.

(rev,

°B. Veivin, "The Masonry of the Early Bronze people, 1
PP
9S*ton-)tilli*flw» "Palestinian Temples," pp. 77-89.
iC

w. fcrnest rfrignt, "Tne /-archaeology of the B i b l e , '
*« %« M H * , , * ^ %m *Mltrt
.j*ar fca^t* ®f by * .
tjmmt
Aright {dtm Varieswoubleday and C o . , 1961/, pp. 84, 106,
n o t e 4B.

4
Recently* Wright has developed a number of arguments to support his argutaent that the MarquwtH&raus* sanctuary was in
fact a storeroom for a quantity of vessels and the palace a
sanctuary or divine "house.**

The untimely death of Mme.

Marquet-Krause @ruie4 the •Ai excavations and her results
were published as plans and an unedited field register.
•iiork at the site was resumed in 1964 by Ux. Joseph A. Callaway, who nas completed detailed stratlgraphlcal investigations on the undisturbed portions of the sanctuary and palace structures.

His Investigations now provide Information
12
on the nature and function of these buildings at •Ai.
Garstang excavating at Jericho in 1936 uncovered in
layer Vll what he called "a small shrine of Babylonian char13
acter."

This structure has been considered a sanctuary by

most archaeologists, but further information about sanctuary
architecture in the early Bronze Palestine suggests to the
present writer that the identification should be reviewed.
The #4egiddo expedition, sponsored by the Oriental
Institute of the Univarsity of Chicago, uncovered during the
U

Wright» "The Significance of *Ai in the Third Millennium B.C. ,w p^^ 5* 11.
Callaway has preferred to call the palace an
acropolis because the buiiding has its ©v„n fortifications
within the city wall system, cf.t J* A. Callaway* "The 1969
•ni (et-Tell) excavations," B^OH. CLX^VIll (April, 1965), 31.
John Carstang* "Jericho: City and fiecropoils.
Report of the Sixth and Concluding reason. 1. General Survey and Special features," Anjy^s,, ^^AyihajoJ-oqy ,and, ^ h y p j«i8at» Mill
U 9 3 6 ) , 73.

5
years 1935-39 in stratua AIX* a buiiding wnicb the excavators nave called a sarin*,

in strata AV1J.»XXV was found

a high place (locus 4017) and tnree temples!

temple 4040,

associated with tne nigh piacej teaples 526* and 5192* often
called tne twin temples.

The »etnod of excavation at tne

tell nas made it difficult to determine tne dates of tnese
structures,

aoae archaeologists date the structures to the

early bronze <*ge*

while others assign them to the Early

Urania-Middle Bronre or to the Middle Bronx* nge.

«n

evaluation of the recent attempts to interpret tnese structures is necessary as is a review of tne pottery evidence.
u* Vaux nas reported a sanctuary tlotl 671 and 638)
at Tell el-rar* ah, v.nicft ne claims nad a short lifespan during tne early Bronze ^ge.

Tne similarity of tnis struc-

ture to tne surrounding houses requires that this buiiding
also snouid be re-studied.
The oost recently excavated sanctuary is at Tell
•Arad, about 30 xa. east of Beersneba.

Here in strata ii-lix.

1

cordon Loud, Mecdddo lit Text. Oriental Institute
publication rio. 62 (Cnicago; The Jriental institute of the
University of Chicago, 194B), p. 61.
l

\ . E. bright, "Tne discoveries at i«egiddo 19353^t Jkfc* ^ l i U 9 5 0 ) , 28-46s 1. «»unayevsxi and H . t^ewpinsxi,
«dm$ and .Jot*tt iwegiddo," X£J. XV J. U 9 6 6 ) , 142.
H

®jv. Kenyan, "Tne Early and Middle Bronze nge strata
ofrtegiddo,Mfcr,et&Israel. V (1958), 51-60.
17

i<erertolandd» Vaux, MLes fouilles de Tell *1r'n'ift," Hevue BlbiiQue. LXV1*1 11961), 577, 579, 584.

6
representing Early Bronte II, we have a public building
v-hos* Identification as a sanctuary is, according to the
report of the excavators, "based tatinly on comparisons v/ith
other contemporary tetaples, such as those excavated at
»egiddo, »rti and {although of a soswhat earlier period)
*n-0*dl. wl8
In susaaary, the structures v&icn provide a basis of
this investigation aret

*^i i,et-Tell) sanctuary and acrop-

olis structure! Jericho, level VIIjfeegiddo.OX 14040),
4017, and tm

t*i» temples 5269 and 5192; Tell * W a r * ah,

locus 671; Arad li-III.

These, as well as other sites men-

tioned in this paper, are located on the raap of Figure 1.
• I ' unmliii

II" II I I I — —

i8

I mill l » . III ii il H I

in

Huth ^siran and ¥. Aharoni, wfijyint fffftfl. The
Israel exploration ooclety Catalogue -io. 32 (Jerusalem; The
I s r a e l museum, 1967), p . 11.

7
Fig. 1.--Early
Bronze Age Palestine.
Sketch Map Showing the
Location of the Known
Sanctuaries.

CHAPTEH

A mmxx&ast

I

pan THE STUDY OF SAIICTUARIES

A sanctuary or teaple is m important structur* in
m ancient eity.

The building was the centre of th* politi-

cal and religious life of th* inhabitants and* as such* provided th© nucleus of th* social and political organisation.
The discovery of an ancient sanctuary in m excavation is*
therefore* of great importance because it provides information far more vital than might be expected from raost other
types of buildings. Sine* stoat sanctuaries were expected to
be distinctive in son* way from dwellings, excavators have
had little difficulty in identifying what they considered to
be a * shrine."

But there has evolved no clear understanding

of wnat characteristics are essential for a structur* to
qualify as a sanctuary*

In order to study Early Bronze

Palestine sanctuaries it seems advisable first to establish
criteria by which the structures can be examined and their
nature and function determined.

Then it should b* possible

to trace th* development and significance of these sanctuaries for our understanding of this era of urbanization.
Th* first criterion is an analysis of building plans
and construction techniques.
to pre-Early Bmnzm

This should includ* references

Palastine teaples or sanctuaries* where
8

9
various techniques and plant aignt be expected to have begun,
as well at reference to later periods, \m®n some sanctuary
types »ay be assumed to continue, although probably In modified form.

In other words, the sanctuaries snouid be

related to evidence front surrounding cultures. $e Know tnat
Palestine nad contacts with surrounding areas throughout the
tnird millennium, »n4 it would therefore be assumed that new
19
ideas aaa^ tmv@ come by way of tgypt, i»/ria or Mesopotamia.
A second criterion is that tne function of a sanctuary snouid be reflected in the pottery and otner objects
found in the structure,

H sanctuary snouid nave vessels or

objects tnat can be related to cultlc functions,

in some

instances the function of an artifact can be determined ©y
analogy, as similar types of artifacts mv*

cultic functions

in tne life of Palestine's neighbours, another result of a
pottery study is that a chronological framework can be suggested in *tiicn tne sanctuaries can he related to ea«-h other.
it should be possible to propose an evolutionary development
of tne sanctuary in the tnird millennium.
i9

Cf. Henness/, Tn,* /.or^gn Ifeie.tians, and A.
Asalran, "Connections detween .-uiaiolia and Palestine inm tne
Early Sxonzm Age»w IbJ. II (1952), 89-103; H. nairan, A
preliminary *4ote on the synchronism Between the Early jsronze
*g* strata of **r*d and tne First dynasty,"flAjaJA.CLXX1X
Wctoher, 1965j, 30-33; ft. *ailran, "A second itet* on tne
•ayncbronisa between Early Bronze /%g* 'Ar*d and the first
ijynasty,* o>y»On. CXCV i'Jctober, 196Vi, 50-53| and S. Yeivin,
"early Contacts Between wanaan *nd Egypt,** I^J. IX (1960|,
193-203.

10
A third criterion is an indirect source of information about a sanctuary. This is th* role of th* structur*
in th* city. The proximity of th* building to other public
or private buildings or fortifications my
tion or characteristic of a sanctuary.

suggest a func-

This criterion is

particularly iaportant at Arad 9n4 *Ai (et-Tell), where
excavations have recovered enough of the sit* to m&m this
information useful. Th* location of th* sanctuary give* us
information about th* functional division of th* city.
A study of th* pre*£arly Bront* Age sanctuaries in
Palestine is found in chapter II. A typological and construction technique study of *ach Early Bronze Age structure, described by their excavator as a sanctuary, is found
in chapter 111. The study of th* pottery and other objects
will be found in Chapter IV. Chapter V will explore the
rol* of th* sanctuary in th* life of th* city during the
third millennium, as w*ll as th* cultur* of th* 93:9 and the
influence of other empires of th* fertile cr*«c*nt on
Palestine.

CWAPT£ft I I

TMt ummjcmiiin

o? T»S SANCTUARY: BEFORE

THE THim

IOU.&MXU*

Vary little is know* about th* religion @f th*
inhabitants of Palestine before thefcarlyUronz* Ag«, and it
is therefore difficult to identify sanctuaries as separate
from domestic houses. *M* conclusion that can be iiade is
the earliest sanctuary reseablftd in ©any ways th© basic plan
of the house of the particular period and was associated in
an Intimate way with domestic structures.
Th* earliest religious shrine **as uncovered by Miss
Kenyon at Jericho in 1957-53. ^

In squares £ I-1I-V we*

evidence of a tae&olithic structur* immediately above bedrock.
The structur* consisted of a clay surface some 3a.

x 6.5 ».

in slme which was kept, according to th* excavator, scmpylously clean. ** Tnls surface was surrounded by a rectangular stone wall with wooden post holes. Kmym

identifies

Tne discovery of decorated human sltulls under
nouses at Jericho supports tne contention that the earliest
religious practices were in houses mi also say have involved
anceator«*wdrahii>. Cf. K., M« &enyont
t. $$ London;
Loi
j^and (3rd ed.
Brmtkt B»nm Ltd. • 1970), p.
2l

K. M. K*ny«n« **taccavati#na at Jericho, 195?-l§53f!

Pi^t*,Mflt ^miffliUffia H^afttiftv f« I P * P?* wo-ioi.
^Ibj^., p. im*
ii

the structur* as a sanctuary by three criteria!

11} the

plan and dimensions of th* structure were "quite unlike
those of any house discovered**}

{2} the presence of the

clay surfac* which was maintained in a clean condition while
outside the area rubble was allowed to accumulate; (3) the
discovery of three stone objects (t*« Intact and one in a
fragmentary state) with cylindrical borings. On the basis
of flints and bone implements th* buiiding was dated to th*
24

beginning of the aesolithic period in Palestine.

Jvenyon

has suggested that the interpretation of the building as a
shrine is hypothetical, but that one purpose of such a
building eight be as a religious place established by the
earliest visitors to the spring at Jericho in "recognition
of its life-giving qualities. w2&

Carbon-14 dating of char-

coal froa the destruction debris of the shrine gives a date
ca. 7800 B.C. for the building.26
In pr***Pottery Neolithic A Jericho appears round
nouses built with plano-convex asud-bricks. Th* houses are
built slightly below ground.

The surviving sections of

walls suggest that the houses had dosed roofs. This may
^ i M d . . p. 100.
M

t&M* » P» AOJL Miss Kenyon links these flint and
bone objects to the sane culture as the inhabitants of ^eunt
Cans*! caves.
25

lbfei.. p. 100.

13
have been a development In permanent architecture of the
27
temporary huts of earlier noaa4ic settlers.

The excava-

tion of these nouses can clarify the significance of a ssall
clay model of a beehive structure found by Garstang in 1936
in mm

261 of layer IX, which, he called th* Middle neo-

lithic.

Th* model, according to th* excavator, repre-

sented a neolithic shrine. He described the model as 102
ess. high and 77 cms. wide*

The base was 14 c m . deep and

the walls were 4 cms. In thickness. The interior of the
model was described as follows:
At ground level it h$d a pavement of stone slabs, and a
amnm/ * doorway* blocked by a stone which roiled in a
built-up fxw\e.
A little higher was a recess »ith solid
floors and walls. At two-thirds of its height the aedel
was cross*d horizontally by a •floor* supported by a
central 'pillar*, and in turn supporting the wain roof
by a similar feature. On either side of the top floor
were small *windows* about 6^cm. in diameter, piercing
the thickness of the walls.**
The similarity of this model and the pre-Pottery Neolithic *
house structure reported by Kenyon enables us to date the
model and to question Oarstang** clai® that the model Is a
representation of a Neolithic shrine.
The next phase in Jericho is called pre-Pottery neolithic j* and is characterised by multiple-room rectangular
2

\«nyon, Arc^ajp^y, |n,ffls,,^fe, Ljnd,, p. 43.

*^Jobn Carstang. *Jericho* City and Mecropoliss
General Survey and special features,w A^A,. XXIII (1936), 71,

14
nouses.

The rooms are large with rounded ends and straight

and solid brick walls. They have a wide doorway, sometimes
accompanied by brick posts.

The floor and sometimes part of

tne *all are covered with plaster, frequently covered with a
burnisned reddish or cream colour.

The houses were built

around courtyards and it is difficult to determine whether
the courtyard is part of any one structure or common to ail
31
the neighbouring buildings.
The same general plan is
cnaracteristic of the shrines of the period and continues to
be a basic plan that is found in structures into the Early
Bronze ^ge Palestine.
At Jericho, site E, during the excavations of 1952,
there was uncovered a Jeolitnic house similar to thuse found
previously by Garstang.

The rectangular rooms were covered
32
with mud-plaster in burnished red or yellow plgtaent.
In
one of the rooms was found a semicircular niche with a rough
stone pedestal at its base.

In another room not far away
33
was a tvor&ed stone pillar which fitted the niche.
Kenyon
suggests that the pillar might be a cult ooject and the
34
structure a shrine in a house.
She suggests the stone
pillar uforesnadows the tsarxeboth of the Canaan!te religion

31
kenyon, ./urchaeoloq/ In the holy Land, p . 4 8 .
\ . m. Kenyon, "Excavations at J e r i c h o , 1952,*'
f AMftfc** frfp&or^fffl,. HMtJftffflY.t U A A I V (1932), 72.
33

Ibld..
34
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of many years later, the stone pillars which are found on
the «lt. of .. many initio wnctuarie,.- 35
Garstang previously had uncovered In 1935 and 1936
in level XI, room 208* a structure 5 a. x 6 ra. in dimension
which he described as that of a developed faeqaror^«

It is

very lively that this represents fragments of a housecomplex plan similar to those found by canyon in pre-rottery
Neolithic B phase. Garstang had described the meuaron as
having a portico of six wooden posts, an antechamber and,
from this, a large inner chamber.

The two rooms were con36
nected oy a doorway flanged by engaged brick columns.
In
tne floor of tne inner chamber were two holes, presumably
for posts to support the main roof,

ns tienyon has shown by

ner recent excavations, nouses were flanked by small chambers, probably to serve as storage spaces.
reported that his structure had bmn

Carstang

destroyed and recon-

structed up to seven times, indicating a special significance to the site.

Outside the entrance of the building and

"as far as and beyond the eastern retaining wail of the precincts'* were found clay figurines representing the cow,
goat, sheep, pig and possibly dog.

Carstang suggested that

USE*

Kenyon, Archaeology in tne Hoi/ Land, p. 51.

36
John o-arstang, " J e r i c h o : City and Necropolis:
J i x t h and Concluding J e a s o n , " AA/*. XXIII (1936), 69-70} John
Cars tang and J . i*. £. Carstang, The dtorv of J e r i c h o (London:
ttodder and £»tought©n, L t d . , 1940), p . 48.'
37
Kenyon, f ^ c ^ j ^ M Y ,ta,,tft»,flfe L,*M» P* 4S.
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*be ae^aron-liice plan and the figurines suggest that the
building was a shrine, probably associated with a pastoral
cult.

The wor«, of tienyon enables us to reassess the claim

of Carstang, and to state that the level XI room 203 was
probably part of a housing complex, with the clay figurines
representing soiae domestic house cult, possibly associated
with the group of structures.

There is no clear evidence

that the room was itself some special sanctuary, that is,
distinctive from tne excavated rooms adjacent to it.
#e may see a further development of house-like
shrines at Jericho,

during the excavations In 1953 a build-

ing larger and more prominent than surrounding structures
was unearthed.

The building was a large rectangular room

6 a*, long and at least 4 la. wide, covered with burnished
plaster.

The main rooia had a curved annex at each end.

in

the centre of the taain room was a rectangular basin, also
3g
covered with plaster and showing evidence of fire. y kenyon
claims that the structure was a te«ple on the basis of the
scale of the building and the central basin, presumed to
40
serve soae ceremonial function.
Jur evidence of religious sanctuaries in Palestine
through tne Meollthic period raust remain sketchy and incora33
Carstang, "Jericho: City and Necropolist Jixth
and Concluding Jeason," p. 70.
39
K. tt. Kenyon, "Excavations at Jericho, 1954,*
<al.Mft.ln,*,, £ y t or*,t Ion HH»**»**Y> LXXXV1 (1954), 51.
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piete.

t»e can assume that the earliest structures were

similar to nouses, although possibly in some instances, with
a larger plan.

There had not developed yet any unique sanc-

tuary architecture.
There is only one Chalcolithic Ag* (4000-3000 b.C.)
shrine known and this is at the southern Palestinian site of
.above the spring and 150 m» to the north was dis-

en-uedi.

covered a Chalcolithic enclosure with what the excavator
claims «ay hm^e had cult significance.
were:

Within the enclosure

a raain building on the north, a smaller building on

the east, a ngatehouse** facing the en-Cedl spring, and a
second gate on the northeast facing the spring of ladi
Judelr Mahal uavid). 41
The main building was quadrangular in shape, about
20 ©. long, with a main door, as shown by a socket, found
Intact, in the middle of a long wall.

This building plan Is

often called the ttbroad-houseM ty^e. The building faces a
courtyard.
Inside the building was a depression, described by
the excavator as In the shape of a hoof, apparently an altar,
oased on the evidence of animal bones, ashes and sherds.
Also found within the building was a clay model of a bull
42
laden with a pair of churns.
Along the inside of the
4i

B . kazar. "Excavations at the Oasis of cn-Cedi,"
Archaeology, AVI (1963), 107.
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building and on both sides of the "altar" are stone benches.
/it ootn ends of the building are regular rows of snail
depressions in the floor, also containing charred bones,
horns, sherds and ashes.
The building on the east is also of the "broadhouse" type, but much smaller in size.

Likewise, th© laain

door was in the long side of this structure, with the socket
intact.

Unlike the larger building, this structure had a
43

plastered floor.
The gatehouse was rectangular in plan with two
doors, one in the outer and one in the inner walls, with
44
stone benches along the length of the walls.
The exact function of the enclosure nas not been
determined by the excavator, and the preliminary report is
too brief to provide evidence for an independent judgment,
wazar suggests that it was a sacred place, on the evidence
of plan and pottery finds which Include bowls and conicalshaped cups$ as well as the negative evidence of the absence
of flint tools or "kitchen" vessels, which might suggest
45
domestic houses.
The enclosure, according to the excavator, may have
been tneretainsanctuary of the inhabitants of the Judaean
43

ibid.. p. 107.
Ibid.

45

ibi^.

i¥
yesert in tne Late ohassulian period.^

Conclusions about

tne relatiensnip Between this enclosure and tne sanctuaries
of tne early broiue Age, especially at Tell 'nrad, cannot be
laaue until further Infoimation is published on the enclosure*
mmmmmtmmmmmmmmimmmmmmmmmmm*m*mm

umimmmmm

toazar states, "The pottery clearly shows relations
with the final phase of the unassulian culture, well known
from tne excavations at Teleilat el-w*hassul, northeast of
the uead oea, and in the ©eersheba region (mainly in Tell
<0>u ^atar).tt Ibid*, p. 107.

CHAPTER III
TYPOLOGICAL ^TUDY OF EAHLY BRONZE MSB
bAtCTOVtfUES

For the purpose of analysis and comparison the Early
Bronie Palestine sanctuaries are divided into three main
types*

* broad-house,* *Ai sanctuary, and the public build-

ings with or without an associated high place. The acropolis (site u) building at M

will be discussed with the

last category and the evidence for the building being a
sanctuary will be evaluated.
These types do not represent rigid categories, but
suggest characteristics which are useful for analysis and
^x&yi49

a framework for the reconstruction of the possible

evolution of sanctuary architecture during the Early Bronte
Palestine.

This type is very similar to the sanctuaries of the
pre-Early ilronze Age as well as the domestic houses of the
Early Bronxe Age. It probably represents an adaptation of
housing plans for religious purposes. The similarities with
Early Bronze houses can be found at 'Arad, in the south near

20

21
Beersneba; Tell el-Far*ah and Megiddo in the north.
At *Arad house architecture during all the Early
47
Bronze Age levels on the tell was reatarkabiy similar.

Th*

style of these houses is called the "'Araa House." The
architecture is a large room, 7.3 x 5.1 ». to 4.3 x 3.3 a.#
48
with most buildings closer to the larger dimensions.

The

large room has m adjacent room and often a courtyard.
.vccording to the excavators* th* large roofs is a "broadroom" with an entrance in the centre of the long wall.
Benches (or shelves) line most of th* walls. Many of the
roojas have a stone base* probably for a wooden post to support the roof,

entrance to the house is by descending a few

steps from street level. A door socket is located inside
and to the left of the entrance.
At Tell el-Far* ah the houses are also rectangular
with small adjacent roostsf possibly added when the nm4

for

more houses arose. The entrances to the houses were facing
northeast and were accompanied by a door socket added to the
49
sill.

iost supports .were found in the main axis of the

roes and also, in some Instances* against the walls or in
the(Jerusalem!
corners. These
can be
shown
in loci
32
The locations
Israel Museum,
1967)
9-10.230, 276
y pp.

fascicle 46 of the Cambridge .nncient Hl&torv CCa^ridnet
Cambridge University Frees, 1966)* p. 13.
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and 232 in figures 10, 11, la. 5 0
The *broad-house" type sanctuary Is a development of
the house plan for religious purposes. A general description of this type includes the following characteristics!
the buildings are rectangular in shape, generally with a
size range of 3 to 5 ©. wide and 4 to 7 aw long. The main
door is built slightly off-centre along one of the long
sides, and the door usually faces east*

The western side of

the building Is a strengthened wall, which separates the
sanctuary from the surrounding house structures. Oatside
the sain door nay be a portico which extends beyond th*
entranc* for several aeters.
The Interior of the *broad houaew sanctuary usually
contains stone or earthen bench** along one or snore walls,
an ttaltar" or a shelf either opposite th* doorway or at on*
end. The floor 9n4 often the walls are covered with mudplaster* which «ay be of burnished colours. Two or store
inlaid post bases are found in the auiin axis of the building.
The distinction between an Early Bronte Age house
and a sanctuary is often unclear. The main criteria for the
sanctuary would be the presence of an interior structure
associated with religious practices, e.g., an altar or a
dais, and pottery or other objects associated with worship.
The sanctuary may be larger than surrounding houses, and
^ H . de Vaux, *L*s fouilles de Tell el-f«r»ah,M
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separated from the® by a strengthened wall and/or portico.
The bread-house sanctuary type is represented by
structures at »Arad II-I1I, Meglddo XIX (locus 4050)* Tell
el-far'ah (loci 671 and 638), m%4 Jericho VII (carstang).

In layer XIX of area B8 was uncovered an early Early
Bronze sanctuary that v*t 4 a. wide and at least 12 au in
length (see figures 2 and 3 ) . 5 i

On the eastern long side*

slightly off-centre is a doorway.

The sanctuary is bounded

on the west by a thickened stone wall. A sloping pavement
(411S and 4064) was found at several places east of the
building.

Opposite the door was an altar which had two

phases* shown in rigure 4, suggesting that there .ere at
least two phases In the building itself.
The earlier altar* shown in Figure 4, was approxisnataly rectangular in snap* and .55 m. high. Th* south side
of the altar had a small step* .2 »» high. .Con9 the east*
possibly the fr^nt of the altar* was found a hemispherical
clay mound, .2 m. high and .5 ». in diameter* with a squared
projection in front, A picture of this structure is found
in figure 5.

Both the altar and the clay i»ound were covered

with whit* (line) plaster.
The later altar -.as larger than the former one and
built in the sane location and faces the sasa direction.

24
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Fig, 2.-«4»egiddo XIX (Locus 4050) Sanctuary

^xas
'^a*fe

f i g . 3.—Photograph of Excavated
Janctuary of Megiddo XIX (Locus 4050)
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i?ig. 4.--Sketch
of fcegiddo XIX sanctuary Shoeing Earlier
(Original) and Later
(Secondary) Altars

Fig. 5 . —Altar of
Earlier Phase of Megiddo XIX
Sanctuary
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The step is now located on its east face rather than the
south. The main part of the altar is 4.1 x 1.6 ». and is
.92 in. above the floor. The step is approximately 1.9 x
.7 n. This altar is covered with white (llae) plaster* too.
The floor of the sanctuary was plastered like the
altar.

In Figure 6* slightly above the surface of the floor

are two rows of flat an4 level stones. They 9x9 irregular
In shape and dimension. One row of four stones is in the
saain axis and a second row of thre* atones is along the
western %#all. The excavators have pointed out th* difficulty in claiming that these are for posts, since the width
of the structure is Insufficient to warrant roof supports.
Also* the XOMT along the western wall of the structure is not
in line viith the centre re*/. Likewise, the closer view of
Figure 7 shows that the later altar covers the northernmost
base of the inner row of stones and obstructs two stones of
the sain course.

Kenyon has suggested that the stones

'-ere inadequate for roof supports and stay have had sow*
religious significance.

This explanation fails to account

for the apparent disregard of ton* stones during the rebuilding of the altar. The parallel example of stones in two
rows is found in Tell el-Far*an houses. There is no reason
to believe the rows of stones in the Megidd© 4050 sanctuary
are for any other reason than roof supports.
•.i
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F i g , 6.—View of Two aows of
Post Casern i n Megiddo XIX Sanctuary

F i g . 7.--Close-up View of Later
A l t a r and Stones of **oat Base
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It is not possible to determine if the stratum XIX
building is a complete structure or only a part of a larger
complex.

An identical building* without an altar* is found

north of the 4050 sanctuary and remnants of other wails east
of the sanctuary are not related to the existing structures.
If we assume that the sanctuary is complete* then it is possible to compare it with the Jericho VII (locus 420) structure.

* sAall building at Jericho level VII (locus 420)
was excavated by John Uarstang in 1936 and described as a
sanctuary of MBabyIonian character.* 54 The roow measures
5.25 x 2.50 a. Inside. In Figure 8, a reproduction of the
excavator*s photograph of the sanctuary, can be observed
that the structure is surrounded inside on three sides by a
bench.

On the northwestern side (adjacent to the locus num-

ber sign) the bench broadens out to form a dais.

On tne

long north side is a door, off-centre, and leading into the
building.

The structur* was separated from neighbouring

structures by a thick well*

rialls* floors* benches* dais

and doorway were all carefully plastered.

A plan of the

building is shown in Figure 9.
"jrohn Garstang, "Jericho: City and Necropolis?
General Purvey and apecial Features.
Report of the Sixth
and Concluding Season, 1936,w AAA. XXIII (1936)* 73.

,., „^arstang *** aarstang, KM ^9UM.
-^* 71-72.

aMAf*
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Fig. 8.—Jericho VII Shrine

v
Fig. 9.-*Plan of Jerlch© Vil Shrine
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Th® clain of a religious structure was mad* on tne
evidence of several stone objects (Figur* 10) found in the
same level but not in the same structur* as the sanctuary.
These objects Include what Garstang described a* **a remarkable piece of stone* long and relatively thin* of natural
shape and &iaootn with patina of time* presumably a 'aaazebah,» a central aymbel of the cult.1*9®

The provenance of

this .6 «• oval stone is not certain.

Another reported exaople ©f th* •bre*d-bou*ew type
sanctuary is found at Tell *1-Par»ai** This structure had
three phases* of which the first two are probably associated
with some sacred function*
Th* first stage* Early Srenr* Period 1 of de Vaux*
the structure consisted of one large room divided into two
parts by a wall running in m oblique direction toward the
northwest (see Figure 11).

Hear this wall I S a rectangular
Off

structur* which d* Vaux suggests might be an altar.

The

eastern room* described a* the cult-chamber, is 3*5 x 5 is*
in dimension and open on the eastern side. The western
room, which is about 4 x 5 a. Is surrounded on the south*
west and north by a plastered earth bench about 25 cm. high.
^Ibld.. p. 72.
57

a. 4* Vaux* ML#* fouliltts d* T*li *1-Far»ah*w
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Fig. 10.--itone Objects Found
Jear Jericho VII shrine
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Fig. 11.--The Sanctuary (Locus 671) o£ Early Bronze Period 1
at Tell e l - F a r ' a h
(Scale:

1:200)
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The western part of this bench broadens into a raised platform (2.25 x 3.4 ta. in dimension) * and is identified by de
Vaux as the ceiia wnere the divine syatbols were located.
These details are found in rigure 11.
Several architectural features suggest that the
ceiia ¥^as separated froa the remainder of the rooa:

two

flagstones for© a doorstep along the northern end of the
cella; and a colutan base in the axis of the building interrupts another little bench running northward froa the
southern wall.

The benches and platform of the cella were

covered in red ocre paint and kept meticulously clean.
This first phase structure was destroyed and another
building was established in Early bronre Period 2.

The

western wall and the western half of the southern wall were
destroyed and sanctuary 671 was replaced by a slightly
larger building towards the south and west (see locus 633 in
figure 12).

The cella of the first phase is replaced by a

square room, with several column oases in tne floor. This
western room is closed by a %»all against which is an earthen
bench,

H small protruding niche in the southern wall is

58
ib^d*. pp. 577-78. "do remains of these symbols
were found. *Je Vaux suggests that the destruction of the
Period 1 sanctuary wight account for the absence of cult
figurines. He notes tnat a bovine head of polished green
stone was recovered in the adjacent locus 648 and a crudely
made huaan figurine was found in nearby locus 614. iioth of
these objects are of the same period as the first phase of
the building.
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noticeable.

access to the western room is by an off-

centre entrance along the northern part of the wall.

Tne

eastern roosi i locus 639} nm, has an eastern wall which is
defined by a drainage channel.

The distinctive features of

the earlier structure nave disappeared.
The third phase of the structure is dated to the
tarly iJronre Period 3.

m this phase the structure is simi-

lar to that of Period 2. Tnere are five columns in tne
floor.

The western wall and part of the southern wall of

the previous period still are used.

The eastern room (locus

639) is no longer in use* as it is blocked by a wall leading
from the north to the entrance of room 638.

This narrow

passage permits entrance to room 638 only from the north
{figure 12;. tie Vaux suggests two reasons for these
changes:

the installation of the drainage channel nas

shortened the eastern roosa; and the collapse of the dividing
wall, requiring support of a stone wall, restricting access
by the north only.

The northern side of the entrance leans

oore than the supported southern partf which suggests that
water drainage probleffls continued to plague the early Bronze
Age inhabitants.
The similarities of the Tell el-far*ah sanctuary of
phase 1 and tne Jericho VII structure are noticeable*
6Q

lbio;.. p. SS4 and plate XL11X, a.
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Ibid«. p. 584.

Tnese
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include the raised dais at the end of the building, the
plastered benches and eastern-facing off-centre entrance.
The reason for the short life of the building is not
known* as it lasted only during the early Bronze Period 1,
to be replaced by what appears to be similar to a domestic
housing structure in Periods 2 and 3.

The city of *Arad covered SOJSS twenty-five acres and
was surrounded by a stone wail 2.30 a. thick during these
two Harly Bronze 11 strata periods, during this tlae the
lower city had both stone dwellings and a so-called "temple*
or "sanctuary.*1

Inside the southern lower city wall, in the

central area (area T ) , was excavated what is described as a
"temple."

This identification is made on analogy with other

teaples at JAegiddo, »Ai m4 Hn-tiedl.62
The structure h9d two phases. There was fire and
destruction after each pnase, with the final destruction
being cotaplete.

It is possible that there is a slight occu-

pational gap after this last final destruction and the next
63
occupation of the area of the tell.

The first structure

In stratum III consisted of a large "broad-house" type
building 11 x 5 m. in dimension, with four pillar bases and
62
63

^ a r o n i and Afairan, Ancient *x*d. p . 1 1 .

Y . Aharon!, "excavations a t Tell Arad; P r e l i m i n ary lieport on the second r e a s o n , 1963, w i £ J . AVXI (1967),
23d.
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an off-centre entrance on the west side, facing the city and
connected with a courtyard.

This structure is lettered

"A" in Figure 13. Along the northern wall of tne structure
was built during stratum III period 9n annex, also a NbreadhouseM t/pe structure with an entrance similar in construction to theraainrooa.
After the destruction at the end of stratum III the
main building underwent najor alterations in stratus li»
The sanctuary was altered by partitioning off the main
cella,. a small room was built by connecting tv.o of the pillar bases, and a square stone structure, identified as a
batman or high place, was built outside and against the front
(western) wall; and a southern annex was added adjacent to
the southern wall.
The southern annex, lettered "U" in rlgure 13, was a
structure of the "broad-house** type (10.10 x 4.50 fa. i, also
wltn an entrance in the long wall li&e the sanctuary and the
northern annex.
inside wall,

This southern annex had benches along the

white (llnte) plaster covered the benches and

possibly the floor. There were two column bases, one
described as "in the snape of a well-dressed orthostat.*6^
64

Aharoni md Aniran, Ancient Arao;. p. 11 and Fig. 7.
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ibid.

R. Aairan, "tfews and ilotes:
(1966), 273-74.

Arad," I d J . At I

Fig. 13.--Sketch of Tell !Arad Temple
of Stratum II, Showing: A, Main Structure;
B, Northern Annex; C, Bamah or High Place;
D, the Soutnern Annex. No scale is Indicated.
North direction is approximated.
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This annex was built in an area which was formerly open
67
space, and has no predecessor in stratum

Hi,

The nortnem annex, lettered *&* in Figure 13, did
not undergo any major alteration and therefore v#as relatively undisturbed during the transition between strata III
and II. The extent of cnange during the transition which
saw i»ajor destruction over much of tne early Bronze II city
is described by tne excavators, "This annex underwent no
arcnitectural changes (except, for a heightening of the
floor in the courtyard in front of it), and the repairing of
the walls."68
Pottery and objects have been found in the southern
69
annex but th® main sanctuary "was all but devoid of finds.w
The final publication of the tarly Bronze 'Arad
excavations is now in press and additional details, especially concerning the identification of the bmmh are not
available,

it would appear froa the excavators* descrip-

tions that the structures described might be domestic
"broad-house'* type housing, especially since no pottery
finds frow the laain sanctuary can confirm the specific function of the building.

The column bases, placement of the

main door, and the dimensions of the building all agree with
67

l.b l ld.. pp. .£73-74.

63

ibld.
69
Aharoni ana Aoiiran, m$km%,MM*
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what we know about Early Bronre Age houses. The addition of
the southern small rooa in the sain structure during stratum
11 could be a division of the house to accomodate more
people, a practice found also at *Al and Tell el-Far*ah.

The next typological develepaient in the Early Bronze
Age sanctuary can be observed in the two building phases of
the sanctuary at «Ai. The first building phase shows a continuation of the house type structure with several roosts of
roughly rectangular pattern. The second and final building
phase follows the same general plan as the first, but now is
differentiated into three specialised partes

an outer hall,

an inner room or hekal. and a deblr or cella in an alcove of
the Inner room. The reanants of a possible fourth room to
the north were also found.
The premature death of the original excavator and
the incomplete nature of the published records of her expeditions has limited our ability to reconstruct the building
phases, particularly the earlier phase. «ork at *Ai was
resumed by Joseph A. Callaway in 1964, and the preliminary
reports of his stratlgraphical investigations provide additional aids In unravelling the archaeological history.
Marquet-Krause,

p. 19. AI-. ' ^ ^ i f t W ^ t f ^ . , , "
p. 21.

71

p. 40.

callawayt -The 1964 *Ai (et-Tell) Excavations,"
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Marquet-tirause had excavated almost all of the final Sanctuary A and a great part of the earlier structures, and it is
necessary to reconstruct the phases using her published
results wherever possible. Virtually all of the collate
pottery vessels were recovered by karotiet-Krauae and this
provides one of the raost significant collections of vessels
for the study of the contacts between Palestine and Egypt in
the Early Ironie Age*
iiarquet-JCrause recognized three sanctuary phases*
C v fc« and A, with A the latest (see Figures 15 and 16}. Her
72
plans and findM are divided according to this division.'*
Recently Callaway has concluded that her C and & are the
ease, and that there are only two main sanctuary phases pxe*
ceded by %*hat he describes as a "pre-sanctuary* phase. In
the description of the sanctuary phases, reference will be
made to the plan of Figure 14.
in the pre-sanetuary phase the site contained the
earliest of the three-wall system (Wall A ) and possibly a
small but insignificant building.

The smell Wall a in A III

goes under Wall ft, the later strengthened rebuild of Wall A,
73
and nay represent a wall of the earlier building.
Mail A
p. 31 and plate XCV1I1.
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Callaway, -The 1964 *Ai (et-Tell) Excavations,•
p. 16. The following description of the sanctuary phases
relies heavily on the detailed preliminary results in this
article.

AI (ET-TLLL) E X C A V A T . O S S

SITE A THE SANCTUARY
1'ir. 2 J'lnn ot tin Suit tu 11 \

Fig. l4.--PJan of Sanctuaries B and A at 'Ai (et-Tell) (Callaway)

4:

Fig. 15a.-Sanctuary C at 'Ay
(et-Tell) (MarquetKrause)

Fig. 15b.-•

Sanctuary B at 'Ay
(et-Tellj (MarquetKrause)

N
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Fig. 16.--Diagram of Sanctuary A
at 'Ay (et-Tell) (Marquet-Krause)
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is apparently on either bedrock or built on the thin 2*5 cm.
yellowish-clay deposit found on bedrock under Wall A in A II
and against the Inside of Wall A . Between the tiae of the
construction of *tall A 9nd the sanctuary B phase* ashy
debris of bones, charcoal and other waste materials ^as
dumped inside «all A, possibly to level the area since the
bedrock dips noticeably to the west. The pre-sanctuary
phase probably represents, according to Callaway, the first
74

urban phase and is similar to £8 1 of Kenyon and de Vaux.
Sanctuary B consisted of two rooms built against
4*11 A. A layer of red clay, probably sifted froa deposits
found in great abundance in the nearby Wadl A$as* was laid
over the ashy-grey fill of the pre-sanctuary phase. This
prepared a level surface south froa a ledge of bedrock In
A IV. On this layer in A III the northern of two rooms of
sanctuary I was constructed. This roots was bounded by
tfoll M on the north, Moll F on the east and Wall Q ©n the
south. The room %nd Its packed clay floor extended up to
4oll A*

A quantity of broken pottery was found on this

floor in A ill. The southern room in A II is bounded by
74

Ibid., p. 40. wore recently Callaway, in a personal communication, has tended to lower tne date of the
earliest pre-sanctuary phase to the prote~Urban period, no
doubt to conform with the dating he has established in the
•At too* materials, A final decision will have to await the
publication of the forthcoming excavation report, Thejtanc%mm, •$.,, ,V4 I t V i i M i » »«« in press.
*That is, floor and walls continued under altar 4
and under *oll S, the later rebuild of 4mll A.
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»ell u en the north, f on the east and *isll o on the south.
rtgeinet well * in this roots is found a semicircular altar.
The red*clay layer woich was found in the northern roots is
also found in this altar room, but an additional layer of
compact buff fill is on top. The buff layer is found only
in this room.

The circular stone altar along the southern

v^all woo built against «fell $ and into the pre-sanctuary
ashy fill. Callaway notes that the lower stones of the
altar have the red clay nixed with the ashy grey layer,
which suggests the altar was constructed into the lower
76
stratus, no doubt for stability.
Entrance to the sanctuary §aay have been found in A I
next to wall A, according to Callaway, where there aoy have
been another saall reoa south of the altar raoia, with dell k
as Its southern wall, although there Is no evidence frosi the
excavations.

aanctuary B corresponds to E§ II of Kenyon.

Sanctuary B ended by fire and the rebuilt structure
of aanctuary A retained tne basic fens but was an enlarged
and more specialized replacement*

This destruction was

probably part of the larger destruction of the Early Brome
city, since ..all B, the strengthening of Wall A to form a
76

Callaway, "The 1964 * A ! £et-Tell) Excavations,"

p. 73.

footnote 12 and p* 40.
p^>» 17*18.
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citadel, is also paralleled in th® strengthening of the
fortifications elsei^here on the tell.
The aonctuery A phases are $hamn in figures 14, 16
and 17. Woil 3 was built over woll A and part of the ruins
of oonctuory b. bonctuory A V;OO built of three, possibly
four, rooms. The first xooa\ was in area A II and was 3*5 x
6.0 «. in dimension with a plastered bench along the north
and east sides.

Entrance to sanctuary A was by Well E

against wall A.

On the benches were found offering ves*
£11

sels, and on the floor were incense burners.

between the

burners was found the charred remains of a roof beostt
although a. ?, Vincent believed they could have been an
aajheya,.

A recess in the corner was probably used for the

preparation of offerings,

in the middle of the north wall

of this roots was a doorstep and doorway leading to the
northern room, an inner sanctuary ( A 1X1) $ or hekal,. Inside
this was another bench JUeaediotely to the right of the door*
way. Here »ar^uet*l4rause found nuaerous saucers which might
have been used for liquid offerings or lanps.
^Ibld*. p. 18.

On the left

^Callaway, "The 1964 V*I (et-Tell) Excavations,w
p. 21, has pointed out that entrance could not have been as
liarquet-itrause reported, i.e., a raap of packed earth on the
east of Wail £, especially since Wall u was constructed on
loose ashes.

m

lbld.

4c

i;ig. 17. --Diagram of SancLuary A at 'Ay
(et-Tell) (reconstructed) (Marquet-Krause)
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of the doorway, in the southwestern corner, and against
,/odi i was located a snail roou, with a plastered altar
(Altar J ) , 1.7 a, long and 0.7 »• high. The position of the
altar was such that worshippers in the southern soon could
not observe tne proceedings by the altar. The privacy of
this altar area suggests that it might have been a very
primitive development of a holy of holies or deblr. On the
altar -arquet-urause found numerous cult objects Including
04,
alabaster and stone bowls.

These bowls have parallels in

royal to®bs in Hgypt. Above the altar was a niche composed
of five flat stones painted red, * eaell votive bed was
found beside the niche, A series of enell bins woo con*
s true ted against Woll B and between Altor J and «ell M.
These bins would be places where objects presented to the
deity would be stored. Callaway has reported that the bins
were built after Wall U entrance had been blocked, suggesting that a tnird rot® in A IV aoy have been in use in the
first phase of Sanctuary A , to be 9b®nd®ned in the later
phase, represented by the construction of the bins.

Sane*

tuary * was destroyed by fire in the middle or late i.3. XII.
After this time the sanctuary and the city of »A1 was afean*
4&ned*
wright has pxemnted

a number of arguments to sug-

gest the structure is not a sanctuary but a storeroo© for a
-lnwr H I . in im » i . n . mum .1 ••

84

l i n n . , min in .

IfcW». p . 18,

85

Xbld.. p. 21.
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nuiaher of vessels used in tne large public building, the
Of.

"palace" on the acropolis being the real sanctuary.

His

arguments are:
1.

The sanctuary lacked special architectural form.

The bins and benches and platforms would be considered as
domestic features elsewhere.
2.

The installations called "altar bM and "altar A"

could not be considered such, since sacrifice would nave
been outside in sacred open courts*
3.

The presence of two ceraraic stands in noota * il

and

a ceramic &ed mey nave cultic significance, but during the
iron nge these objects are frequently found in private
homes.
Tnis study of religious architecture from typelogical cooiparlsons has emphasized the similarity between domes*
tic housing and the carl/ axonze

nge sanctuary.

Wo special

architectural form other tnan the presence of an altar
inside the structure could be said to have evolved In the
earliest period, by which a sanctuary could be distinguished
fro» an ordinary house.

There is no evidence in the earli-

est part of tne early bronze Age, contemporary with the
oanctuary b, that sacrifices would nave been outside in open
courts.

Tne *A1 sanctuary altars are similar to the instal-

lations atfeegiddoXIA, Jericho VII (uarstangj and Tell
b r i g h t , "The ^Significance of »Ai in the Tnird J»dllenniua «*.C. ,H pa. 4-5.
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el-Far»ah 671, ail of wnich have the altars built inside the
building.

The presence of cultic objects end ceramics of

votive nature is an iaportant criterion for making a judgment concerning the function of a building.

The history of

Palestine is punctuated by the appearance of new cultures
And the destruction of earlier ones,

it is difficult to

cite evidence froa a later period, over 1,300 years distant,
to argue for a point of view against the *A1 sanctuaries
without taking into consideration the discontinuity in cultural nistory caused by the arrival of new peoples.

The third group of tarly Bronze sanctuaries Includes
those structures wnich are recognizable as public buildings,
separated from domestic nouslng by location and monusaenial
sire.

These sanctuaries tend to continue the *,broad-houseB

tradition with pillar bases ana tne entrance along tne
longer side, usually on the east*
is associated with a high place.

One of these structures
*M. end Megiddo are the

sites where sanctuaries of tnis ty^e are located.

At '*i

there is uncertainty as to tne function of the main acropolis building; at Megiddo there is difficulty in establishing the date of the structures, including the high place
(locus 4047} and its associated sanctuary (locus 4040}, as
well as the twin teaples 5269 and 5192.
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The ciais that the acropolis structure is a sanctuary has already been mentioned.

On the basis of typological

comparison there is no evidence that the acropolis is anything but a sanctuary.

The presence of two sanctuaries at

*Ai (site .v and site u) Is not unique. The temples at
«egiddo seem to be contemporary.

The acropolis ©ullding

continues in oonutaental far» the Hbroad-house* sanctuary
tradition.

The absence of specific cultic objects as sup-

port for a palace function will be reviewed in the next
cnapter.

it shoald *>e Mentioned that Marquet-Krause lists

in her ceramic inventory a nuaaber of objects from the acropolis that v-yuld presumably indicate a possible cultic function.

These include three entries for alabaster bov.l frag-

ments.
One of the objectives of the resumption of excavations at "ni in 1964 was to obtain stratigraphic information
for the acropolis building.

The preliminary report of the

excavations of 1964 and 1966 are nov, available and are the
basis for tne description of the phases of this structure.
87
These bowl fragments were entered in the text
volume but were never drawn in the plates, aee MarquetKrause, irffritilMlp^f .'Al LftrJfM*
Hegistertfe.399,
p. 56 (room22}, "fragment of alabaster bowl,*1 diameter 6.6
era. i Hegister Wo. 344, p. 53 irooa 22), "various pieces of
an alabaster owl";
Hegister *io. 692, p. 71 (room 42),
"fragment of a bowl with hemispheric body, narrow ris*
(alabaster}*N
Callaway, -The 1964 »H1 iet-Tell} t-xcavations,*
p. 14; Joseph A. uallaway, "The 1966 'Ai (et-Tellj Excavations/'riAeOft.CXCV1 (ueceaber, 1969;, 12-13, 15.
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This Information will be supplemented v*itn the preliminary
reports of Parquet-Krause.
The acropolis is a fortified complex on the nighest
part of et-Tell.

The most prominent structure is the sanc-

tuary, the structure that Merquet«*vreuse and Caliav,ay call a
"palace.**

The sanctuary building consists of two phases,

^receded by a pre-aeropoiis phase.
In the pre-acropoiis phase there were small structures on the site, but «©st of the evidence for these structures woo either removed prior to the construction of the
acropolis or by subsequent destruction*
remains of snail walls -ere found in a l$

vallaway notes that
u Hi,

and u IV

isee rigure 1#).
The first building phase is associated with the
original *elle b and A. InsiderfallB in u II were saall
column bases, presumably to hold up a roof connecting the
two *eile. flat top column oases in u I are associated with
this first phase, *

The curved *all B Is unusual for a

small structure, although a house in thefcarlyBronxe city
at 'A! does neve an apsidal et\d.

There is also the possi-

bility that the curved wall was adapted to accomodate the
uneven

bedrock at the site, A discussion of the possible
89

Callava/, "The 1964 *A1 iet-Tell> Excavations,1'
pp. 13, 15.
va

^ee J4arquet-*yrause, ygK $MMUim> M

plan for roosa 97.

,*m<iM$,~l#Hl*
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foreign origin of the apsldal construction will be found in
Chapter V of this pepex.

The first building, associated

. itn ..ails b and ,n was some 31 a, long end an unknown --lata.
Callaway suggests that the originalrfelli> aioy have been
constructed of aud-brlcjs. on a stone base 1.75 ». wide.
technique was found by Kenyon at Jericho, mmxe

This

winter rains

were lively to wash a*»ay walls whose base was not of stone.
well K, located west of u V, was used to reinforce i/all B,
or to level the uneven bedrock for woll B, which was built
ovex the inner surface of *<ell K.

These wails ta&y have been

intended as additional support for ./all B.

in u IV »<all L

v/hlch was shown to be contemporary vdth the «'ail B structure
v.as also a supporting well for the southern end of the
curved structure.

The first building phase came to a fiery

end as did the contemporary Sanctuary B. y *
Tne plan of the acropolis building is stexy fragmentary and there is a question about the exact function of the
area west of *J II shown in figure IS, as well as the area
shown by Marquet-Krause In her plans of 1934 (elevations 11,
12, and 13).

This can be found in figure 19.

Excavations

during the su«»er of 1970 leave uncovered a tMj-aeter wide
enclosure wall along tne western edge of the acropolis,
circling fxmtt the north to the south.
'"""Hi HI in i ii in mil ii

iin ii

iiiiii.iiii.«

A drain runs along

«•••••

k e n y o n , imBMMmat, MhMt *MX MM,* P* 1<».
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C a l l a v a y , "The 1964 «*i ( e t - T e l l ; wccavations» M
p . 34 and f i g . 13.
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Fig. 19.--Plan of zhe Acropolis Building (Marquet-Krause)

b?
tfto inside face of tne south side.

*lthougn preliminary

^lans of Callaway tfigure 18 > do not shot* tnis ***ali, r#»»
nants art snown by Marquet-Krause In figure 19.
The second phase of the acropolis Is associated witn
tne rebuilding of ««alis b end A. Tne oxigmal phase of
trails 3 and A were destroyed and rebuilt, witn tne rebuild
of wail .\ cut into tne destruction debris of Wall M.

The

s^ace between the t*o walls was presumably filled in to for®
a strong fortified western side to the second phase build*
94
rng.
The rebuild of wall H is of dressed stones, resea»~
biing bxicits in size and ohopo.
rne main rooia of the second phase building is rectangular, ap.^roKJUaately 20 a. long and 6.60 ia. wide, tne
long axis oriented in a general nortn-soutn airectIan.
Along tne main axis are four raised column bases.

Two of

tnese were found in ^lace and two nod been disturbed.
These raised column bases are associated with tne second
phase,

A reconstruction of the location of the disturbed

bases is possible from the bases found l,q oi,t.u. The
filler bases wexe approKiaateiy 4 ©. a>»art. Assuming the
pillar bases are in the middle of tne rooa in the east-west
axis, and tne fragiaentary wall found east of room 61 is part
93
texsonal cocaaunlcatian front ur. Jose^n A. uallawa/.
^Coilov-oy, T h e 1966 *ni (ot-Tell) excavations,*
^p. 13, 15. This represents a correction of the original
*>nasing ^resented in tne 1964 ^reliadnary report.
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of the building substructure,feoxquet^Kreueowas able to
suggest the original location of the eastern wall of the
tfoil A building (see Figure 19).

The debris of burnt wood

found oil the north column base suggests that the wooden
beans were used on the bases to support the roof.

There

is no evidence to locate with certainty the entrance in the
Middle of the eastern ball (see rigure 19), or that the
broken part of the -all north of rooa 61 is a doorway,
rather than part of the final destruction of the structure.
A courtyard extended eastward froa the structure.
«iarquet-krouse had excavated most of the area Inside
Wall A . in nany areas erosion which occurred after the site
had been excavated and not refilled *e*oved what evidence
resained. Callaway was able to excavate around the column
bases in a i end to analyxe the stratigraphy aasociated with
g&

the acropolis structure*
the building.

Me has identified two phases of

The first is associated with a flat-top base

near a raised base in the northern part of the hall.^7

A

thin layer of ashes represents destruction of the first
acropolis building. On top of tills layer was placed the
^ r q u e t - K r a u s e , j^f JwUiM,
pp. 14-1&, plate VIII, 2.

#£ .MiT ,llkltM,i.
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Ca!!away, T h e 1964 * M (et-Tell) Excavations,*
pp. 34-37.
97

# M & » ****§• 1% *** >»P- % - 3 7 .
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raised-top column bases, belonging to the second building.
The masonry of the rebuild of Wall A resembles
orickwottiu

The thirteen rows of fiat stones that refsalned

were in regular levels. The stones were hararaer-dres&ect to
opproxlmoto the slse of s*ud«bricks. The anterior stones of
the two-meter wide wall were s»oothed.

Yeivin has suggested

that the technique of bric^-aa^iny, learned by the inhabitants of the Jordan Valley, was c#nsciously adapted to stone
in the acropolis structure." The seat transition was
observed In Early &ronre houses in site C I at *Al. The
mortar used bet^en the stones was also placed on the outside of the wall. On the wail surface, a layer of red clay
with straw binding was added. On top of this clay layer, a
third coat, of white huwwar plaster, »as applied to give a
finished appearance. The plaster was found Intact on the
northern wall of the main roe®.

The building oust have been

flnisned with white plaster, as were other £arly Sronxe
sanctuaries, on the floor and often the walls, although it
is not possible to associate the plastered wail surface of
rfall A with column baaes and floors of the structure. The
possible influence of other nem construction raetnoda fro®
98

waila«ay, T h e 1966 »Ai (et-Tell) excavations,'
pp. 13, 15.
**S, Velvin, T h e Masonry of the Early Uronre
Excavations,** p. 37.
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sgypt or Mesopotamia on the acropolis, as reflected in the
masonry and plastering techniques, will be discussed in
Chapter V.
The second acropolis building phase was fortified by
the addition of wall H, the rebuild of wall k, &nd the addition ofrfellJ.
The acropolis building was destroyed at the sa«ae
ti«e as the sanctuary, i.e., in aid-to-late fcb 111. A layer
of ashes i.20 a. thic* in L* V is evidence of the final COnflagratlon.

w

T,he *oflfrftfiq Jeoff^ffrHfflf*
The temple cooplex of **egiddo A V I I - A I V I S an important source of information on the development of the sanctuary at the end of tne Early bronze Age. but the excavation
reports, vdta its rich assemblage of pottery and objects,
cannot be tafcen as presented without soa&e interpretation,

A

reconstruction of the complex from the published sources is
essential to determine which of the structures should be
included in the Early bronte «ge and vihlch in the succeeding
eras.

The difficulty in accepting the reports as published

is due to the deficiencies in the excavation nethode.
Kenyon has pointed out soiae of these errors.
I

W « l « l — » « — — M » M » - . II «l

AMM

p. 16.

These

»i II

aarquet-Krause# ^ea, fflMUf, ,#*, MY,, i t f H W J *

Km M. t^myon, m*ome rfotee on the vearly and Middle
&xmze «ae s t r a t a of Meglddo,* %mM«Mm*l*
U958), 51-52.
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include the assumption that the strata are horizontal.

The

tipping of strata, to be expected on a tell the size of
Megiddo, would bring into whet would be an earlier strata in
the centre of the tell structures and artifacts froa a later
period at the edge of the toll.

The excavators failed to

take into account the effect of disturbances such as foundation trenches for walls, which would be cut into earlier
strata.
AVIII

There is also tne failure to consider in the strata

upward tne effect of the intrusion of tombs of the

Middle bx&nze Age into earlier strata,

in order to date the

temple complex it is necessary to combine information found
in a nmbex

of separate strata reported in the excavation

records. lQ2
Al^a*, # ?
Beginning with strata XVII and XVI there is a high
degree of similarity between the structures as reported.
The western buildings of XVI complete the housing complex
first reported in XVII.

Lloewloe* the housing complex of

locus 3177 is remarkably similar in both strata*

This would

suggest that stratus XVII Is probably the lower part of
walls and the 4017 altar of the same structures represented
in stratuta XVI. Bath strata should be studied together.
mmmmmmmwmnm* tmmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmm

w

• •mint mmum

% o u d , %g>ddo in
Te,x,V In this paper iloaan
numerals will be used to indicate the strata from area bu of
the Loud report. The diagrams of strata XVli-XllI B are
found in the Loud boon.
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The altar 4017 first appears in stratum C/ll and
continues through stratum ,-JLV. in stratum XVII and XVI, the
altar is snov.n to be surroanded on four sloes by an enclosure wall, witn the ?>ossibilit/ of an entrance from the north
side,

oince strata XVII and XVI should be considered

together there is the question whether altar 4017 had two
phases or only one.

if the altar as shown in XVI1 was an
103

actual phase, as tne excavators report,

the southern

enclosure *>ell would obstruct Movement around the altar.

It

Is very lively, therefore, as i%enyon nas proposed, that the
altar had only one phase, the phase shown in stratum XVII
being the base of the altar with the raised structure in
stratum XVI. The fact tnat tnere is access along the
southern wail indicates that the altar tapers Inward, as the
104
ttrat
excavators noted in their report,
not that the stratus
XVI structure is a second major phase of the altar. 105
The altar is roughly elliptical in shape, its major
axis is 10 m* long end its oiner axis is d.7 ©.
tapers to an d m. diameter circle at the top.

Tne altar
In stratum

XVI the altar reaches a height of 1.40 m. and «ay hern been
iQ3

Xb,id.. p. 73.

1Q4

Ibrid.. p. 76.
105
»ee Kenyon, "aome .lotes on the Early and Middle
bronre Age strata of Meglddo,1* p. 54. Wright, T h e significance of *Ai in the Third Millennium b.C.," p. 10, maintains
on the basis of his personal inspection in 1964 that the
altar imd at least two major phases visible, bee also tne
original excavators1 xe^&rt9 Loud, Mooirido. lit.. Text, ^p, 73,
76.
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considerably higher bef^xe

it woo destroyed and replaced,

possibly in stratusa XIV, or at the latest in stratus AIH

B.

The top of tne altar \*as reached by a fligtit of stairs shown
in CVI-AIV.

.ground the altar 4017 ¥«ere found potsherds and

animal bones, indicating the structure's ritual us© (see
rigure 21;.
If the altar %*a$ abandoned in stratum AAV, *<nicn is
y@xy likely, then the twin tetanies were built as its
replacement.

«is» Kenyon has argued for the earlier destruc-

tion of tne altar based on tne wall conteaporary v*itn the
first phase of temple 4040 v%hich in stratus XV covers the
106
steps ieading to tne top of tne high ^iace,

ane also

indicates that the excavators reported no layers of pot
fragments and aniaal bones in tne debris wnich covered the
altar,

rigure 164 in the J&eglddo report seems to indicate

that the soutn wall of temple 4040 %*as dug into the level of
the enclosure v*alls of the earlier altar 4017. i 0 7
altar

as not abandoned until stratum *lll

If the

b, where a pave-

ment (locus 4009) covers the structure, then the altar survived into the £.S.-«4.b. period.
titer 4017 cannot be dated on the basis of the artifacts found near it because of tomb intrusions.

The last

use of tne altar would be determined by either the beginning
i06

lbici.. p. 55.

W

Ibld.
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rig. 29a.—Altar 4017 of stratum
*VII, Megiddo

rig. 20b.—^vl tar 4017 of Stratus
XVI, *4egiddo

rig. 21.—Altar 4017 of btrotua
<VI, i-teglddo ( f i g . 164)

r i g . 22*—Potsherds and Animal
bones in u e b r i s Around n i t e r 4017 a t

cAeglddo
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of the twin teaples or the date of the pavement, locus 4009.
It is not possible to determine the oeglnning date of the
twin temples, artifacts froa the pavement (see figure 23)
Include tnree bowls, a large jar, and a multiple-unit leap.
Also found on the pavement were four bronze objects, a
bronze toggle pin, a flint implement and a limestone gaae
board.

These artifacts are dated £.b.-M.b., the probable

termination date of altar 4017, The altar must therefore
have been in use during E.b. 111.
iiouth of the southern enclosure wall in strata XVIIXVI, locus 5215 is what appears to be a pavement leading to
tne housing compound on the v*est of the plan. The pavement
of strata XVII-XV1 extends under the twin temples 5192 and
5269 shown in stratum XV, and tnerefore pre-dates these
teaples.
TLho Twin, Tfffiples 5192, end 5%S9
The twin teaples, which are found in stratuia XV,
represent the next stage in the development of the Megiddo
sacred area.

The teaples are built in a more eastwardly

direction than the housing complex of stratuia AVI and could
not have been contemporary with stratum XVI. An examination
of stratuia XV shows that the twin temples were built at an
angle that the southeast wall of teaiple 5192 would have
impinged on the area occupied by temple 4040.

Photographs

from the excavators* reports show the southeastern wall of
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Pottery Descriptions
Fragmentary, fine, pink-buff to brown-gray, numerous
minute and occasional large white grits, heavily
fired, handmade, wet-smoothed, incised decoration.
2

Fine, pink-buff, minute with occasional large white
grits, well fired, handmade, buff slip inside and out.

3

Fine, buff, occasional grits, lightly fired, handmade,
wet-smoothed.

4

Buff, numerous red and white grits, handmade, wetsmoothed.

5

Intact, pink-buff to buff, numerous white grits,
poorly handmade, string-cut base, cups interconnecting.

Fig. 23.--Pottery from Pavement 4009
of Stratum XIII B, Megiddo
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5192 going under 4040 (see figures 26 and 2 7 ) . l m

The pave-

ment forming the courtyard of teaple 5192 is hloc&ed »y teaThe twin temples coula not nave been contemporary

pie 4040,

with temple 4040 as shewn in the plan for stratus XV ^see
rigure 25).
The twin teiaples ^ere last used in stratum AIV,
which is the i:.b.-M.is. period, froa pottery evidence froa
wall fragments in stratuia AIV.

*

aunayevsxi and keiapinsiii

in a report on soundings made in 1965 by a group of Hebrew
university students concluded that levels XIV b, XV, and XVI
must be related to the Early bronze Age III.

This would

assume that three separate cultic centres were built in
rapid succession in thefcarlybronze II period.
highly unlikely.

This Is

Unfortunately, ^unayevski and MNapinski

published no evidence to support their claist, and therefore
it cannot be taken seriously.
The altar 4017 appears to be the only structure of
the Megiddo sacred area that can be assigned with any certainty to the early Bronze Age.

Tne twin temples and temple

4040 are to be assigned to the c.b.-te.b, end the middle
bronze Ages, respectively.

These later buildings do give us

108

Loud, weolddo lit.
Text, pnotographs 179 and 186
on pp. 79 and 83, respectively.
log
*aee corroborating evidence by Kenyon, m*ome Motes
on thefcarlyand middle bronze Age strata of Megiddo,"
pp, 56-57,

feegiddo,"

°^unayevaki and Ketspinsjci, "Mows and Hetoot
p . 142.
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W^
0

5

fig. 2 4 . —Restored Plan of Megiddo otratuia XV Sacred Area

fig. 25.—sacred Area of Megiddo stratum XV

70

fig. 2 6 . — Tewple 4040 of itratua
XV, Meglddo, Viewed froa Morthwest

,e*\?s

Fig. 27.—Temple 4040 with Altar
4017 behind and Temple 5192 at rtight.
otratua XV. Viewed fro® Worth.
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a picture of the continuity of typological tradition, connecting the public buildings of the Early Bronze Age and
succeeding periods. Altar 4017 appears to be the first outside altar of its Rind in Palestine, starting a tradition
**hich continues dovm tnrough tuo millennia in the area.

The

possible foreign origin of the high place will be discussed
in Chapter V.

mnmm^m,

dSM.,Sh*,m?^

$F9m% mt

This chapter has attempted to show the various types
of Early bronze Age sanctuaries as they can be classified
from typological evidence now available.
emphasised that the tnxee
tic housing plans.

It has been

basic types originated from domes-

The "broad-house" type is the closest to

domestic housing and in several cases the sanctuaries also
«ay have served as houses, v-'ith cultic purposes a secondary
use.

The second type, the •Ai sanctuary type, continues the

* broad-house*' tradition, but adds a degree of special! ration
which is seen again in the twin teaples and teaple 4040 at
»4egiddo.

The third type, the public building, continues the

public function as seen in the *A! sanctuary, but expresses
it in taore saonueiental architecture.

The public buildings

exhibit a more specialized location from housing complexes,
a reflection of the early development of urban planning and
the lateness of tnis type of sanctuary in the Early Bronze
Age.

The public building is found at *Ai acropolis and the

7k

Jfciegiddo a l t a r 4017, with the l a t e r elaboration in the twin
teavloo and temple 4040.
rt is the tnird type of sanctuary that continues to
be elaborated in tne early bronze-Middle bronze and the
Middle dxonze

Age in Palestine.

in a brief survey.

This will he demonstrated

Syrian,fcgyptianandteeeo-jjotettienexam-

ples will be discussed in Chapter V.
in the tarly dronze-Mlddle Bronxe period the only
examples of temple architecture are the twin teaples.

each

of these consists of a large altar enamber, 9 x 14 m,, with
a subordinate room on each side and a columned porch across
the front.

The side wall extends forward about five meters.

Two bases for roof supports are found in the ^orch and two
in the chamber of the teraple. 3«e door in tne centre of the
east porch facade leads to the cnasiber. Floors and walls
are liae-^iastered.

* laod-bricx altar, approximately rec-

tangular 15.25 x 3.95 euj is on the west wall opposite the
door opening.
in tne Kiddle bronze Age there is temple 4040, which
is very similar to that of the twin teaples.

This later

temple in the Meglddo sacred area is about 10 x 14 ia. in
dimension as found in stratum XV.

There Is a porch, side-

walls and column bases similar to the twin temples.

In

stratum AIV, teaple 4040 is altered to a point where it
bears little reseablance to its original plan.
and side room are removed.

The porch

The altar originally along the
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southwestern veil is now in a new altar room in the centre
of tne old temple. The new rooa is a saall cell (5*150 x
4.0 a.),

rlear the centre of the room is a large stone (1.75

x 1.25 m,i with a smooth surface.
Theteegiddctemples are "broad-rooa" in plan, with
interior columns and a courtyard.

The temples face east-

ward.
Tne M.S. sanctuary at i&hariyah, eight kilometers
north of Acre along the coast, also includes a sanctuary and
baman.

Tne sanctuary, oriented east-west, is a rectangular

central hall approximately 12.8 x 8.0 m., outside measurement.

Adjoining this hall to the east and west are two

small rooms.

Tnere are also two small rooms at the north-

east corner of the building.

The rooms were not built

v*itn the original structure but at different phases in the
112
use of the building.

A small bamah. adjoining the

southern *all of the earlier temple, consisted of a roughly
circular six-meter diameter pile of stones. In subsequent
phases the temple was rebuilt on a larger plan to the north
and the bamah was enlarged to a diameter of fourteen meters.
Tne combination of temple and baman is similar to the
*a. ^othan, "The excavations at Mahariyah," IcJ.
Vi (1956;, 15.
A

1. ben-iior, **A Middle bronze ^%ge Teaple at
.«lanari/ah,u W ^ A P . XIV U950), 4.
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Megiddo area, with the Megiddo bamah being considerably
larger in size.
Tne Hazor Temple III (area H) is an example of an
M.B. 11 "hroad-roomw temple v.ith a large platform in front
of it.

The main cult roam was about 10.5 x 5.3 ro. Vadin

suggests tnat there were three steps in the platform on the
basis of the ashlar steps found belovv the courtyard of the
114
later temple Ii.
Tne temple nad a cobble-stone courtyard
in front with two basalt pillar bases. This teaple was the
first of three temples built on the site, the last temple
115
being destroyed in Late bronze II.
The "broad-room" ,>ublic oailding witn 9n associated
hign place becomes the basic sanctuary type in the periods
v/hich follov/ the Early Bronze /*ge.

The basic concept of the

r,

broad-rooraM in a public building was the development v/hich

paralleled the urbanization of various centres in Palestine
during tne tnird millennium.
il3

lbid.. t>. 23.

n{. Yadin, "The Fourth Season of excavation at
nazor," bA, XXII (february, 1959), 8.
115
Ibrjd., pp. 4-6.

CMAPTEA

THE POTTtRY *m

IV

OTH£fi OBJECTS r'HJM £AW.Y

8Ha&£ ASiis aAtCTUAHlEi>

Tne pottery and objects from early bronze Age sanctuaries provide three kinds of informations

evidence of the

cultic use of the sanctuary, a chronological date for eacn
structure, and information on the relations of Palestinian
cities witn their neighbours.

This last subject will be

discussed in Cnapter V.
There mere two major restrictions on a study of pottery and objects, first, some sites have very little published pottery material. Jericho VII (Garstang) has only
three sherds from the sanctuary locus 420. The excavators
of *Arad report virtually no pottery in the strata 11-111
structure.

The pottery from Megiddo XIX sanctuary Is

very limited, and many of these sherds are photographed
rather than reproduced by drawings, aecond, the material
from sites sucn as the acropolis at *Ai is not stratified,
although some observations end comparisons can be made from
the material tnat 1$ available.
mmmmmmmmmmmmmi mm

The *Ai acropolis bowls

mmummmm*m0mmmmmmmimmm*
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A s » i r a n and A h a r o n i , mU$$k%«,£&A* P-
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will be studied and a type-series developed. Pottery from
the Joint Arcnaeologlcal Expedition to 'Ai will be used to
supplement the «ar<|uet-krause pottery collection.

Only the

'A! sanctuary (site h) of Marquet-Krause and the Tell
el-far1 an loci 671 and 638 na^te eny phasing of pottery and/or
objects.
A study of Early dronste Age sanctuary pottery parallels with Egypt, Syria and Mesopotamia has been made by
117
ttennessy and tnls study will supplement Hennessy*s results, oince his work was completed there h&ve been pottery
plates and descriptions from the *Ai sanctuary and acropolis,
and pottery plates from *i«rad«

**9.tnrat fern ffrfl*riflo, ,AU .i.tem ,*tf3fta.
The cornet bases, Uoe, 11, 13, 15, 17 and 14 are
typical of Jugiets and jars in the Proto-Urban period.
113
&bexd aio. II nas parallels at "Arads
sherd *4o. 17 is com-

il9

120

m$m at */*i
and taheeeul*
117
hennessy, ?ox$l$rm,,mU%^Mm* iV- 6-34.
HA
krfaASIMcXftitk* vol. i of jfiojt4Y.nftfftfto,,,,, Jtol gMlfiMIMs,
mtUmim% 1m. tMMFM.MWMvMMMM*
Olacoveries in the
Judean oesert (in p r e s s ) , plates 5 J 1 1 , 12, 15.
119T

!4arqaet-krause, kM.J$Mk*AM,
*M .MrMhl*
plates LXX1V:1261; LAAV;1355JJ.
120^
iJerusalem; h. Massada
P r e s s T cLtd.,
t d . , 1969),
i969T» p. 27
2T and plal
plates
Amxran Press,
3: 5-7.
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The red decoration pierced lug handle, i4o. 6, is
also characteristic of the Proto-Urban and beginning Early
bronze Age. At *Ai there is a parallel from the sanctuary,
121
phase II, whicn Callaway describes as Proto-Urban.-***
There are a number of sherds of Jars and bowls that
tnefotgiddoexpedition reported.

It is difficult to say

very mucn aoout them since only photographs are available in
the published records, Sherds numbered 20, 22, IS, 55, 2,
1, 3, and 20 have red decoration in grain-wash and bandslipping (Hos. 2 and 1), a characteristic feature of northern
122
pottery during the Proto-Urban-Early Bxonze

I Age.

Sherd

.to. 22 is reported as a fragment of a stand, presumably that
of an incense buxnex*
certainty.

although it is difficult to say with

Tne snerd tfo, 23 resembles a bowl sherd rather
123

than a jar as reported by the excavators.
The two bowl sherds* *tos. 29 and 30, are greyburnisned ware, and are Proto-Urban C (asdraelon «fere) of
kenyon or £.b. 1 of Wright.
The curved bowl with rounded,
121
o s e Mo.
p h A.
Tbe feply
ffiofffio
sjtnc.tuincurved Jrim,
29,Callaway,
and the shallow
bowl
with floo,
plain,

erv i t »fli j o y T f U i (In p r e s s ) , plate 9c3.
122.

^Amiran, j ^ a ^ y ofttoyy , of , tho, MU, hml* *>•
123
l24

Loud, ajjoJMJtfojfXi,

?m***

42

-

Pl«to 97t23.

b . £. bright, "The Problem of the Transition
between the Chalcolithic and Bronze Ages," Eretz I s r a e l . V,
37-45.
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rounded rim are both characteristic of E.B. I. 125
The fragmentary stand, Wo. 7, is found at Tell el1^4

's
far*ah in the Proto-Urban period, * end at aarstang's
127
Jericho, level VIII, also of the Proto-Urban period.
Comparable objects have been found In Early yynastic 1, li
ion
In j*esopotamia and in late pre-Dynastle Egypt.
Tnere is
a distinct |>©ssibility that this stand was used in
ritual.
Tnere is no agreement on tne characteristics that
distinguish the transition between the Cnalcolithic and the
Early bronze ages,

aright nas proposed that the grey-

burnisned csdraelon mare he distributed in £•&• I A , lb and
1C, the painted pottery culture of Jericho, * A 1 , Tell en^asbeh, Opel and berer, be considered E.o. lb, and the unpainted forms be c&neldexed

M.S. 1C.

w

Kenyon has made

Wright*s E.b. IB into two cultures, the Proto-Urban A for
the unpalnted pottery and the Proto-Urban B for the painted
pottery.

The grey-burnished csdraelon Ware Is Proto-Urban C,

i25

K . de Vaux, «Les fcullies de Tell @l-far»ah,»

rtfsiffi mumm*

LV

uw>* »^. Fi9- ^ 28 -

i26

A. de Vaux, *»Les fouilles de Tell el-Far • eh, •»
% v u # mMtaV»» l-Vl (1949), 114, Fig. 2*4, 10.
127
* John Garstang, "JerichoJ City and Necropolis,w
AAA,. XXIII (1936), plates XXXIiisl, 2.
12&

120,
129,Wright, "The Preble® of the Transition between
tne Chalcolithic and bronze Ages,* pp. 37-45.
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130
and is contemporary with tne ProtoWrban A and u.
bright*s iub. 1C, tne unpainted forms, are E.B. 1 in Kenyon* s classification.
it is evident from the limited pottery available
froa Megiddo 4 A Ilocus 4050 j that the structure continued
in use frota the rroto-Urban period through i£«tf« 11 and that
it probably represents the earliest sanctuary still in use
during the third millennium, the period investigated in this
study.

The published pottery from the locus 420 structure
consists of two bowl rim sherds (fig, 29:J, 9) and one base
fragment ifig. 3 0 J 2 9 ) .

On the basis of these three sherds

it is difficult to suggest a date or function for the structure.

Ine collection of pottery from level VII is homo-

geneous* whicn suggests tnat, if the level was removed
according to stratigraphy, the material does not contain
later Intrusions. Therefore, the published pottery fro® all
loci in level Vll

will be studied to supplement the tnree

soerds from locus 420.
The ^iain bowls (fig. 29*1, 2) are characteristic of
the rroto-Jrban ^«ttery xe$*Qxted by Henneeey from Jericno,
t IiI-iV.m

The bowl of fig. 29s I has parallels at
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Fig. 28.--Pottery from
Megiddo XlX (Locus 4050;

tdtd"'

7

Fig. 29.--Pottery from Garstang's Jericho Level VII

cl
uoreteno,*e Jericho E.B. I. 132
The bowl witn irregular walls and outcurved rim
iflg. 29*3) has parallels at »Arad» stratum IV, i 3 3 and
134
carstang*s Jericho, ievel VIII.

Tne large flat-base bowl

\*it« splaying sides and two pierced holes {fig. 29;4) nas a
parallel at "Ai, Tomb C, but the *ni exem^^ie has a more outcurv«l xi». i 3 S
The tiiree bowl fragments trig* 29$ 5* 6, It exe identifiable with tne ^roto-Jrban b culture. The slightly out*
136
curved wall bowl of fig. 29s4 aao parallels at *-4.
mnd
137
Jeriuio, E ili-'iy.

This onerd as well as tnat of fig.

29;6 nas tne characteristic rroto-Jroan b parallel line basket decoration o£ red on tne exterior and interior. Tne
deep bowl vdtn incurved, rounded edge end small lug nandie
near tne rim has no parallel, but nas tne characteristic
decoration on tne exterior and interior.
The two bowl fragments ifig. 29*d,9) are from locus
420, the sanctuary structure identified by i*ar*tang. Tne
Carstang, "Jericho* City and .Jecropoiis," I M A ,
A A I I 11935), plate XXXVlsia, 13.
133

• ^ A m i r a n , frarjy, ^ro^* p l a t e 7 : 2 1 .
c a r s t a n g , »Jerichos C i t y end Necropolis," A ^ .
A X I I I U 9 3 6 ) , p l a t e XXXiils5.
l3

\ a r q u e t - * . r a u s e # Les j o ^ l o , * , , do, ' Ay, j e t - W , ) , *
p l a t e LAM 643b.
136

l b l d . . p l a t e s L A I X ; 3 7 9 O end LXXIVsi014 iToab c j ,

137

i^nnessy, f^fAm H M ^ » > i>l*te His 26.
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excavator did not describe the sherd of Fig. 29:8, although
by analogy it me a form like that of Fig. 2919. They imte
a parallel at the *At sanctuary, phase II (Preto-Urbeii
period)* lm

The sherd of fig. 29*9 has the characteristic

i-roto-Jrban P decoration, as well as a thin* incurved rim.
A parallel bowl is found at Jericho £ III-1V. * y
There em three high loop-handle bag-snaped cups*
which exe characteristic of the Proto*Orban A and continue
into tne Iarly Bx&nze 1 period. At Megiddo they are type 214
and exe found in stages IV-Vll.i4° The jugiet of Fig. 29s10
loi
is a Proto-Urban A form at *Ai
and is very common at Tell
142
el-far*ah
and Jericho Tombs A 94 and JC 2.
The cup of
144

fig. 29*11 has parallels at Tell el*#ar»eh Tomb 81. ^

The

i3a,.
iMMMUl* *>**te 2s 13.
13ft

""Meoneooy, LmMM,MMkm*

piote l i t 3 .

140

mmm.
* ii. M, &n§b#rg and o. *t« Shlpton* Itotef
IQticego* The Oriental Institute of the UnJ.verelty of
Chicago, 1934), p. 21 and chart.
141
^ C a l l a w a y * J^mwM, , f i » i i ^BJ §m%\
plate lit4*
14
% . deLyVaux, «Les feuilles
do
el-Far*eh**
33 F
i a tTell
3 lmt
^wyJIMMifi

,i ^*?f*i» i * i « -

^

*•••>«

LIA U932) 9 5?9 9 ^if» l i t 6* 7* 5* 3* a* 1.

i44

a . de Vaux* *Lee f o u i l l e s do Tell el-far 1 oh**
flow. Mb^loue. bVI (1949), 130 end f i g . 6*11* 12.

03
iugiet of fig. 29*12 has o parallel at *Ai. i 4 ^
High lug-handle Jugiets are found in the Proto-Uadban
and E.S. 1 periods. The later forata tend to have less upstanding lugs which tend to aterge with the body of the vessel. The decorated e*a*apie froa preto-Urban a (fig. 29*13)
14,7

14A

has parallels at f Ai

and Jericho

tinues into the £.&. 1 period.
29:14 should be d9ted
E.fi. 1 period*.

and probably con-

The sua 11 iugiet of fig.

somewhere between the i-roto-Urban and

The larger lug-handle iugiet of fig. 29: IS.
IAS

has a parallel at Tell el-far1ah,* w during what de Vaux
colls the ChelcellthlQwe &uperie«r» contemporary with the
Proto-llrbon A culture. There ore no parallels for fig.
29*16. The juglet of fig. 29*17 has a parallel at

•A!.149

There are four Jar fragments in fig. 29 whicn have
tbe characteristic decoration of Proto-Urban B vessels. The
i4 fragment of a Jar (fig. 29il9) lias parallels at
large body

^ojpquot-Kr«ioo, km, $.mU&§% ,fe *M •UtrfrMi*

p l a t e LXXIX*935.
l46
| k M « » P^ete LXXs»2 (Too* CJi plate UVU
tToab C}« i»me a l t o J . A. Callaway, Pottery from the ToMfao
i t *MJftltfrtwoi, ibondont Bexmxd i4uarlt€h Ltd.* 1964),
i 9
*#*Hennessy, { f l p O m ^ f t U f f i f i *>•
,*mt^*^Sf
H
carstang, "Jericho* City and Meeropoiis* AA^« xxil (1935),
plate XXXVIs9* lower levels of £•£• 1.
14
% . de Vau*, wbes fouilieo de Tell el-Per*ah, w

$m*.MMMm*
l4

L

^ urau, m* n9. 10*17.

%s«rauet-Krauoe, Loo, foj^lfff,, # • MV. ilft*Tfl*>h
p l a t e LXXII1*924.

Jericho Tombs K 2 and A 13. l 5 a
parallels at *Ai.
22.

The Jar ria (fig. 29; 20) has

There are no parallels fur fig. 29*21,

Tne spouted jar fragment of fig. 30:23 is also ^art of

tne froto-Jrban S ./Ottery in level VII,
There are tnree taunb-indented jar rims (fig. 30*24,
25, 26j. Tne snerd of fig. 30*24 is very much like tne
snerd reported frois i\osn Hanniqra, stratum II, dated
l*vy

153

*.»**. I.
Jtner parallels are found at Megiddo
and
154
Jericho £ Xli-XV, the latter dated Proto-Jrban.
fne rim
of rig. 30:2b nas parallels at nosh rianniqra, stratum I A ,

155
dated c b . 1,

156
and a t uarstang*s J e r i c n o .

Tne tnumb-

indenteo r i a which i s snewn i n botn f i g . 30*24 and 26 i s
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of the Proto-Jrban period a t J e r i c n o c
ili-lV.i57
150
tvonyon* J.fjfeM, AA* T ^ & 2 , f i g . 7*3, f i g . 4*26,
27; Totab A 13, f i g . "22; 12.
151
warguet-iurause, too,,, ifrfiU^oj,, de, ,,'Ay ,{el»ToW,»
t jlate LAAJ669; p l a t e LXVli*90*
152
i4iriara Tad»or and U. Prausnitr* "excavations a t
Hosn Hanniqra,** «Atlo 1 ot. I I (1969), f i g . 6*1-4* see a l s o
**iren, .-mfclmlfMXfU
M, \m flttlY hm4* P* 56 and »alate
14s 2.
153
• ^ L o u d , fAeqj.ddo ll,t f lo-too. p l a t e 2:47.
154
Hennessy, forofofft n e g a t i o n s , p l a t e l i s 13.
Hadescr and P r a u s n i t a , wEosh Hanniqra,* 1 f i g . 6*14.
156
c a r s t a n g , "Jericho* c i t y and Necropolis,* nA^,
v U l (1935;, y l a t e A A / J I i t l .
157
rienness/, r.Oj;olm ..rttMUmt.t P» 4 »
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Fig. 30.--Pottery from Garstang's Jericho Level VII

26

d6
The short and outcurved neck jar of fig. 30*27 is
158
found in the L.B. period at has el*'/-tin*
although
Hennessy observes tnat at Jericho *. II1-IV this general type
begins in the ^rota-Urban period and continues into tne
£.&• I.

The shoulder and ria sherd of fig. 30*28 has a

parallel at *Ai Tomb u . i 6 0
carstang*s level VII has five examples of hoie-taouth
jars.

Tne decorated riia sherd I fig. 30*29/ n&% no parallels

with other sites, but is a comraon general form in the
c.b* 1 period.

Tne sherd witn tne "snake motif" (fig. 30*30)

is another characteristic decoration in the nariy tJronxe Age.
161
There is a parallel at uarstang's Jericno.
Tne jar rl*s
witn thic&eneu exterior ii^ (fig. 30*31} has a parallel at
Jericno ^ite A i # * 6 *

The sherds of fig. 30;32, 33 ©ay very

well be examples of bowls, but It is not possible to determine tnis with certainty froa tne puhiisned drawings. The
snerd of fig. 30*33 has a parallel at Hosh iiaaniqra, stratum
XI, dated £.£»• I. 1 6 3
158
***WJ, J r y , "Excavations a t Has e i - , A i n , M u U ^ . VI
U 9 3 8 ) , p l a t e 121*63.
i&g

'"Henneeey* gm$Ml\MM%kmv *>*«*• ***»# 716a
calia^ay, ^,9^m^,Mjm,MW„ TftffiMl M,%. .'..dLiJ.MfU/»

p l a t e ..; *r& p o t t e r / r e g i s t e r tfo. 773.
1A1

C a r s t a n g , "Jericho* v l t y and N e c r o p o l i s , " ,vw.
XXII (1935), p l a t e XXXVil* 22, 27-29.
A&
*%enyon, "excavations a t J e r i c h o , " frSfo. LXXXV
( 1 9 5 3 / , 00 ana f i g . 6*30.
"nTadawr md r r a u s n i t z , "Aosn rianniqxa," f i g , 6*38.
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The twin-cup of fig. 30*34 Is characteristic of the
tarly Sronie Age. T*dn cups are found at Jericho tombs, but
there are no direct parallels to tne material f*enyon nas
published,

and most of tne Jericho examples are late In

the c.b. age.
There were tv*o examples of handles in the level Vli
A pillar handle iflg. 30*35) is found at *Ai, 1 6 5

material.

•nrad, stratum Xr, oated t.d. 11,166

Jericho Tomb « 127,

dated h.b. I, 1 6 7 beier,i,Sa Tell enwtesben,i69 ueit oanur, 170
171
end wnrstang*s Jorient.

It seems that this type of han-

dle was very coamon during the c.B. i-e.i*. ii period but
disappeared in tne E.S. ill period.

*

i64

Kenyon, Jericho 1, Tojab * 127, fig. 25*9, 10,
which are probably O T T i T o a * U 12, Fig. 33*29* Tomb D 12
general area, Fig. 36*17, IS; Tomb f 2, rig. 58;1» 2, 3,
i65

«arqy©t-i«uau®e» hmlMlilmtuM,'M>

LfMfUi*

p l a t e LAA*631» a opoutV
i66

HCiiran, fc#rAy <sx$d, f i g . 37*1-5$ 38*4.

ifi>

\ e n y o n , J e r i c h o 1 . f i g . 26*2.
% . A. o .
toacailster
I I I iLondon; J . Murray
169
J . C. riaapler, X i U ^ ^ H t t r t ^ f f t s , *}t Tfto jfottoyf
IMer&eley and I4$M Haven* The P a l e s t i n e I n s t i t u t e of t h e
p a c i f i c school of ttellgion and the American Schools of
Orientalrtesearch,1947), plate 9*127, 12H.
i6

.lister, ^ y a a g g t ff ^ H U a

y

J, b. Bennessy, **n Early Bronze Age Cave fxw&
belt oohur.* A^AJ (1967), Moo. 135-141* fig, 3*135, 137.
171
uarstang, MJerichot City andtfecro*«elie»MAAA*
AXJLl (1935), plate X X A * 2 1 and plate XXXlt24f both upperT.B.
levels* plate A X X V 1 * 1 4 , E.*S. 1; ^ w XXIII (1936), plate
XXXV1I*15, level V, £.B. I.
1Zkimn

^

f*H$

plate Xlli6* «.3. II*

l ^ t t e j ^ M t o i t puto xi* 13* £.a. i?

33
The serrated ledge handle of fig. 30:36 is found in
the *»roto-Jrban and £.b. 1 periods. « parallel at both#henp

levels XVII end XV, botn dated £.&. I s 1 7 3 Tell el-

far* an in tne Proto-Urban period*

end at barstang*s

Jericho. 175
Tnere were t*»e examples of spouts. The upturned
funnel spout of fig. 30* 37 Is characteristic of the ProtoJrban b, based on the decoration.

There are parallels at

»At, 176 Tell el-far*an*177 and Jericho Tetab *. 2 . 1 7 8 The
Jericho tomb exanple has a basnet-handle. The spout of fig.
30*33 nas a long history frets the froto-urban to the early
bronze ages, nil but one of tne parallels exe later in date
than the otner pottery of level Vll, a situation wnich can
not be explained.
II, dated £.i£. ll;179

There are parallels at fArad in stratum
*Al Sanctuary, phase II* dated froto-

fit2gerald. «Beth-&han* Earliest Pottery*H
M u s y j ^ f * 1 ' ' u x v U935M* plate U i 9 . level XVlIi plate
i73

i74

t i . do Vaux, "bes f o u i l i e s de f e l l el-Far»ah t -

§ffe?mmmm

uvux amm 56# and figs. 1*31* 2*11,

17ft
% a r s t a n g , "Jericho*
XXIII (1936), p l a t e XXXII*29i.

City end flecropolis** AAA.

put. u^^ra^^M"***'* Y '«•**"'•
l7

\»
de Vaux, MJ»es f o u i l i e s de Teii el-far*an,«
t^fYW tamtam* ^ i * (1955), 547 and f i g . 3 t i .
l7

%enyon* J ^ c b A i l , * *ig. 7*5, phase i i B.

i79

A«iran, £ a # v Arad. f i g . 42*1-3, 9 .

m
Urban period, 130 and phase lil9

dated £.B. I; 1 8 1 Tell el-

1S2

iex*9h9

c.b. lib.

Tnis spout is the heavy bowl spout

type 27, stages IV-Vl at Megiddo. 183
The flat base of fig. 30*39 is froa the locus 420
sanctuary*

It has tne sasie red decoration over a white slip

as tne body snerd of fig. 30:40.

Tne fig. 30*40 sherd nas

numerous parallels at *A! and is a ciiaracterlstic decoration
of the froto-Urban and E.B* I periods. l m
The sherds represented in fig. 30*41-45 are difficult to identify from the drawings and pubiisned descriptions.
Trie base and wall of f i g . 30*46 i s paralleled at
Jericho E I1I-1V in the Proto-Urban period.

Tne coiabed-

decoration on the body of the vessel i s ccwaison tnroughout
the fcarly Sronsse A g e . 1 ^
ISO
mi

MMr*

1

Hi.

*"*«• 17*23.

de Vaux. "Lee f o u i l l e s do Tell el-far*ah**
Ull (1955), 569 end f i g . 14*15.

^ E n g b e r g and ^nipton, ffetf f ,M

mj^&lkMfi

11*21-117 pbeee 111* Early Sronre I.
is5

Hennessy, Fo^f^jft-mUUffl** *>***« * " * 2 7 .
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Tne fragment of a block stone palette of Fig. 30*47
has no parallel in Palestine, but tnere are close parallels
137
in pre-*jynastic to the first dynasty Egypt.
do doubt
this Jericho palette is an import from Egypt.
The two examples of stone mace-heads (Fig. 30*43, 49)
have parallels in Palestine during the Proto-Urban and Early
&xonze periods. There are exaiaples atfieth-^han*levels
^111

and XVII 1 8 8 and Jericho Toab X 2lm

Urban period,

during the Proto-

miring thefiarlyBronre Age there are exam-

ples at beth-Jnan, levels XV-XII* 190 Jericho, 191 and

*A!.192

Tne *AI examples are froa the acropolis structure* which we
will describe later xandex tne public buildingo type of sanctuary.

The fact that the »ace-heads are often made of ala-

baster and found in tosabs has supported the suggestion that
193
they stay have had a c u l t i c function.
im

£M&*»

A&te XXVI*I.

laa

P i t a g e r a l d * "Beth-Shan* E a r l i e s t P o t t e r y , " p l a t e
111*27* l e v e l XVIIli l e v e l XVH* p l a t e 111*26.
m

Urban A.

t^nym9

4mim> Uf

Fi

9- 8*5* phate lb, Proto-

19a

f i t z g e r a l d , •fietiwhem E a r l i e s t l o t t e r y , " p l a t e
VI*27, l e v e l XV § p l a t e VI*26* l e v e l XIV* p l a t e VI*19* l e v e l
XIIIs p l a t e X*23, l e v e l X I I .
191

Kenyon, Jericho, I I . f i g . 66*4; a l s o , uarstang*
"Jericho* City and^ecropOTs*« £&&» JtU (1932)* p l a t e VII* 5.

plates i^axi4a3jf*uxiiaSS} t^ltvfffita* ^542* iom Lxxvii*
2122; LxVIU*104.
193
Cf. the discussion of the evidence for this view
in Hennessy* foreign Relations, pp. 32-33.
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The pottery assemblage froa level VII gives little
indication of a specific cultic function for the structures
In this level. There is no evidence of a cultic function
froa the three sherds of locus 420. Unfortunately* the
limited amount of pottery published in the excavation reports makes it difficult to ate&e any definite statements
concerning the pottery evidence other than that it was in
use during the Proto-Urban end £arly bronze 1 periods.

frfrtihwy,fewl*UMilvr;i&h
BHBIJ

^ ^

W

The pottery frcm the first phase of the sanctuary
consists of ten pieces. These are shown in fig. 31. The
third and final pnase of the structure* locus 638* pottery
consists of the six pieces show* in fig. 31.
y ifr.TiiT.Xin«fc.ii»iJifc?rffiii hmATJaM,,«M,f.A

The bowl with angular wall (fig. 31*37) is comon in
the early Bronxe 1-11 periods. There are numerous examples
froa Tell el-farfah and •Ai*
The later exaj&ples tend to
195
be a deeper bowl. w
The bowl with rounded and incurved rim
of fig. 31*29 is cowaon at Tell el-far*ah during £.B. 1-11.
194

phase V, E.B. I l | i4arqu@t-krause, h»MAmi^§M«M, *Md«fX**
1>l.li. plate LXXXV*1556.
19&
*™kanyon» "Excavations at Jericho,* P..Iy„ LXXXIV
(1952), 7i ami f i g . 5*6 U i t e A 1 ) .

Pottery from Tell el-Far'ah, Locus 671

Pottery from Tell el-Far'ah, Locus 638

31.--Pottery from Tell el-Far'ah (Loci 671 and 638)
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There is a parallel attiooniieimiqxe

in stratuia II, dated

The two examples of ihickeneoVria hole-south jars
fron Tell @l~?ex*mi

are rare at other sites. The sherd of

fig. 31*17 has parallels at '.-trod* strata® V* dated in the
Chalcolithic period.

The snerd of fig. 31*16 i*as a
198

parallel in the Jr'roto-Urban period at Jericno.
The sherd of a jar neck with a rounded, out curved
xim has paxollels at Tell ei-far*ah in the i£.b. I* 1 9 9 Hosh
Sou
IiannJUjra* stratum 11, dated £.B, i , * ^ end *Arad, otrotue IV,
dated E.b. i . 2 0 1

The decorated sherds of iiole-aowtn j a r s ( f i g . 31*15*
13* 12* 14) are eoaaian tliroughout the early Bxonze 1 period.
The sherd of f i g . 31*13 has p a r a l l e l s at Both-bhon, level
X V l i i , 2 0 2 horn Hanni<pra» stratum II* dated e.B. I . 2 0 3

The

•"•^Tadaor and i'rausnitx, Mosh hanniqra," Fig. 6*34.
197

«iiran« £arlv Arad. f i g . 6*4, 6.

* i*aratang, "Jericho* City and Necropolis** AAA.
XXII (1935), plate xXlsl, 2, 4 , 5.
19

12, 15.

1*26,

% . de Vaux, ••Les f o u l l l e s de Tell el-far*ah* -

^Tadiaor and Prausniti* "Rash llanniqra," f i g . 6*
201
****Aotiran, Early Axad. f i g . 12*21.
^ f i t z g e r a i d , "Seth-^hans Earliest l-ottery," plate
^^Tadtsor and ^rauanitz*

M

Kosh Hanni^ra»,• Fig. 6*19.

94
ria sherd of fig. 31*12 has parallels at fArod* stratum IV*
doted £.B« I. 2 0 4
The small loop-handle of fig. 31*23 is coaaon
throughout the Early Bronte I period. Parallels con be
cited fro® Tell el-far1 oh* ^ ^ Seth-^han* pit of levels XVI,
J^ll§

XVIII, dated Proto-Urbon-Early Bromse I, 2 0 6 Jericho £

III-IV* 207 • A i 2 0 8 and Megiddo stages V-VII. 209
The locus 671 pottery is a collection of domestic
artifacts* with no apparent cultic function assignable to
any piece*

The Jar with fiat base and a high lug handle (Fig.
31* 1)

is characteristic of the Proto-Urban through E.B. II

periods. There are no published parallels froa other Palestinian sites.

^ A m i r a n * ftf^y, flrffr ***• **Vt*

^ f t . de Vaux, «Les fouiiles do Tell el-far»oh*w
3*24.
i036

11*27.

Fit*ferald* *Seth-Shan*

Earliest Pottery** plate

S07

Hennessy, *mim %ettt*ffl».t P*«*® V*50.
.^^**wt-r*rause* Inff l « M t M n M , * m l$%rJ$klh
plate LXXX11*
-4*11*26.
, ^^®&*m and jMpton* m»&m, tftiin gpM<rg|4M€.
t ,
y j U f f i * ! toft|;vy m t e r m ^ M j f e type no. » » iug

9&
The jar witb round lug handles and flat base of Fig.
31*3 is found in several Palestinian sites. The for® is
comon in the £.11. 1-Ii period. The general form is found
at Tell el-far'oh.210 Closer parallels are found at Jericho
tombs*211 «Ai f 2 1 2 Tell ei-far'ab,213 Tell en-rtasbeh*214 Has
el-'Ain,215 *Arod*216 and aarstanf** Jericho,217 This is
kenyon* s jug let

*J»1*CL

The fragment of fig. 31*13 pmbeblf

is ^art of a

loop handle cup* characteristic of S.a. I-II. Tnere are
parallels ot Beth-siben* level XIV*218 'At*219 and Megiddo,
al

% . de Vaux* "Les f©utiles do Tell el-Far*ah»»
Revue Mblloue. U V (1947)* 411 end fif. 3*3* 4 (Maison dm
Jarresi *
2U

§Cenyo», Jejdctm .1. Toafa a 12, Bl%, 35*10 and '0 12
aeneral* rif. 37*20.
plate

* ^Wquet-Krause* hm, $MUM% m,*M

i»*,rI«M«

LXXIXIS61.
U

h„
de Voux, "Les foullles de Tell el-far»ah,«
i^ey^f abj^fMf, «f (1946), 965 and rif. 8* 10.
, _
^ a s ^ e l e x , T n U tt$r#Ntofa%
12:203.

lit,,, JQffi, V-Kltim*

***•

^ O r y * *Excavations at me el-«Mn*tt Fig. 121*71.
2i6

Aiairan*fcarlvArad. fig. 14*37* stratus III*
dated L.B. xi.
217

** Carstang * "Jericho* City and ifecsopelle** AAA*
Mill (1936), p l a t e XXXVII*18, layer V* dated E.3. 1* but
u a r s t a n f ' s example has o wider neck.
^ f l t r f e r a l d * "Beth-Shant Earliest Pottery** ploto
V*13.
, . , ^ t ^ B ^ t - K r a u s e , 1 ^ fgHMffl, #
p l a t e LXV1!I*55«

%Y IffrffftiAs
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stratuia XVI. 2 *° The feneral fora is found at Tell elfar1 ah* Toaib 3 2 2 1 and Toni» 2 # 2 2 2
The deep bowl of fig. 31*5 has parallels at beth*hen, level XII, dated £.B. ii,®2®

«Ai Sanctuary, phase IV*

dated b.B. I i , 2 2 4 and «Arad» stratum IV, dated E«B« I. 2 2 5
The fragment is Megiddo stages tyj>e too, 13* hole-mouth high
bowl, stages IV-VII. 225
The plain bowl with upright wails and rounded base
of fig. 31*7 Is Kenyon

type F#4.d and has parallels at

Jericho tombs 2 2 7 end Tell e W a r ^ a h . 2 2 0
have a long history in thefcarlyBxmze

This for® seems to
Age.

The deep flatter with splaying v.ails, inverted rim
and lug handle (Fig, 31:15) has no close parallels at other
Palestinian sites.

There is a general parallel at *Ai* but

^Loud* j w l ^ Ml • m%m* l»Uta 6*2.
22l

f t . de Vaux* -Leo f o u U l e e de T e l l e l - f a r f a h » t t

mnfHf, m^txm wx («*»)* ii3# m* 13.
222
223

X>14, » p. 133* Fig. 12*3.

Fitagerald, "Beth-ohoAs

Earliest Pottery** plate

VIII*12.
224,

fcaliawy * The, fior^y,, ftffflfttt -flift fctftf.tWy.n atl !M

*^voairan* e a r l y Arad.. p l a t e 7i23,
• ^ c n g b e r g and i»hi§>ton* *iot
^ K e n y o n , gftiOfiter AP * * * * 4 , f i g . 43*19.
22a

R . de Vaux* **Les f o u i l l o o de T e l l el-#ar«an* H
• '"
1.VU1 U 9 $ D » &?6* F i g . 7s9i 582, **ig. 11*4,
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the *Al example has pierced lug handles pointing downward
and witn outcurved w a l l a . ^

At lAegiddo, stratua* xVI, there

is another general parallel* but with tne handle pointing
JI30

downward. * ^

A fragment of a similar platter is probably

dated £«B* 1-11. tater platters tend to be shallower and
wider. 231
ilone of tne i*ubl!sh#d pottery sherds fron locus 638
nas any special cultic significance. The pottery is dated
£.B. XX, at the latest.
the ^ancti W<
WfW3P9WSlfWlf.

MX „ < A «I

Very little can be said about the pottery froa the
•Arad sanctuary on the basis of preliminary reports. Atairan
notes tnat the aaln sanctuary was ttail but devoid of finds,"
although pottery* copper objects and seals were found in the
23:2
later southern addition to the structure.
Only general cosnents can be made about the whole
cor^uo of E.B. lb-11 pottery (strata 1-II1) at «Arad. A
study of the sanctuary pottery will have to await publication
, ^ t t *wp»t-ttrau»o, l^jfc f.OTlllM. ,dfa .VlY.
plate LXVXli24.

^ L o u d , Mfg^rto,ffl l i jPji»^tt

IpX^iMl*

<*•*• 6* 16.

"^Garstang* * Jericho* City and Necropolis, ** M A .
.tail (1936), plate XXXV1I*14.
232
***~/adran and Abaroni* Ancient Arad. ,>• 11.

m
of detailed ^lans and plates ©f the Early *Arad materials.
There are two types of pottery at »Arad*

decorated

ware and plain ware. Tne decorated ware can be divided into
two faaiiiesi

the red-burnlsned and the painted. Saall

vessels such as jugs* juglets and two-handled cups are often
234
represented in the red-burnished ware."^ The painted wexet
generally in snades of red, often have the upper end lower
parts of the vessel painted differently. Often the painting
of the upper part is used for a slip on the lower part.
Likewise* the lower part remains undecorated while the upper
part Is painted* after first having a white slip as a background, iiecoratlons Include dotted triangles arranged
within straight or wavy-line banding.
Plain wares represent the largest part of the pottery froas 9Arad.

Included in this group exe large storage

Jars witn neclts* hole-mouth jars* globular cooking pots* and
a f on* bowls and platters. The scarcity of bowls end plattors remains unexplained.****
The pottery from stratua IV has been used to date
the stratum and to act as a synchronization with early Egypt.
^ ^ h e writer had ned access to proof copies of the
pottery plates* but the text, wnich gives the loci of the
pottery and complete descriptions* has been unavailable.
^nfhe discussion of the pottery is based on the
sueuiary in Aairaa end Aharonl* Ancient Arod« ^m 13-17.
235

I^id... p. 13.
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The stratus is dated late M.B, lb Palestine* and on the
basis of the Egyptian cylindrical jars, to the First dynasty
of Hgypt. 2 3 7

The pottery will be studied under the structural
phases proposed by Marquet-Krause* i.e.* Sanctuaries U, B*
and A, with ** being the latest. As noted in Chapter ill*
Callaway nas found that Sanctuaries C and B are contemporary.

There is a limited quantity of pottery in this phase.
The two large hole-mouth jars with fiat base* tfoe, 2£K>3 and
2543* are cowaion throughout the Early bronze Age. Tne
thickened ria with rounded edge of these jars is similar to
jars found at «Arad in stratuia I I I 2 3 8 and at *Ai, Tomb I I . 2 3 9
These parallels suggest an £.a. II date for the jars.
The round-bodied jugiet with lug handles end trellis
burnishing** Ho, 2542, is similar to Kenyon jugiet type
£«l.b or fc.l.c. This type has a long history in the £»&«
2a£S
w

l-II periods* being derived froa ^roto-Urban B culture. *
237
H. A®iran* B A Second -Mote on the Synchronism
between early Bronze Arad and. the First bynasty** BASOH.
CXCV (October, 1969), 52.
238

Aiairan f aarly Arad. p l a t e 19*19* 2 1 , 40.

p l a t e LXXV111*2269.
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A

0
N&

4T\
'2002.

25"t2

P o t t e r y from Sanctuary C at 'Ai

\

j^m^.

2009

Pottery from Sanctuary B ax 'Ai

Fig. 32.--Pottery from Sanctuaries C and B at 'Ai

2517

\
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There are parallels to this jugiet at Has el-*Ain, * dated
242

£•£• ill and Sar$tang*s Jericho.

The absence of lug han-

dles on the tpeciaen ®aic#s It difficult to determine ih%
exact type end date. A«fc.B.II date is most probable for
this jugiet.
The jar fragment with narrow neck* high shoulder and
pierced lug handles* *4o. 2537* is difficult to date precisely. On the basis of the high collar and wide shoulder*
it probably should be dated £.B, I-II.
In his study of Sanctuary C pottery* Hennessy shows
2A3,
three vessels wftlcn are, in fact, not froa this site.
The broad platter* Ho, 2004, is a common form
throughout the Early Bronxe Age, although witn a sllgntly
different rim profile in each period. This specimen is
paralleled at Jericho £ Xll-iV,244 which is dated either
late c.B. 11 or early £.B. H i .

other parallels are Jericho

Site A I 2 4 5 end Beth-^nan*246 both of these are most likely
Ml

J.
H. Iliffe* lottery fro® Rat el-«Ain,« U^AP.
V (1935), 121.
2

Carstang* "Jerichos
XIX (1932), t;lat@ Is 23, 24.

City and ^crapcHs," AAA.

^Hennessy* fjtXtJM, ^ W t o i t P^*to XVI134* 39, 4Q»
^ I M d . . plate Vis63.
24

%@nyon* "Excavations a t J e r i c h o , " Pea. LXXX1V
(1952), 00.
^i-itzgerald,
V i l l i 25* l e v e l X I I .

u

B«th^tmti

E a r l i e s t Pottery*" p l a t e

£.B, ii-ili forms.
The large bowl with plain curved sides and round
base* tea, 2085* has parallels at Jericho 247 end Axqub elahanr. 248

It is identical with kenyon bowl type F.l.a.

The platter with splaying walls and a plain ledge
handle near an Incurved ria*

2013* is similar to a plat-

J*O«

ter found at Jericho* City A . 2 4 9
Tne two bole-aouth jars* *Mee« 2009 end 2024* have a
greatly thlcfcened* incurved ria. Jar Mo. 2009 has a ridge
on the outside edge of the riis. Jar Mo. 2024 is similar to
a jar froa Jericho E II1-IV, dated £.i. I I . 2 5 0

A siailar

rla»ed jar witn a flat base is found at *A1* dated late
£.B. I* 2 5 1 and at 'Arad* stratum H i , dated E.b. I I . 2 5 2
Jars nu*aber<Hi 2009 and 2140 are siailar to vessels found at
Jericho £ 1II-IV, datedfi.S.I I . 2 5 3
a47

i;enyon* Jericho I. Tomb o 12 sherds, rig. 38»1S|
Totab g 3, fig. »li6. 7 7 3; Toab B 2* Fig. 57s5* 6, 7.
24

% . Parr* "A Cave at Ar^ub el-^hahr*w A4M*>. H I
(1996), 65* Fig. 13s1.
24

%arstang* "Jerlchoi
XlX (1932), plate Is14.

,

City end Necropolis,* AAA.

""Heanetty, ^^mM^m*,*
P* *3«
, , , . ^f11*^* 1^„,£ajriy, mmm$ *if,,smftwwy,. ,11 ,'^,

j e t - T e i i j * «-i9. »»3.
* ^ « d » a n , £frlv y«aa> plates 18slis 19*. 11.
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Other j a r s froa Sanctuary § include rfo. 2021, which
has a parallel at » A ! sanctuary* dated £.B. I I * 2 5 4 and Ho.*
2051, which is similar to jars found at Jericho £ IH-IV,'25£»
an £.B. 1 - H jar froa Has ei-^Aln, 2 9 6 and froa stratua II at
•Arad, dated £•&. I X . 2 9 7

Of particular interest is jar Ho,

2022 with its vdde snoulder* flat base* vertical loop handles, and vertical decorative lines. At rtegiddo this type
2*iH
is found in stratua XVIII,
lie. 25 ' 9

and in Megiddo stages as Type

The jar is also found at Jericho, 2 6 0 Ar^ub el-

^nahr 2 4 1 and Beth Yerah ikhirbet ^ e r a k ) . 2 6 2
The hemispheric bm*i with a pedestal foot occurs
throughout tne early bronze Age* but the unpointed example
froa *Ai seems to be earlier in date than the painted* 263
decor'
ated ones which are probably from the E.S. I l l period.

,

,

^c^xxa^y* The £^jr^v Bro^e *a# sanctuary #t, 'Al,

(irt*TfM.I> **** 21i21* piiase IV.
25?

W n e s s y * fgm%m W f ^ f f f l b

296

I l i f f e , l o t t e r y froa Has el-«Ain,* p. 121.

P« 13*

^'Affliran, % r l x Aro^j* p l a t e 40il~6.

^^oud* ¥§tf<m<m Mm**

»uu 4*3.

^ E n g b e r g and Shipten* ^ t f f JW* tfrt
fig,

, M p 4 « *

f^Kenyon, JiflfttfMj, J,* *aaba * 4, Fig. 4 7 I 2 I F 3,
53tl»
^ ^ a r r * "A Cave at Arqub el-ohahr*" r i g . 16*185.

,* «
16:2*

. ^ f ^ f f S * ^*MVfrtiffafflf,
level A I I I S ,

# , :i,ffie„ t^oly y^tf,

plate
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A bowl sis&lar to Mo. 2014 occurs in £.S. I-II context at
carstang*s Jericho,
tcho 264 at «Ai Tomb C 2 6 5 and at tiarstang*s
Jericho Tomb A.'266
Tne jug Ho* 253S has parallels at Jericho £ IIIIV 2 ^

in an £.b. II context* at Jericho tombs (kenyon Type

A.2.0)*268

and at »ni. 269

The high nee* end narrow, flat

base are indications that the jug should be dated at the end
of tne £.B. II

period.

The leap* m,

2396, is a modified foxta of the bowl

with disk base* characteristic of £.b. H-early E.B. Ill
270
period.

This form was us*td frequently for lamps.
Sanctuary b had three jugiet forms:

a jugiet with

lug nandles at the base of the neck which merge into the
line of the body* Ho. 2165* a jugiet with beaked lugs at the
base of the neck* tfo, 2197j and a jugiet with a wide neck*
piuap body* round base* and an out curved ria* Mo. 201©.
^^arstang* * Jericho* City and Acropolis* * AAA..
XXIII (1936), plate XXxlX:7* levels IV and V,
^ W o u e t - K r a u s e , i,f,§ fo^ljifril4%•,'^ U J M f t U ) *
plate LXVII,j 363.
266,
2&6
Sarstang* wJerichot City and Acropolis** AAA.
XlX (1932), plate XXVIIIill.

Hennessy* fomAm,fte^Mfroffift*
jfrstfon
^'Hennessy*
p. 73.
^ ^ e n y o n * J^l^hx*,,,!,, Toab F 3.
269^.
^Martiuet-Krause* 1*0,0, 1 qtte-Mn . # 'AY „{fV»Ttt4)t
p l a t e £XX?633
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Jugiet Mo. 2165 is a for© that is derived froa earl071

ier Proto-Urban 8 forms at Jericho. * This example is
found in Jericho £ III-1V, anfc.a.II context272 and Jericho
tombs.273 Parallels are also found at Tell el-Far»ah,274
Tell en-Hasbeh*275 Gerer,276 carstang*s Jericho,277 BetnShan* level XIIl*27a end *Ai. 279
Jugiet Ho. 2197 is found in an E.a. II context at
Jericho E Hl-IV 2 8 0 and is siaiiar to a jugiet found in a
Jericho tomb (ICenyon Type O.l.b}.281 Jugiet Ho, 2316 is
271
272

lbid.. p. 124.

t4enne8sy* fMM,\m> MMUM*

P* *3*

273

Kenyon, Jericho I . Toab A I0S, Fig. 2 3 i l 5 , 16j
Toab A 127, Fig. 25:24* 261 Tomb 0 12, Fig. 37*21$ Toab F 5,
Fig. 64*6i Toab A 114* Fig. 6817.
274

E . de Vaux, *Les f o u i l l e s de Tell el-Far•ah,*
Eevue M b l l a u e . LV1 (1949)* 120f Toab 2, Fig. 6*28* 29.
27S,

. 27 /* acal i tt ®** lM.a,^W#tl^ft offroaer, 1-ill* Toab
56* plate LAXXslG,
277
&arstang* aJericho* City and necropolis," AAA.
XIX (1932), Fig. StS.
27

%itageraid* *Seth-Snam

£arllest lottery*- plate

Vs4.
279

J. A. Callaway, lottery ip
let-Tell) (London* Bexmxd uuoxl'tchV'
Aliim,
B20, 321, &22, 836, S39* 971, 873, 936,
^ H e n n e s s y , ffmbm

Jf^fMfffrit

P* 2X1.

^Kenyon* Jericho...!. Toab o 12* Fig. 35sa.
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found in Jericho tombs (kenyon Type S»2.b).

2

The loop

handle jugiet, derived froa proto-Urban A, disappears by
E.0. H I and so this aanctuary B specimen can be dated no
later than early fc.S. ill. 2 8 3
Sanctuary B pottery is Halted in quantity, tfo vessel would seem to have ati exclusive cultic use, although the
small juglets, broad* fiat platter* curved plain bowl and
pedestal-base bowl possibly could have been used to hold
offerings for the sanctuary.

Tne collection of artifacts froa Sanctuary A provides the aost important collection of sanctuary pottery and
objects recovered froa en Early Bronre Age site. All the
known whole vessels and objects* reported by Marquet-Krause*
have been located in her published field register and assembled in four figures (Figs. 31-34).

For the purposes of

analysis and comaent these artifacts have been divided into
seven categories:

(1) votive cups (Fig. 31); {2f

bxmd,

flat platters (Fig. 31)} (3) miscellaneous bowl types (Fig.
32); (4} jars and Khlrbet lierak potatand (Fig. 32);
(5) incense burners (Fig. 33); (6) bone comb* stone bowls
and votive bed (Fig. 33) s (7) alabaster objects and ivory
itnife handles (Fig. 34).
2a2

Xbid.. Toab A 127, Fig. 25*18, 19} Toab o 12,
Fig. 34$ 39* 407
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1.

Votive yuos
Marquet-Krause reports that goblets were found in

the southern rooa of sanctuary A near tne bench on the north
284
wall* and in the niche above altar A in the de,^>if*

These

votive cups appear to have served a cultic function, perhaps
to hold liquid offerings.fclarquet-Krausebelieved these
23&
cups were parallels of Egyptian stone jars.

Other stone

objects* presumably of £gyptian inspiration, were also found
in the sanctuary.

Hennessy nas presented tne evidence of

foreign parallels froa Egypt* Syria mnd *«©sopota»ia.

In

Palestine, saall clay cups siaiiar to the sanctuary artifacts appear at Beth-Shan,287 Jericho, 238 and fttegiddo,289
althougn the Megiddo parallel aay be later than c.B. 111.
Tnese Palestinian parallels are probably the result of foreign influence.
,„ ,aS4^««i**®t-krause* le,s, f.o^Ufff, 4ft, My, .{f.t-Xell)*
(>g>^ 1 7 - 1 9 .
^£aeJa»« p* » •

^ M e n n e s s y , forojfln, .^%iAtl«h P» 70 and plate
^ F i t z g e r a l d , "Beth-Sham e a r l i e s t l o t t e r y , - plate
IXs24* level XX; IX-,25* level XII. The level XI axaaple has
a clay handle* but otherwise i s i d e n t i c a l .
2a8

^IfWi

Konyon f JMMm,,M* ?. 30, r i g . 12.
teJ#tRi,» T o * ' o 12* Type M.l.a.

2d9

i.oud, Jfiegftddo 1X» „ Httomi

See also

Pl«te 9 i l 4 , stratum XV.
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Fig. 33.--Pottery from Sancxuary A at 'Ai
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2* pttifit mt

rm%mM

The platters are characteristic of late E.B. Ill
wares.

w

They are siiaiiar to kenyon Types 0.1.a end 0.1.c

and are found in Jericho tombs.

Other parallels include

Megiddo. 292 Plotter -to. 1508 has a parallel at Jericho
Site A I } 2 9 3 platter »*>, 1512 nas a parallel at * A 1 . 2 9 4

The

OUR

a r t i f a c t Ho. 1S»29 nas several p a r a l l e l s a t Jericho*

w

while

4 c . 1531 has p a r a l l e l s a t Arqub e l - u h a n r ^ ^ and S a r s t a n g ' s
Jericho.2*7

The p l a t t e r Ho, 1&32 has a p a r a l l e l a t « A i . 2 9 8

Marquet-Krause recovered s e v e r a l exaiftples of the general
type a t v a r i o u s l o c a t i o n s a t e t - T e l l . ^
29a

Kenyon, A r c M f ^ W , , M Ifefr, MM, km4*

P* ^27.

^"Kenyan* Jericho, U Tomb u 12, F 2 , n 114 for Type
0.1.0} u 12 f o r O . l . c .
^ a u d * j ^ f l M f r . l ^ flUdfaw* P i e t e s » and 6 .
293

K.enyon* «Excavations a t Jericho* *' P£a. JUXXXV
(195»2), F i g . 6 : 1 6 , 2 3 .
* 2 ^ A a r q u e t - ^ a u s e , Ljte^ gmUMkM
p l a t e bXAlVsilBS.

MY.,, attftXtMJ.t

2299 S

\enym,
kenyon* J e r i c h o 1 , Tomb U
I) 12, F i g . 3 3 : 2 3 | U 12
J
general
rati a r e a , r i g . 36:14* * 12 sherds* F i g . 33:24; Toab
A 114*
U F i g . 67s 1 3 | Tonb f 2 , F i g . 57t37, foiab F 2* Fig.
37s 38.
296

p a r r » "A Cave a t Arqub el-Phanr, M F i g . 13x70.
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uarstang, "Jericno:
XXIII (1936), plate XXXXXtll.
tm mm9
,
!f^^®
^
plate LAXVI1I2113.
2

City and necropolis*" A A A .

!#,#, #,QMUf# ,# *ftV l f H ^ ) »

" i M i - » P^ate LAXXXsl297f 2081* 1839, 2434$ p l a t e
LXXXlVi 1941 i p i a t e LXXXViim*. 1591.

Tne plain rim flatter, i*a. 1529, is very late, and
broad, shallot* foxeis exe very co«sffion in the Middle bronze
nge,
Trie flatters aignt have be#n used for meat or other
offerings, orougnt to tne sanctuary by tne t-orshi,y:>ers.
J-

<*lsco,ll*n,f 9.MIflowi,ly^e,,*,
Tnree saucer-ii#ce bo*ls were recovered fro© oanctu-

ary A,

Inese are sieiixar tw Kenyan types L.2 and L.3. The

saucers were associated with tne altar. These saucers are
uofiMfton in tne c.B. Ill age and are characteristic of this
300
period, oaucer *4o. 152S nas parallels at Jericno
and is
Kenyon Type L.2.b, with a disc base and a sliyhtly angular
'•ill i

^02

i*ail. Saucer do, 1525 is found at Jericno
and *ni,
and is Kenyon Type L.3.o, witn a disc base and a slightly
303
incurved wall, oaucer M. 14S1 has parallels at Jericno
and uarstang*s Jeriuno,304 and is similar to Kenyon Type
L.3.C, witn a sligntiy angular, splaying wall and disK base.
Kenyon, Jericno.,X. Tomb u 12 general area, Fig.
36.8j Touo r 3, rig. 51:14; Tarab A 114, rig. 67:9.
30i

Ibl4.. Torab u 12, Fig. 33:17, 13; J 12 general
area, fig. 36:9, 10; Tomb r 3, Fig. 51:15$ Tomb F 5, Fig.
64:2; To«ib r 2, rig. 57:27, 23. *m especially close parallel is Tyfiftb f 5, rig. 64:3.
302

Uallaway, JM.MMMJ^K^M,
(et-Tell). plate 39:9, phase VI.
303
Kenyon, J e r i c h o 1 . T«j£ftD u
36:11} Tamb *% 114, f i g . 6 7 : 1 0 ; Tomi>
304""^uarstang, "*Jericno: uity
A I X (1932), Klate IV:1.

M% .S^tHMV,, ,»,*,, ..'.frA,
12 general area, r i g .
r 2 , F i g . 5 7 : 2 9 , 30.
and t^ecropolis," AnA.

Ill

3 1525
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M

Miscellaneous Bowl Types from Sanctuary A at 'Ai
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n\
25.1510

V~i
26.1503

y
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Jars and Khirbet Kerak Potstand from Sanctuary A at 'Ai

Fig. 34.--Pottery from Sanctuary A at 'Ai

'u

The general saucer type is also found at Megiddo*
stages I-IV,305 and stratum XVI-XVII.306
The deep bowl with splaying walls and flat base, do,
1495, is found at detn-Shan307 and 'Arad.308

The *Arad

parallel, dated fc.b. Ill nas two thuwb-lndented ledge
nandles.
Tne bowl of Ho, 2394 with its splaying wall and inverted ria is sinilar to kenyon type £.1, end nas parallels
.t J.richo to.*.. 309 a.th^l».n.310 L.cni.n 3U and «. 9 i<Mo. 312
313
Sotel Ho. 1527 has a parallel at beth-Shan.
Two strainers were recovered from sanctuary A. rto.
1399 nas a curved wall and is sooewnat liice &enyen strainer
305.
kngberg and ahipton, ^%es,„ on,, tfte,, C^ajftgjMIM.1
306Loud,teeuld^.olit Plates, plates 6:10; 5:12.
307
^ Fitzgerald, "Betn-Snan: Earliest tottery,*1 plate
VIII-,12, level XII,
308
*miran, karlv Arad. plate 23t23.
30

^Kenyon, Jericho 1. Torts o 12, Fig. 38:14; To»&
/* 114, rig. 67:1, 2; Tomb F 2, Fig. 57:4. A particularly
noticeable parallel is tne Tomb A 114, Fig. 67:2 citation.
310
Fitzgerald, *betn-*»nan: earliest Pottery," plate
VIII:22, level XI.
*$ll

oiga Tufnell, bacnish IV: . Tne, bronze Age (Oxford:
Oxford University r*ress* 19561* caves 1513 and 6013.
312
Loud* Moaiddo. 11: . Pi,a,.tes. stratus* XV11, plate
107:17-19.
313
Fitzgerald* wt*eth-i>han: Earliest lottery," plate
111:19, from pit levels XVI, XVII, XVIII.

A.l.b, but the strainer froa tne sanctuary has a slightly
314
©ore disk base. Parallels are found at Jericho,"3* tias el315
316
317
*Ain,

Garstang*s Jericho

and Lachisn.

The bowl witn splaying n*.ali, Horizontal concave riia*
and a disk base, do, 2395* is not coraaon until late in the
318
t.B. Ill period. Oospore the »Ai bowl witn Lachisn
and
Jericho c III-IV, 319

The *ni example is similar to the

saucer L which appears in r 4 in the later part of B,B,
111. 3 2 0
The broad, fiat plotter of do. 2023, nas thickening
at the angle of the body and riaj and it has a thick, triangular xim.

The siignt indentations at the exterior base

of the rim and sligntly i»ore pronounced constriction on the
inside base of the ri» ©arks tnis as a later Ions of the
platter found in Sanctuary d (see do,

20G4, rig. 30). Tnis

form is very common in the c.b. H i period* Parallels are
314
Minyon, Jericno 1. Tomb ? 4, Pig. 44:13.
3i5
i U f f e , "Pottery from Has el-»Ain,* Fig. 120:35.
Tnis particular strainer has a rounded base.
316
%arstang, "Jericho: City and Necropolis,* AAA.
XIX (1932), plates IV:6 and VII:15.
317
Tufnell, LocMfrb-, W , Tif 9ff«m«f fHf* T « ^ * W *
31i

lbld.. cave 1335t group 1513.
319
"^Hennessy, f^e^m
^Ml-m%»
PP- 14-15, 24.
32Q
Ibl,d.. p. 24.
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found at beth-^han,

Jericho tombs,

Jericho site A3*23

« l E III-IV. 324 nrqub .1-uhahr 325 »nd -Ai 3 2 6 to naa. but •
few sites.

Tne tali spouted hole-wouth jar of Ho. 1510 has its
327
32$
closest parallel at carstang»s Jericno Tomb A

and *Arad, *°

althougn the general type of spouted Jar is common throughout the early Bronze Age.

Kenyon reports a nutsber of

spouted jars at Jericho but they have either a lug, plain
ledge, or enveloped ledge handle, wills do,

1510 has a
320

tnurab-indented ledge handle and has a store elongated body.
32.1
r i t z g e r a l d , *ileth-i>hanj E a r l i e s t lottery,** p l a t e
V I I I : 2 0 , l e v e l XII.
32
\ e n y o n , J e r i c n o I . Tomb U 12 sherds, r i g . 3 3 : 3 .
323

Kenyon, "excavations a t J e r i c h o , w P l u * LXXX1V

(1952), rig. 6:14.
324
Hennessy* Foreign Relatione, plate V I I I J 7 6 , dated
E.I?.

liiA.

T»arr* *A Cave at Argub el-uhanr,* Fig. 13:25.

. Les
.es fouilles
f o u i l l e s de
de .'Ay
»Av (et-Tell).
(et-Tell).
p l a t e LAXXIS*4trguet-iu-ause,
1177x18 Callaway*
Jhe fearly, .fffflyf,
eg* MMrtimv,
^M.lstrTMMl*
«"i9* 39:27, phase VI.
327
u>arstang, " J e r i c n o : City end Necropolis** 4 AAA.
XIX (1932), p l a t e V1I:4.
^Aflilran, e a r l y Ayad. p l a t e 4 2 , stratum I I .
329

&enyon, J e r i c h o I . Tomb A 127, # i g . 2 6 i 3 | Toab
b 12, r*ig. 35s43, 4 4 , 45s To«b u 12 general a r e a , F i g . 37i53,
54; Tomb O 12 s h e r d s , r i g . 39:14; Totab r 2 , r*ig. 6 2 : 6 , 7 .
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The tali, wide shoulder Jar of Ho. 1503 has parol*
Xoit at carstang*s Jericno Toiab A*3"^ and Jericho Site A I ,

*

Tne Khirbet keraic potstand oftfo.1521 has several
parallels In Palestine and represents a form probably copied
or iaported from Anatolia. Ausaerous examples have been
found in ^yria at Tabara el-A&rad and Judeiden. in Anatolia
there are parallels at AlienorftUytftt*Saria*. and Sailer.
nennemy

suggests that tne potstand say have been used ee en

offering stand. 333
The khiroet kerak potstand nas several ralestinlan
parallels. Potstands are found at 'Affula*334 khirbet kerak
(Beth Yerah) 3 3 5 and Both-onon.336
"^carstang* "Jericho: City and Acropolis*** A A A .
XIX U 9 3 2 ) , fig, VII:14.
331
kenyon, "Excavations at Jericno,w "v£u. J-AXXIV
(1952), fig. 6:39.
332
A detailed study of the khirbet kerak potstand
nas been mede by several archaeologists* e.g., Mennessy,
KMMm mMk^mt
P- 78 and plate LXXI; ii. Aatiran, *Connectlons between Anatolia end Palestine in the Early Bronze
Age," i£J:. II (1952), 89-103.
333

f*ennessy, i?®mlm %o#MftlWf P« 78,
334
£• L. «uxeni** "Archaeolegic
£• L.Xauxenix^
Investigations at
•Affula," J**QS.
XX (1948),"Archaeological
plate XI:1.
335
3 3 5T*. Maisler and M, Ste&elis* - i**** «.**,«»*«.*«*»* ««.
. Maislere l -and
excavations
Beth forth u(Khirbet
k e r M,
a k ) ste&elis*
, t t 1 ^ , I I "The
(1952),
165-73* at
21S-

29| ^ i r a n , rm$m^% / ^ U f f ff# tin, t*q4y,4#ffilt» PP- 6*-7Q.
336

r*itrgerald, -beth-Shan:

e a r l i e s t lottery, 1 * ploto
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The t*e incense burners,tfot*1 5 % and 1507, were
337
found in the middle of the south room of sanctuary A«
They represent an important cultic artifact froa the sanctuary.

An incense burner has also been recovered froa Megiddo*

stratus .U.X, but this parallel has a different shape of
neck.

See r*ig. 35 for a drawing of th© incense burners.

£• torn ^^,*«Mm%,AmM mi, Y.ttUy& fruft
The two fregents of a bone conb shown in Pig. 33 as
*4ot. 1505a and 1909b have a parallel at Megiddo. ** Mennessy
nas pointed out tne close parallels with tne early dynasties
340
of cgypt.*^
Tne shallow, broad stone dlsn of .4o. 1491 was prob341
ably used as a table.
The stone in this for® pronably
342
nas connections with Egy^t.

Tnere is a neavy clay bowl

of siaiiar shape at Betn-onan, dated from the late c.b.

ill.343
p. IS.

*» »arquet-krause, L^t, fmWM

#•• 'AY left-Tell.) >

3"M
a

^Loud, n e i ^ p , ,11:, ,r!lttft> Piate 3iS.

^ i b i d . . plate 201:7, stratum XIV.
^ i e m i e t t y , i&MOM,JMMh%tem* P« 71.
34

%bi,d.
343
*it*9erald#
"beth-Snan:
Villi24, level
All,

tarliest pottery," plate
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Fig. 35.--Pottery and Objects from Sanctuary A at 'Ai
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The white atone bowl of do,

1475 Is probably an

Egyptian forra, althougn no strong parallels can be cited
fro® Egypt or Palestine.
The model bed fragment, .to. 1494, which was found
near the altar, probably was used for a nude female figurine,
which alight suggest a fenale fertility cult practice at "Ai.
Another example of a aodei b&d was found in xoom 235 of an
tori/ Bronze .Age bouse* just north of the large house which
•aaxquet-Kraute suggests v*ts used prior to the erection of
344
the acropolis.*^ Hennetty nas anewn tne parallels between
the model bed end sinilar objects found at the end of tne
early uynastic period to the end of the Third uynasty of
345
Jr.
N O Palestinian parallels are mnown.

The alabaster fragments assembled in do.

1459 '-er©

identified bytearguet-krauseas part of a figurine of a
346
hippopotamus.*^ If tnis identification is correct* it possibly represents the Egyptian patroness of fertility and
childbirth* Ta-weret. 347
344

p. 34.

Aiar«4uet-k^ause, IjO.t, jmMm,,#

*M l|t:M),.

^^Heiwetty* r>rel/infiola,UYtt«»p. 70,

p. loo.

^Marquet-Krause, i,es, fomlilfft # , ,'Ay U W f M i f

- y j
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Fig. 36.--Alaaasrer Objects and Ivory Knife Handles
from Sanctuary A at 'Ai

12ti
Tne two alabaster cups or table bases* doe. 1434 and
1435, are unique ia Palestine and, as shown by Mennessy*
348
probably are parallels to table bases from ugypt.
Tne alabaster fragments, AOS. 1493 and 2366* also
nave probable -g/ptian connections. -*vt Teii el-far*an there
349
is a clay parallel siaiiar to do. 2366.

Hennessy sug-

gests that this latter cylindrical jar fora originates in
the rirst dynasty £gypt and become* counton in the Tnird and
35U
fourth dynasties.
Tne alabaster ©owl of do. 14S9 was, according to the
original excavator and Hennessy* to nave originated in egypt
351
during the second and Third dynasties.
Tne four fragments of ivory anife handles, doe* 2251*
2349, 2350, and 1533, have the cnaracteristic curved poissiei
and fiat face. Hennessy nas suggested an origin of late
pre-Pynastlc fcgypt, and Parr has stressed the link with the
352
Central Anatolian plateau. *
ipju., p* w.
349
7
k , de Vaux, "Lee f o u i i l e s de T e l l e l - f a r * a n , "
lievue M b35Q
i l Q u e . LVI (1949), 12a, r i g . 6 t 8 , from Tomb 9 1 .
350Hennessy, f or.el,,^, *ifMUftfrlt P* 7©*
351
, I b i d . , p . 69; tearquet-krause, km, ImMkm,,, M JM
VfiXrMMl,* P* i ^ 352
rietmetsy* foreign h a l a t i o n s . . ^ . 71 j * . **arr*
P a l e s t i n e and ^ n a t o l i a l A f u r t h e r d o t e , *
jfflmlttomlM
p r j. 21-23.
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The pottery and objects froa oanctuary A provide
evidence of foreign contacts as well as cultic artifacts in
Palestine during the third millennium.

**Stl*ffY fr»W tftf A^ffidM* <*!,'*>
Tne pottery from the aerofoils at *Ai, botn that
excavated by Marquet-farause and tne collection of Callaway,
wnich is not yet phased, can be studied as evidence for the
function of tne

building.

This study will concentrate on

the various forms of the pottery* tneir comparison with
otnex

sites, and the possible cultic function of some of the

artifacts.

The pottery excavated by Marguet-krause is

illustrated in figs. 37 and 3d, that excavated by Callaway
Is illustrated in figs. 39-42.
The pottery will be studied under seven categories:
ii)

bowis* {2} jars, (3) nvle-atoutn jars, ^4/ decorated body

sherds, (5) handles, 16) spout, (7) stone and alabaster
objects.
1.

bowls
The bowls will be arranged in a type-series, using

tne basic frtnewor* developed by kenyon for the Jericho
early bronze Age tomb deposits. Althougn the Jericho series
is developed from unstratlfled deposits it does provide a
general cnronological frasseworit for the study of the *Al
materials.

The *Al acropolis type-series does not follow

the same numeration seheste for each type, as it includes
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several types not found at Jericno.

The individual vessels

»X9 identified by figure and nustber.
*•• Carinateo wall, inclined in
1.

<.Jail thin* fairly nign* snailow
37? 259a
3?t299b

2. tftll thin, fairly nigh* deeo
39s 9
3.

Tnickened at angle* wall short
a.

Aim tnict and triangular
1.

exterior edge of riia rounded
40i 9
40s 10

2.

txterlox edge pointed
40*1
40*5

b.

Rial thin and upstanding
401 2
40s 3
39s 20

c.

Rim thin end slightly everted
40s 3

d.

Ria thin and slightly inverted
40:6
40; 7

S.

Imexted
1.

xim

Risi fairiy wide* inclined up, ria triangular
39s 21

2. Him narrow, slightly inclined
a. fairly thin
37s 497
b. Aim thlcii
39s 16
39:18
3. Ria inverted and folded downward
39s 12
Angular wall
1.

*§alla upright* up,>er wall curved
37t76

Curved wails, tnickened ria
1. flat rim, projecting in and out
a. Hia inclined up
39s 7
39s 10
b. him horizontal
37s 72
2. Flat ria* projecting In
a. Ala pointed externally
37:226
b. Aim rounded externally
37i255

Splaying walls
1.

Inverted rita, riia inclined up
37s603
40s 4
37s601

2.

Rita with slignt projection inward
39 s 14

Plain curved sides
1.

Hide and snaliow
a.

Large

37s78a
37s im
39s 1
39s 2
39s 3
b.

offiaii
39s 5
39;6

2.

.vide and dee^
39; 4

3.

Wide with s l i gIhtiy Incurved rim
39s d

Saucers
1*

Slightly disk base, wail slightly angular
37:1121b
37s1602
37:939

2«

wds*c base
a. Plain, very slightly curved ^ail
37s1603
37s13.893
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b.

wall slightly incurved
37s 335

H. P l a t t e r s with curving wail
1.

Rim inverted flatly
a.

Ria projecting slightly in
39s 19
37s 73

b.

him projecting in
37s603

c.

Him thickened at angle* projecting in
37s75a

2.

Alia inverted slightly up, thickened at angle
39s 15
39s 17

K, P l a t t e r s , short thick wall
1.

*flde and very shallow
39s 13
39s II
37s 212

2.

Wide end shallow
37s 29

The various types developed above can be studied in
their chronological framework by comparison with parallels
at other sites.
A.,1,. Tnis type is an early fora in the early iironfe
Age, continuing froa tne Proto-Urban period,

early parallels
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for 37s259 include the rroto-Orban period at Tell el353
354
Far* aft

and the ^roto-Urban pnasts at *#-d Sanctuary.

Thefcariybronze Age parallels are found in c.b. 1 at
•^rad 355 and at the »A1 Sanctuary.356

The fragment of fig.

37s259 is dated E.B. II on the basis of parallels at *Ai
357
35*4
aanc tuary

and Beth-^nan. ***

A. 2,. The deeper carinated bovl is a variation of
type A.1 forms, and is found at *Arad

and *A1 Sanctu-

ary, 360 dated £.b. U .
,v.3. The large bowl with triangular ria, rounded
externally is a characteristic fora of tne early Bronze Age
m<mn
infouilies
fig. 40s9
parallels
at ' A ! , 3 6 1
A . vessel
de Vaux*
"Lot
dehas
Tell
el-far«an,"
i*»yue,,JlMtof> IJU (1952), 581, Fig. 12s 13.
354
II-III.

3 5The
3

jet-mil*

*i*. 2s 1, phase II.

355
^ A a l r a n , Etrl,y *tftd» stratum IV, plate lis 4, 5.
356
^ C a l l e * * / . T M A f I x J i a f t i ! , , f l i t f jftiP^WW.y., «ft 'A*.
( e ^ - T e l l i . phase 111, f i g . 12s6.
357

l b l d , . . phase IV* f i g . 20s 13.

35

% l t 2 g e r a i d » *»Setn-Shans
Vs22* l e v e l X I I I .
3&

Earliest rettery*" plate

^ » i r a n , Earl* Arad. p l a t e 52s14, s t r a t u s I .

3641

" C t l l t w a y * T,he„„|#rly MmmM.,M*«, frl^tofiaX . i l . , , , ' ^
j.ft>T#,X|, f i g . 2 7 : 1 5 , pnase V.
p l a t e JUXXVsl310» 1569i and Gallawav. Ifoe. Harlv i r o n ^ e A a e
S*Mt¥fXY f,t M j e t - T o i l l , , f i g . 40s 1 , phase VI.
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362
Betn-Snan,

363
and nrgub el-pnanr.

Tne vessel of fig.

40s10 witn a five-pointed star potters* aark on tne edge of
the ria is found at iletn-Snan*364 *A1 ^anctuar/,365
uarstang's Jericho.

&

^m example of an incised star on a
367

base is found at svefer-Ata.
Tv^o vessels of fig, 40s 5, 1 have thick* triangular
rias, bat have tne exterior edge of the rim pointed, and are
shallower vessels.

The bowls of fig. 40s5, 1 have parallels

at *Ai 3 6 8 and •Arad.369

The form Is dated f.S. *X-XX1.

The pottery of fig. 40s3, 2, 20 are another variant
fora of the bowl with a snort wall end tniatoning at tne
angle witn tne ria.

The bowl of fig. 40$2 nas parallels at

v
Seth-Shan*
level XIX*a'"aatn-eatm
dated e.d. ill
and **i
sanctuary
A.
-^fitzgeraid*
earliest
rottery,"
plate
Villi25, level XXI and plate Vs20, level XIV, dated £.». 11.

parr, *.\ Cave at Artjub el~amnx9*

^

fig. I3s25»

^fitzgeraid, "deta-*itam Earliest lottery,* plate
Vilis25, level All.
365
„ ,,
Callaway* Tiw ^riy Bronje M t 4®HP%m*t It **O
t.e,t-Iell). fig. 39s 27, level VI.
^®uarstang» "Jerichos
XXII (1935), plate XXVlXXs36.

City and *lecropolis,B AAA,

^^Aairan, ^cltftfr **%%9Ua$IL&M«*ft*kt ^M,*
and photo 51.

*** »

plate LAXVIS1739s i-AXXVs245I,
36V

Aairtn, Early *rtd. stratus* XXX* plate 13s 39.

370

fitxgeraid» "beth-Shans fcarliest Pottery," plate

VIIi»2U,
3*71

^Marquet-Krause* i^t feujUff,! ,#I.,,4Y , H V W »
p l a t ® LXXV1Is2023.

,X
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The bowl of fig. 40s3 is essentially the same as
those of fig. 40s9* 10, but with the ria slightly everted.
Tne fora represented by Fig. 40sS is very #ide and deep and
is also found at »A1 sanctuary, dated c.B. H i . 3 7 2
The fragmentary rias of fig. 40i6, 7 are difficult
to describe vith certainty, but could be a form of th® triangular ria bc%l of A.3* but witn sligntiy inverted ria.

A

parallel to fig. 40s6 is found at *Arad in stratua II, dated
£.a. ii,Z1^

Parallels to the vessel of fig. 40s7 are found
374,
375

at *Ai Sanctuary,
g.l.

dated £,4« 11, end Kenyon Jericho nl.

The bowl of fig. 39s21 is the only example in

the acropolis corpus of pottery of en inverted* triangular
ria 'which is inclined upward.

There are other parallels ot

•Ai, dated c.0. II-III. 376
P.2.

The narrow, slightly thin, inclined rim bowl

of fig. 37s497 is found throughout the Early bronze Age.
parallels can be cited froa the *A1 sanctuary* phases 111

iet*Teii).

fig. 40s1* phase• VI.
373
^Aairan,fe|ri,yB„MM* ?^^

23s 13.

(e,t-.Telli. fig. 20:10, phase IV.
37

\myon,
"Excavations at Jericho,*1 Pau. LXXXXV
U952)* fig. 6s 7.
376
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•177

and VI, dated £.S. I and ill* respectively, "

Rosh Hannigra*

stratum I, dated E.3. H i * 3 7 8 Tell el-far*ah* E.S. I* 3 7 9 and
the Jericho toobs. 380
There are two examples of tne bowl with thick inclined ria.

both fig. 39:1 and IS are of this fora* with

39s13 having a slightly less inclined ria. There is a
parallel to fig. 39s16 at carstang*s Jericho, dated late
E.B. II. 3 8 1
S>3.

Tne bowl fragaent of fig. 39s 12 is unigue in

the early Bronie age and has no Known parallels froa other
sites.
C..1. The one exaaple of an angular wall bowl is
fig. 37s76.

froa the parallel at Seth-Shan* level XII* this
3i&2

vessel should probably be dated £.B. ill.

There is also
3H3

one exaaple from parquet-Kjrause's excavations a t •Ai.
377

(i-T.li). ^!anfaaf'^^if^I|.1S.I8ir;I^U^
%adaor and P r a u s n i t z * "The bxcavations a t Rosh
rtannXgra*" f i g . 5s 12.
37

% . de Vaux* *Les fouilles de Tell el-far* an**

mm mmm*

^xviu

CI%D, SSQ*

fig. 3s 23.

3S0^
^ k e n y o n * J e r l c ^ , £,» **9* 33* 6» Toab 'J 12 sherds*
38iC
( a r s t a n g , **Jerichos
City tad Necropolis*" *AA,«
35},
XUX (1935), p l a t e .UVllis 35.
3

* 2 F i t r g e r a l d , "&eth-Shtnt

fearliest

pottery* M p l a t e

Vlllsl6.
^ W q u e t ^ r a u s e , km. *PMtaAfft #
p l a t e IXC
Uis1570.

-!AY {ft-Tel,!),*

13a
*,..!. a.

Tne t«o examples axe different in size and

form but have tne same general rL;i characteristics. Tne
small oowl of fig. 39s 7 nas no otner parallels in early
Pronae ^ge Palestine.

Tne bowl of fig. 39:10 is also unique

among tne published Early s$tonze
p.i.b.

Age patter/*

Tne Horizontal riia of tne bowl of fig. 3/:72

is a coaaon characteristic of late carl/ drorue ,-*ge potter/.
*io parallels nave been found.
J.2.a.

Tne howl of fig. 37:226 nee parallels at
3iJ4
3if5
• A ! * ^ and Jericho tombs
and is dated d.d. II-III.

t&zJJUh* ^^9re a r e p a r a l l e l s to the example of f i g .
37:255 a t J e r i c h o tombs*3*36 and Megiddo, level

A«/IU.387

This i s a l a t e form end i s probably dated ~ . # . I I - I I I .
fc,»jU Tnere arc* tnree bov/ls * i t n s t a y i n g walls and
inverted rira, f i g s . 37:603; 40:4; 37:601.

Tne form ^f tne

vessel in f i g . 37:603 i s found in t . 3 . x l - i l i at *Ai oanctu3ilsl

SAO.

ary.

It is also found at Jericno toabs
3a4

and barstang*s

Xbld.. „late LXXVI:1639.

38

\ e n y o n , Jericho 1. Toab u 12 sherds, fig, 38:10,
11; Toab f 4, fig. 43:8.
3

^ l b i d . . Toab J 12, fig. 33s2; Toab f 3, fig. 51:5.

3 7

^ i.oud, iAeaiddo XX: P l a t e s , p l a t e 4s 8.

l e t - T e l l ) , f i g . 19:34, phase IV, fc.B. I I ; f i g , 41s3, phase
VI, dated e . 3 . 111. c*ee a l s o karquet-Kxause* i.ot f o u l l l e s
de 'A/. ( e t - T e l l ) . p l a t e LXVIx:row 4; p l a t e LX1X:471,
kenyon, Jerlt.no . 1. Total* u 12 snerds, f i g . 38:14;

Toab A 114* f i g . 67si,HI
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Jericno Toab

A.390

bowl 37;601 has a parallel at

tuary* in the E.B. 11 period.31*1

*A!

Sanc-

The bowl of fig. 40s4 nas

a parallel at Tell el-far*ah during the b.B.

lib

period.392

Jft.2. Tne wide bowl of fig. 39s14 is unique in the
Early bronxe Age.
f.i.a.

Tne large, plain, curved sides bowl is c©a»

aon in tne Proto-Urban and E.3. I-ii periods,

txaaples froa

the *A1 acropolis include figs. 37s78a, 78bf 39:1, 2, 3,
The bowl of fig. 39:1 has a parallel at Jericho Toab f 3. 3 9 3
fne bowl of fig. 39s2 nas parallels at *Ai oanctuary, phase
roar 3 ^ 4 and *Arad* stratum IV, dated by
I I , dated Proto-Urban
395
^ a i r a n as c.t*. 1.
f.i.b.

The two exaaples of this snallew bowl* fig.

39:5, 6* aay have been used as leaps. There are parallels
to fig. 39s5 at »Ai Sanctuary, phase III* dated £.8. I, 3 9 6
3**d

''^Saratang* ** Jericho s City and .lecropoils*** AAA.
XIX, plate IV*21.
391
Callaway, lm,MmMJkmm»-rM§,
$*M\WNM ftftn'jU
i e t - X f i l ] , fig."I9s*34*"phase
392

A . de Vaux* *Les f o u i i l e s de T e l l e i - f a r * a h t *
aeytfe, .^bilque,* LXII (1955), 569 and f i g . 14s 3 5 .
^ k e n y o n , j e r i c n o X,* f i g . 5 i s 6 .
394

^ ,,

^f na ^ a *f TM.^iff^y. tow, , 4 m m m m m ^ k ^ i

l o t - T e l l . J . f i g . 20s10.
395
w
Aairan, early Arad. plate 18:7.
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Arqub el-Phahr, dated c.b. l, 3 9 r and Jericho aite Ai, dated
t.b. Ia-Ib. 39S

Tne vessel of fig. 39s6 has a parallel at
*jyo.

fe.fl. xl * A ! sanctuary,

"

fr.2. The deep bowl of fig. 39s 4 has no parallels at
other Early bronze Age Palestine sites.
fi.,3. The bowl of fig. 39t8 has a general parallel
400

JHMl

at Jericho AI,
although no exact parallels are known
401
The f ora is ty-^e 12A, dated E.B. ib-Iil at Megiddo,
S.I.

The saucer fora is coaaon at the *<ii sanctuary

and tne acropolis. At the sanctuary the saucers were found
402

near the altar*

and a saucer was found by Harquet-iyrause

403
in a ledge a t the acropolis*
the acropolis.

Six saucers were found at

Tnree of these nad a slight disk base and an

angular wall and exe shown in f i g . 37s 1121b, 1602, 939.

The

saucer of3 9 7fig* 37;1121b
nas a parallel at the Jericho
P a r r , WA Cave at Arqub el-uhtiur** f i g . 13s3.
3

^%enyon» "txcavations at Jericno," frfr*. LXXXIV
(1952), f i g . 5:5.
3

" c a l l a w a y , T&f EirtY %*mn ^¥iffrlflfifolMMEY,ft*' M

i e t - T e i l i . f i g . 19s4,pnase IV.
400

iCenyon, *Excavations at Jericho," PEQ,. LXAXIV
U952J, fig. 5s3.
401 t
^fcngberg and Shipton, Jpe Sha,icolAthlc an^ ^§rly

^mm M%f,P%%nt 0. M # » chart, stages IV-1.
°%ee previous chapter, p . 47,
^ a r q u e t - K r a u s e , i+t, IffAUfft #* ,'*7 W ~ W , / »
plate VlIIs3 and 18-20.
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tombs. 404

The saucers of fig. 37s1602 and 939 have paral-

lels at the •Ai toabs. 405
c. 2. a,» Tne disk base saucers with very slightly
curved wall* fig. 37:1603, 893* are a variation of the fora
of S.l. Tne saucer of fig. 37s1603 nas parallels at • A !
4l)A

407
1

sanctuary,

carstang * Jericho Toab A ,
AAO

408

Jericho toabs,

4i(Jt

Tell el-far*ah, * and nrqub el-Pnahr.
The saucer of
fig. 37s835 nas a slightly aore incurved wall than tne
pies of MI. 2. a and is tnerefore identified as u.2»b.

There

is a parallel to this saucer at uarstang*s Jericho Toab A .
Tne saucer fora appears to be dated C.B. 11^111

on the basis

of the parallels.
Tne acropolis pottery presents a wide variety of
platter foras. These could have been used to bring offerings
404

Kenyon* ^orlcft^ I,. Toab P 12 general* fig. 36s8;
Toab f 3, fig. 51:14; Toab A 114, fig. 67s9.
^Marquet-Krause, ies fouille.s de 'Ay (et-Tel,li.
do, 1013; site H, rooa 116* plate LXVsl525i site H, rooa 122*
plate LXVs1384-97.
, „ %%f^Qf11*^* Bit mMMmmM%mm$HmxMJM,

jftrTfM)* *i«- 39:9, phase ^ 1 .
4ii7
v

Oarstang, Mexlehoi City and .Metropolis,* A&&»
XIX (1932), p l a t e V i l i s l 2 .
40
^Ufcnyon, J e ^ c l i o .X, Toab a 12, f i g . 3 3 : 1 5 , 16;
Toab F 4 , f i g . 44s 3; Toab f 2 , f i g . 57s24, 2 5 , 26.
409
H . de Vaux* s i,es f o u i l i e s de T e l l e l - f a r •an,*
Afyue, mmm*
^ I 11949), f i g . lift, 9 .
4i0

f a r r , -* Cave a t Arqub el-uhahr," f i g . 13s17.

uarstang* Merichos
XlX (1932), plate IV: 1,

City and Necropolis, • A*A.
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to the sanctuary* or could have served domestic functions.
flatters were found aaong the •Ai Sanctuary pottery, wnich
suggests tnat they need not be considered evidence for
doaestie use of the structure.
t/pess

The dee^ flatters are of two

il) platters with inverted and flattened rias* type

H.l*- 12) platters with inverted and tnicxened rias, pointed
sligntiy upwards* type H.2.
it.i. The fiat-rimmed platters of fig. 37:73 and
39s19 are distinguished by their slight projection inward.
Botn exaapias have parallels at »A1.

Th® platter of fig.

37s73 has a parallel at toe *A! oanctuary* late &.8. 11,
phase V . 4 1 2 Tne platter of fig. 39:19 nas two parallels at
»Ai. 4i3

The platter of fig. 37s603 has a aore proolnent

inward projection of tne ria. Tnere are parallels to this
414

fora at *A1 Sanctuary* dated E.B. 11,
teabs.

end at Jericno

The platter with pronounced inward projecting

ria* fig. 37s75a* has parallels at Tell el-far*an* dated
E.B. I I , 4 1 6 «A1 sanctuary, phase V, dated E.B. I I , 4 1 7 and at

/

•* ,, 4 i 2 5f u *^ y ? Tm.Mvki Hmm.rm 9M>hmm m *-4

(oft«.Toii|» f i g . 2 § t l .

, ^t?f59u*tSSf5u,*» hmJmmM

#, My ift-iei.1,1,

p l a t e i.XXXIsI719* 2317.
l.e.t-Teiii. f i g . 20s5, phase IV.
4i
41

\ a n y o n , J e r i c h o . 1 . Toab f 4* f i g . 44s4.

% . de Vaux, MLes f o u i i l e s de T e l l e l - f a r ' a h , "
ftfvue b i b l l a u e . UV U 9 4 7 ) , 419, f i g . 7s 1, 3 , 17.
417
jet-Tell),* f i g . 27s25.
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Jericho alto Ai. 4 * 8

The flatters of type H.l are

tne fc.B. II forerunners of the bxoed,

pxobebly

flat platters of &.B.

III.
H»2.

This fora* represented at the acropolis by

platters of fig. 39:15* 17 nas an inward, sligntiy upturned
and thickened xim.
at »Ai sanctuary*

The platter of fig. 39s15 has parallels
Sarsiang's Jericho 4 ^ and »Arad, ** all

dated in the late c,3. XX. The vessel of Fig. 39:17 is
422

found in an E.S. Ill phase at *Al sanctuary* *^ but in E.tS.
II strata at *Arad. 423
&,.• Th© wide and shallow platter form begins in £,B.
11 and continues beyond the E.S. Ill period*

There are four

exaapies from the acropolis site* which exe dated £.3.
II-III.
iy,.l,. The wide and very shallow foras include tnose
shown in fig. 37s212 and fig. 39s11* 13. There are no
4ii

JCenyon, "Excavations at Jericho,** few. LKMIV
(1952), fig. 6s15.
41*Callaway*
Q
JM ,,feajlx .ftroftfo, Mi Wfimu, A% ,'M
iSte&Ul*
*l9' 23s 3 , phase
420

Mil

c a r s t a n g , "Jericho:
11935)* p l a t e XXVIIls32.

C i t / end Necropolis,** A ^ .

421

^^airan,fi.ax.ly,..Arad.plate 23s9* stratum II.

422

je^mi)

Callaway* Ttov£*tylJlmM%s)m 8m%WM»*i% M

,, f i g . 4 0 : 2 1 , Shtse VI.

423Aairtn* £axlv Arad. *>late 23s 3, stratua II, end
plate 52:21, stratua
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direct parallels to these vessels at othex

excavated sites

with published pottery records.
fr«2, Th© slightly deeper fora of the short, thickwalled platter is represented by fig. 37:29.

This fora has

parallels at »«1 Sanctuary, phase V, dated late E.B.
425
and the *A! tell excavations of Marquet-Krause.
2.

li,42A

i&rji

The jar snerds are aore difficult to classify than
bowls.

This is because the greater variation in the body

fora of the jar, of which we neve only the ria fragaent for
study.
Coaaents will be aade on the iaportant jar artifacts
presented in figs. 37 and 41.
mSMUbfiti

J

» ftim*

a*r<ittot-fcxaute recovered a nua-

ber of decorated jar rias* probably originally part of storage jars.

Tne rin of fig. 37:167, 167a* 142 are a general

type siaiiar to tnose found at Tell el-£ax*ah in the £.11. Ila
period.42S

The rias of fig. 37;120a, 120b have a rope-

aoulding design rather than ridges. There Is a parallel to
427
these rias at kegiddo XIV.
Other rope-aoulding decorated
424

Cailaway, JUR,, .feaxly,, Mmm® ,^e„ ftMtiMjM* M„*M
I.eVMAi,. r i g . 27:15.
4

^*Marquet ^

a y i e i i J L W f f l „ # , My,, .EtfrlfUJ *
plate LXXXV;2433i plate
4M

K. de Vaux, "Let fouilles de Tell e l - f a r ' a h , "
Heyae,, ftMMffltfit LiXl U955), 567, f i g . 13:30.
427

Louci, aooiddo l i s

y*l**|tt« plate 13:10.
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Jar Sherds from the Acropolis Building at
'Ai (et-Tell) (Marquet-Krause)
Fig. 37.--Pottery from the Acropolis Building at 'Ai
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anerds include Fig. 37:118, 254, 8^y.
3-^.hfr Foxpip,

Tne s^exoly

autcurved ana tnic«cenea

rim of tne jar of riy. 37:2b is probably en earl/ c.to. fora*
Tnere ar# ^araAxeis at *t\i oanctuar/
AIV,

aau aetn-onan, level

indicating an t-.u. II date.
Trie low nee*, and cutcurved riai jar of rig. 37:1242

is f^und in tne £.B. 11 ».>eriyd.

i parallel AS fvund at Tell

The thin ri*a jar of *:ig. 37:*2i6 is also a

el»rar*ah.

typicalfc.ii.11-111 tdxia*

parallels are found at »AI sanc-

tuary,431 «Af£ula,432 and *.yrad.433
The large storage jar with tugn stwuluer ana flat
&ase» rig. 37:216* is cnaracteristic of the L.d. II-IIA ^eriuaa.

Large jars with or witnout horizontal tnuiab-isyressed
434
decoration are found in stratum II* oated c.fa. IA at *,\rad.
At Has ei*Ain there is the same form but witnout decoration
42

\,dAid*,ay, Tat ~*rlrf- eroaze .^ui ^anvtuar/ at «*A
iet*TeliJ. fig. 28:17, phase V.
<dVW

'ritxgerald, HBeth«%»ham

Earliest f otter/*** ^late

AV:15.

430
* *i. d@ Vaux, ''Lea f y u i l A e s de T e l l e * « r a x ' a a , "
nevue b l j b l l o u t . UV U 9 4 7 ) , 4 1 9 , f i g . 7 : 7 .
43l
C a l i a w a / , The h a r l v toronze Age s a n c t u a r y a t * A !
(.ftt-Te,!!.;. r*ig. 4 1 : 3 A , ' puase V I .
432
,
c . L. sAikeni*., "i~ate c n a i c o x x t m i i-vttexy
at
*Affula, M FErV* 11936), *#>. 150*54 and »>late I : IV.
43 dl

Mmiran, Early nrad. yiate 41:1, stratua Ii.
ib^Ld.. plates 39 and 40.

434
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of the savulaer and io*;er oo<iy as veil as naving a degenerate lug Handle belt*' tne neck at one side.435
vfrAhmU.,t^PMkk

Mfc l^m»

A number of j a r r i n a

nave been excavated t>y Callavay in tne J o i n t .vrcnaeoiogical
t r a d i t i o n to

f

.-d.

Tnese ar« $no'.>n i» r i g . 4 1 .

Tne nign

necx and everted r i a j a r s of f i g . 4 1 : 2 , 4 , 7 nave p a r a l l e l s
43&
at *.-d oanctuary, dated b.B, II oy Callaway.
Tnere &xe
a*.t»w parallels tu tlie jar riiu ^f riy. 41:7 at •/•urad, stratua
437
438
illf
and Tell el-fai'ah,
botn dated <_.U. xi.
Tne riw of rig. 41:9 nas parallels at */vi oanctuary*
439
dated z..i>. ii.
Tne vutcurved iiw of rig. 41:8 nas a
parallel at »,\rad» stratum 111, dated &.&, ii. 440
The jar riw *-itn im«ard projection fox a lid, fig.
41:12, nas no knocn parallel in tne fieri j dranze /-Age.
Tnere exe four jar risss which are out curved to a
^ialn, rounded rim.

Tnese are rig. 41:6* Id* 11, and 13.

Tne riai uf fig. 41:6 nas a parallel to **-d oanctuary, dated
lliffe, Vottery frewa Has el-'^-dn,'-' p . 121,
fig. 73.
436
phase V, parallel to fig. 41:4; fig.
lei to fig. 41:7.
437
itmiran, Carl>f .rvraa. o l a t e
ii. deL VVaux, "Les foul l i e s
^m.MP^mP*
UV48J, b63, f i g .
LXII (1955/, 569, f i g . 14:6.
T

21:24, pha&e IV, paral-.
17:3.
de Tell e l - f a r * an,"
7:7; %vu^„ flflty^qqe,,

<Jallaway, Tne Lexiy bronze mje banctuary at
1 e t - T e l l i . f i g . 29:4, phase V.
**4UAiairan, t-ariv Arad. ,>late 17:2.

f

Al

143
441

t.b. 1; * the riia of fig. 41:10 has parallels at *Ai Sane*
tuary in £.8. II.

The ri® of fig. 41:13 tiaa a parallel
443

i n c . b . I l l context a t *Ai Sanctuary.

The short and o u t -

curved xim of f i g . 41:11 has p a r a l l e l s a t *Al oanctuary In
the £ . § . I I p e r i o o r 1 ^ and a t hoen Hanniqra, stratum I I *
dated £.B. I . 4 4 5

3-

Mk^MMLAm
The hoie-ssouih jars with thin and rounded xim and

those with decoration on the outside edge are usually dated
£.3* I-II, The rim of the jar in fig. 38:540 is found at
•Ai Sanctuary* phase V, dated £.8. 11,'^^
ill, dated L.b. I I . 4 4 7

end *Arad, stratua

The risi of fig. 38:134a has parai44ft

ieis at fArad* datedfc.b.1.

The thin and rounded edge

of the jar of fig. 38:226 nas parallels at *A1 oanctuary*
441

Callaway, flML,m$M,Mmm,M^^m$MMXM, 'M

iM&sXMliJb* p i«« 12:10, phase I I I .
442

I b l d . . f i g . 2 1 : 7 , phase IV.

443

l b , ^ d . . f i g . 41:16, phase VI.

Jk

J*1

A

ilaM*t Fi9* 21:14, phase IV.
nTadaor and Prausnltz* "fexcavations a t iiosh
rtanniqra,** f i g . 6 : 1 4 .
446

™Cailaway, TJnf fear,!/?,, toMffltMl titMfomx.M, ,'Al
fig.

31:23.

447

* « l r a n , ftMJY. /ttiiU P i f t t « 18:18.
448
" M . , stratus IV, plate 18:24.
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^haaes IV end V, dated E.I. II, 4 4 9 beth-dnan, level XIV, 450
and »Arad, stratum IV, dated E.B. I. 45i

Tne thin ria jar

with exterior lip decoration of fig. 38:78 is dated frotoUrban to £.b. I. A parallel Is found at Tell el-Far«ah,452
A siaiiar ri» in fig. 38:330 is dated b.B.

11 at »Arad.453

A number of thickened rin nole-taoutn jars exe found in

t.B.

I-II at 'Arad, **ith the exaaple of fig. 38:1204 witn a
parallel at »Arad, stratua III, dated £.b. I I . 4 5 4
Jar rias from the Callaway excavations at the acropolis are found in figs. 41 and 42. Consents will be made on
some of these artifacts. The hole-aioutft jar ria of fig.
41:17 haa i*arallels at *Arad, stratua 111, dated b.b. I I . 4 5 5
The rim of fig. 42:1 with its interior projection is found
at *ni oanctuary, phase VI, dated E.a. ill, 456 Jericho teil
site rd, dated c.B. Ib-IIl, 437 and beth-onan, level XIV,
44Q

i
45

IV: 4 .

% l t s g e r a l d , "Beth-dhan:

Earliest fottery," plate

451
^ Aairan* bar.lv Arad. plate
452
t i . de Vaux, -Les f o u i l l e s
frjVMf P W 4 W » ^ (1948), 559, f i g .
453
^Ateiran, $Ml&,tWM* *>***«
4 4

plate 21:18.

455

lbld.. **late 19:8.

^ lb^d,.

18:32.
de T e l l el-far*ah**
5:2.
*8:24.

45&
tet-Teiii. fig. 43:10.
457
" Kenyan, "Lxcavations a t J e r i c n o , m £§£, LXUIV
(1952), 77, F i g , 5 : 1 8 .
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dated s.l. I I , 4 9 8

The thin-walled and wide-taoutn jar of

fig. 41:24 has a parallel at * A ! oanctuary, phase 111,
c.b. I. 4 5 9

dated

The hole-»@uth jar with thickened ria of fig.
460

42:6 nas parallels in all periods at the */*i danetuary^^
and seem to be cosaon form at *Al.
Tne presence of large quantities of holeisoutn jars
eitner suggests that tne acropolis v.as used for storage*
possibly of grain, a common function for tne sanctuary in
the city-states of tne fertile crescent.

4. mmmu

m* mm

i**«- 42:8-21)

Tnere are tnree general types of sherd decoration:
ropettoulding*red-paint or reddisn-brovm design on a wnite
slip* ana basket-leaving design of xed paint.
tiope Moulding applied decoration is coiaoon through461
out tne Early &xonze Age at »«!.

The moulding aay be

nign relief as in fig. 42: V, 10, pointed* fig. 42:14, or low
relief* fig. 42:8. The banding nay be narrow, as in
4Ss

fltrgerald» "Beth^dham

Earliest lottery*" plate

IV: 5.
450,

^ i b l d . . fig. 4:22* phase 11, dated Proto-Orban;
fig. 14:13*ll*aee III* dated t.B. 1} fig. 22:13, phase IV,
dated £.8. Ill fig. 42:2V, phase VI* dated £.8. 111.
^ " A t the *A1 oanctuary* Callaway reports the presence of rope-aoulding designed snerds througn all phases.
Tall).* figs. 1-47.
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Fig. 41.--Jar Sherds from xhe Acropolis Buildings
(Site D) at 'Ai (et-Tell) (Callaway)
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Fig. 42.--Jar Sherds, Body Sherds, Spout and Handles
from the Acropolis Buildings (Site D) at 'Ai (et-Tell)
(Callaway)
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fig. 42:8, 14, or wide as in fig. 42:9, 13. both the narrow
and wide aoulding seem to be contemporary. with fig. 42:8
naving a parallel at 'Ai danctuary* phase l i , dated by
Callaway as Proto-Urban*

and fig. 42:13 with a parallel
463

at *Al oanctuary* pnaae II* dated Proto-Urban.
The body sherds with red or reddish*bro%»n paint on a
\%nite alip* fig- 42:15-18* are part of what Aairan calls the
464
southern culture.

At *Ai oanctuary, Callaway has found

similar snerds la all pnasee.

A S Afairan haa noted* saall

juglets* represented at the acropolis by the et&xd of Fig.
42: lv, are usually painted directly on the clay rather than
on a white slip. 466
The basket-weaving design of painted burnianed xed
line* is a variation of the southern painted wares. The
acropolis pottery includes two examples* Pig. 42:20, 21.
froa evidence at the acropolis* torn bas&et-**eaving design
seems to4&2
have appeared somewhat later in the Early

MA**

^>«* *$:?.

Bxome

463

lbld.. fig. 10iI2.
464

50.
465
phases are froa the froio^Urban period} phase III, Fig.
18s21*27, dated £.b. i; phase IV* fig. 26:24-2y, phase V,
fig. 38:8, g» 12*20* both phases £•&• 11 *• phase VI* Fig.
46:12-16* dated £.d. ill.
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A§e.
£,&.

Callaway reports the first parallel ia phase IV, dated
467
11, end then it is found in succeeding phase*.

The handles from the *Ai acropolis include ledge end
lug types. Tne four basic types of ledge iiaiwiie exe present.
The plain ledge handle, Fig. 42:25* is found at *Ai in en
£.0. 11 cofttext.46^ tne tiiuab^iiidented ledge handle is
represented at the *A1 ^aactuary in ell c.d. periods. Exam*
pies of this type are found in Fig. 38:332, 357, 226* 330,
492* 76 end fig. 42:24, 26*32.

Tula form is found in all

c b . periods at *A1* although the ledge handle with the ser*
rated edge, fig. 42:24* is characteristic of the earlier
part of thefi.is,age at Jericno tell and probably also at
'Ai, 4 6 9

The ledge handle of fig. 42:27 is found in the E.B.

Ill period at the »A1 Sanctuary.470

The handle of fig.

42:28 1« found at fAi ia H.S. I endfc.b.ll.4Tl

Ledge

»ai»dl#s which ara thin ahd poiated upwards* Fig. 42:29* 30*
467
i * t- ,»> C a l l a ^ y * I M fef^y J g o p t A p 4iftgltfMy, tX*M
iMk£MUL* ri9« 2 6 : 3 2 , phaae Ivj &&. 3 6 : 3 . phase V, dated
fe.ff- 11 f f i g . 46*8. phaae V I , dated k . B . I I I .
468

XJbl4*. F i g . 3 6 : 1 .

"""Harawsty, ftoxf jlfln Jjei^lrffiff*

p . 20.

470

UV/ftU)t -rig. 45:21.
471
i&fc&* * - « • 1/J14* c.J*. I j f i g . 3 6 : 3 , i i . B . I I .

J.DU

teem to be earlier than the thick ledge handle of fig. 42:
31, 3 2 . 4 7 2

rushed*up ledge Handles* f i g . 34:13d, 271* 454, 25
end Fig. 42:33 are coraon from the end of the early Bxonze I
tttrough the r e s t of the period.

The ftandle of f i g . 38i2$

has a parallel a t »Arad» stratua I I I , dated t,&. 11.

The

hamile of f i g . 38:271 has a parallel at Beth«Jii*an» level
474

XII* dated E.iJ. Ill,

Likewise* the pusned up handle of
475

fig. 42:33 has parallels at »A1 .Sanctuary in phase VI
B#th»4han» level XIIt both dated £.B. H I .

*

** end

from this

limited evidence, the greater upturned handles of fig. 42:33
and Fig. 33:271 mey be later developments of the slightly
upturned style of fig. 3d:25.

retailed accounts of the

development of the ledge dandle have been published by
end Wright.

Aiairao

472
4
-V,dated
see parallels
to Fig.
at £•&,
*Al oaoctu*
ary* fig. **»~
17:15,
a.fl. 1* and
fig. 42:29
36:6 for
lit
whereas fig. 42:31 has a parallel at *Al Sanctuary* fig.
45:23* dated c » . H I .

473
a

IX: 22.

A»ira«, fejrM, riMBU £*•-• 16:15.
fitigeraid* Mieth*oham Earliest lottery,* 1 plate

4/5,'Callaway* The, MiltMmm,
C et»Ie^.i.
plate 45:
4

fitrgerald,

f,

beth*oham

M* Mm^XWm^M^M
Earliest Pottery*" plate

IA: 21.
477Ajairan, A^cjeftl,frftfryuty,M >MmMM,km0,**>*>• 35*40.
m
4

J%. &• .right, fjha^mtti^MJUBiJAitf

f p , Jtttft

iMMfilrjl, t
lean ScJtools ot uriantal lieaearch, 1937}* pp. 93*106 and
American schools o:
charts.
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The pierced lug nandle* Fig. 42:22, nas parallels at
**rad, stratus 111, 4 7 9 and *M aanctuary* pnem

IV, 4 ® 0 both

datedfe.S.11. The saall lug naadle witn the pierced hole
seess to be eotMion in the £..b. 1*11 periods.
6.

g.joqt

Tne saall funnel spout of fig. 42:2 Is an early
431
fora* carried over from the l*roto*Urbaii period.

Tnere

are parallels to this spout at *Ai sanctuary* phase V* dated
fc.B. I I , 4 8 2 **rtcftt stratum 11, dated L.S. li,4m

end Tell

el-far»ab* B..U, lib. 4 8 4
Three types of non«c#ra«lc objects nev9 been found
at the acropolis:

atone end alabaster nac«-heads, a stone

axe, and alabaster fragments of bowls*
There «ere six t§ace*heads found by teirquet*^ause in
the acropolis excavations, Fig. 38:800* 480* 1254a* 1254b,
104 and 1022. Tne ©ace-head #as first used in the tieolithic
47<5

^ A m i r a n , #r,^, ^§d\,

,

plata 16:24.

4

, , ^caiiaway, xim m^xMrnm, <m vu&tmy, it *#

( e ^ T j U j * f i g . 26:12.
mi

lbjdl,.

4 8 2
483

f i g , g*l» # phase II* dated l^roto-arban.

^ d . . f i g . 36:10.

Aairan» £ariv Ar.ad. plat© 42:2* 3* 9.
i i . de Vaux, «*Les foulllea de Tell e l -far • ah*"
tfrntt | W A « h LXIl {1955j* 569, f i g . 14:26.
404
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period. Their origin is uncertain* although spherical exaa*
485
plea are comaon in Egypt and Palestine.

Marque t**-*rause

described their function as a casse*tete. literally* "headbuster*'*48© ^ u t Mennessy has also suggested they sight serve
4d?
a ritual function.
Palestinian parallels have been dis*
cussed in this paper in conjunction witn tne pottery fro©
uarstang*s Jericho VII* to which the xeedex

is referred.

The stone axe of Fig. 38:68 is one of two found at
4HS
•Ai and is believed to have Anatolian connections. * The
axe may be associated with the KJiirbet ICerak ifare migration
also found at 'Ai. 4 ®
kawiuet-iCraus® reports under three register numbers*
399* 344 and 4692* fragments of hemispheric alabaster howls
4go
fro® the acropolis.
iio drawings ©r photographs have been
published, and so it is impossible to compare these with the
corpus of alabaster cultic vestals from the fctarquet*Krause

p. 59.

^^ftennessy* imkm,mbM$Mm*
P» 32^Marquet-Krause* L,*!, iffliMti 4f 'm ,1***1, fU)*
487

Hennessy, mm^m
4m

^MUm%* P* 32.

lbidl,.
p. SI.
MA'*
*>• 82*
490
I t should be noted that under register Ho, 344
and 692* the site is listed as u iuv) end t»V, respectively.
The rooa nusabere correspond to those of the acropolis* site
G, and so we swat assusae that the errors are part of the
larger number of inaccuracies in the poathusously published
reports.
m9
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sanctuary.

Furtner investigation of this matter should be

made at the Israel Museum, the present repository for the
karquet*Krause collection.
This brief study of the acropolis pottery fro® tne
Marquet*iirause and Callaway excavations has shown the general variety of pottery types* the dating of s«»* of the
iaportant artifacts* and tne possibility that aosae cultic
function might be attributed to the acropolis structure on
the basis of tne pottery and object collections.

It has been aentioned in the previous chapter that
tne pottery froa th® Megiddo 401T structure Is contaminated
by intrusions from later tombs.

In fig. 43 are the arti-

facts wnich were found on or near th* high place.
Tne slightly stuop base jugiet* Fig. 43:3* is stei*
iar to ICenyon jugiet type f4. The pyrifona body, base and
loop handle attached to the snoulder indicates en c.B. Ill
fora at Jericho. 491
Tne fragment of a jar* fig. 43:10a* b, with combed
finlsn is comaon in c.B. II. There are parallels to this
fragment at Knirbet Kcxafct level X b , 4 9 2 dated E.B. H i .
Tne broad* flat platter with rounded xim is found in
tne c.B. Ill and continues through the c.S.-M.b. period.
TO

H<mna»ay* fpyfrjn, ttftatftofti* plat* VIIJ 73.

,
^Zm*
and plate 18:13.

mhm% ,**#*#ffY,of ^f, Hp|y, L&M* P. 71

Mjuw'ninijnujini
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Fig. 43.--Pottery from Megiddo 4017 High Place
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493

wennesay dates this form as E.I. 111A and B.

/% parallel

is found at beth-3han» level All. 4 9 4
Tne enexd

of a jar, fig. 43:?* is not identifiable.

Likewise* tne remaining artifacts are later than tne £•£-.
period and snouid be considered intrusions.

This includes

tne bronse hemispheric bowi, fig, 43:it tne bronze chiael,
wnich was found at tne base of a wall around locus 4017,
shown in fig. 43:1? two cley
14, 11. Tne do.

figurines shown in fig. 43:13,

11 figurine was found on the sixth ste^ of

tne altar and because of its height most llxoly is frora an
associated turnb.
The limited pottery evidence faaltes the dating and
description of the artifacts tentative.

The three frag»ents

which exe datable, fig. 43:3, 10a* b and 16 suggest an £,&.
ill

date for th® second and later ^hase of the high place,

although tne structure ^rots»abiy continued xn use during tne
£.&.«te«B. period.

The pottery fro© tne Early Bronx* * $ • sanctuaries is
a useful criterion for the identification of their associ*
ated structures witn the limitations Mentioned in the introduction to this chapter.
49

%ennessy* forejyift*elU«ftt«*»-•••

4< A

^ titz^exeld,

3:24.

w

#eth-3han:

*H^W*

Earliest Potter/,* ^iate
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do conclusive evidence of cultic use can be

dxmn

froa the pottery of Megiddo XIX* uarstang*s level VII
snrine* Tell el-far»au, loci 671 and 633* *Arad II-III* and
megiddo 4017, although tnere are possible secondary uses for
sona of the. vessels. There is a limited amount of evidence
of cultic function of the acropolis structure at •*!•

The

best collection of sanctuary pottery cones froa the »ai
oanctuary*
Tne absence of stratified deposits at oost early
Bxmze

Age sanctuaries mmee

any positive identification

impossible and unlikely in tne future. Better arcnaeological techniques snouid provide more information in future
excavations. Judgaents based on present evidence laust be
neld in abeyance.
The pottery dating suggests a chronological over*
lapping between the sanctuary structures fro® th® beginning
of the Early Bronxe Age through to the Early Bronze-Middle
Bronze Age.

The earliest structures were th® Megiddo XIX

(locus 4050) end Carstang*a level VII (locus 430) shrines,
aooettoe in the Early Bxonz.e I period these structures were
abandoned.

There is no evidence at either site of what were

their replacements.

In the iarly Bronxe I tne Tell el*

far,ah (locus b?l) structure began to be used aa a sanctuary.
its replacement was the locus 633 structure. At the sane
time* in southern Palestine the *Arad li-III structure was
built.

It continued in usa until the end of the E.B. II
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period.

Jp to this tine the sanctuaries were all broad*

house type* modified forms of what «as also used for early
bronxe Age housing.
At the satae time as the final phase of the Tell elfar'ah and *Axad structures, the first phase of th© *Ai
3anctuar/ was built against the first of what was later to
be a reinforced three-wall fortification system around the
city. *>omewnat later* but now mucn later we do not know,
the first phase of the *Ai acropolis sanctuar/ was built.
Both sites continued to serve as sanctuaries at frd well
into the E.S, III period and were destroyed at the same tine
by invaders, during tne E.B. Ill period the Megiddo 4017
high ^iaee was built* probably by northern people who
migrated south into Palestine.
Beginning 'with tne *,*i sanctuary we see a development in th© sanctuary fona coupled with strong evidence from
pottery and objects of international trade and influence.
This ^as part of tne beginning of the long road of urbanli*
ation that first started to change the shape of Palestinian
society.

Tne early stages of this urbanisation process are

reflected in the »ni oanctuary fora and artifacts. The
later stage is reflected in monumental architecture of tne
* A ! acropolis.

CHAPTER V
THc OJLTUKc Of PALfeATI^fc IH THE
THliW tULL&MIl**
Tne early bronxe Age was the first period of urbanixation in Palestine.

The sanctuary is an important struc-

ture to study the influences wnich affected the change from
swali village settlements to fortified urban centres. This
chapter will attempt to outline, on tne basis of the available archaeological evidence, the characteristics of urban*
i2ation in Palestine during the third faiilennlua, the factors contributing to the urbanisation process, and the evidence, froa early bronxe sanctuary typology and construction
techniques, of foreign influences,

first, it is necessary

to explain tne meaning of "culture" in the context of this
paper.
Culture is nere used to describe the social, religious, and material aspects of the inhabitants of the country.

fro® tne various collections of artifacts, v*nlch

nave been discussed in Chapter IV, and from tne building
typology and phasing discussed in Chapter 11A, both chapters
reporting on the empirical data of archaeological recovery
495

^avid v.. Clarice, analytic Archaeology (London:
Metnuen and Co., Ltd., 1967), p. 83.
i%8
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techniques, we develop working hypotheses.

This enables us

to integrate and correlate this information witn what we
know fro® tne neighbours of Palestine during the third ail*
4^6
lenniuw.

Tnis enables us to describe the social and

religious aspects of life. The development of wording hypotheses Is a dangerous tasic, especially in view of the meter*
iai presented on £,exly Bronxe Age sanctuaries, oevause of
tne limited information available and the limitation that
archaeological artifacts have for the historian1s teak.
Clarke has tafcen a very strong position on the historian* s relationship to archaeological data wnen ne observes, "Tne nature of the archaeological recwrd is such
tnat there is no simple way of equating our archaeological
percepta with . . . lost events.**

The dangers inherent

in tne description of tne "culture" of Palestine in tne
Larly Bronxe age heste been etipnaslxed as a prelude to this
study.
Many contemporary scholars dealing with this earlyperiod in Palestine nave emphasised the continuity of culture froa tne last quarter of the fourth sillenniusa through
the beginning of tne £arly Bronxe Age.

This is confirmed

^ / * uordon Cnilde, "Changing Methods and Alias in

prehistory," gr^e^m,,, 0/ tne,

rimMMk^^mMMJm,

1936. quoted in Clarice. Anal /tic Archaeology, a, 230.
497
* Clarice* ^ g M U f , ,MirM*$kMt*
*>• -3.
4
B
^ % e e bright, Tne Problem of tne Transition
between tne Chalcolithic and Bronxe Ages,*4 a* 37$ de Vaux,
Palestine ,ln. »ne Eajly, Bronxe <»» * p. 27.
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by tne parallels cited for the pottery and objects from
Megiddo XIX ilocus 4050; and carstang1® Jericho VII (locus
420).

The process of urbanization was not tne result of a

massive invasion, but a gradual infiltration and s*ove®eni of
new ideas* caused primarily by increased trade and international contacts.

«*right nas emphasised the simultaneous*

ness of the urbanization process in the great river valleys
of Mesopotamia andfcgypt,as well as Palestine* rather than
Ago

tne uniqueness of this event in Palestine.

Thus we heye

tne Predynastic and early uynaetic aras in cgy^t and tne
i^ynastic Period in Mesopotamia paralleling the £arl/ Bronxe
*ge In Palestine*
Tne general influences on Palestine beginning in the
late fourth millennium and continuing in the early Bronze
Age are difficult to state with certainty.

Tne evidence

tnat will be presented in this paper suggests the following
Influences:

(1) the movement of people into Palestine*

probably by population pressures in tne north; (2) the
exploitation of natural resources! (3} new ideas of social
and political organization, which resulted in a ver/ '•cosmopolitan*' population! (4) greatly increased foreign trade and
other foreign contacts*
These four Influences were interrelated in tneir
causes and combined to produce many of the saae results.
FF

ilrignt# MThe froblea of tne fransition oetween
the Chalcolithic and Bronxe Ages»M p. 37.
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Tne movement of people required protective defences, if only
froa nearby cities. *4ew centres wore established in easily
defended sites a*iu earlier Proto-Jrban villages were fortified.

Tne increase in population aa well as tne limitation

on sixe that fortifications desaand resulted in functional
division of the city within the defences. The functional
division of the city tends to formalixe architectural ideas.
apace did not penult the free innovation in style that we
accept today.

Bo* the various influences* especially the

population explosion*

transformed tne Palestinian land-

scape into a country of fortified city states.
Tne sanctuary would be one structure which would
reflect the urbanixation process because:

(1) tne sanctu-

ary, by virtue of its function, was probably the religious
and adainlstrative centre of the city; (2) new ceramics,
such as Egyptian vessels or other objects* because of their
relative scarcity end hign value* would aoat likely be found
in a religious structure before regular domestic purposes;
(3) the cult was probably conservative in its outlook*
accepting new ideas with caution but retaining then longer.
Although it is beyond tne purpose of this paper
specifically to discuss tne population problem* the sixe and
extent of the £arly dxonze Age cemetery excavated oy Lap^ at
Bib edh'i/nra* suggests a very large population at this early
period. Lap,? reports, "in the tiny area excavated* the toab
chaabers were extremely dense, and estimates of a ceaetery
containing several hundred thousand dead and two million
pots seeas overly conservative." Paul #". Lapp* "The Bib
edn-iihra* Toab A 76 and early Bronze 1 in Palestine*• B A B O H .
CLXXXIX (February* 1968)» 13.
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This would be reflected in both the architecture and objects*
which would represent a longer tlae period than otner parts
of tne urban coaaunity*
The characteristics of urbanization will be studied
froa the viewpoint of relating the sanctuary structures to
tnese aspects of Early Bronxe Palestine.

Tne characteris-

tics wnich will be reviewed are a aodifled fora of the criterion for a "city** in this period, as outlined by autn
501
Affiiran.

They are:

ii) location and sixe of settleoent;

(2) fortifications; (3) functional division of the city
area; \4) architectural style; (5) water supply.

These

features indicate, according to Aairan, a developed cencep502
tion of urbanixation and urban planning.
1. Loca^on and ^ x e ^ f B#frU,ftttnt
Tne early Bronze cities with known sanctuaries are
distributed throughout Palestine.

They are found In the

north at Megiddo and Tell el-far*ah, and in tne central
region at •Ai (et-TelU»
in the Jordan Valley.

Jericho is tne one iaportant site

In the southern iiatit of tne Judaean

hills there is the site of *Arad.

Tne Early Bronxe settle503
aents of Jericno, Tell ei-far*ah, and 'Arad
developed
501

*airan, ^ I f f M n M i ^ t P. 7.
503

->* Vaux, yaio.mno, to .the Bajfty,,, Bypfrt.flSH* P«
ABiran, Ancient Arad. o. 7. states that the Chalcolithic
Inhabitants used nearby natural caves or dwellings.

Hi
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504
fro® Proto-Urban settlements* while i«iegidda and , Ai'"^ were
built on prominent hills*

The coaaon features of these

Early Bronxe sites ware tneir sixe end proxiaity to trade
routes,

'trad was more than 30 dcnaas in sixe^

(4 dunaas

* approximately 1 acre), while *A1 was some 10B dunaas (27
acres).^

The sites of Megiddo and Tell e W a r ' a h were

also large* although too taall a segment of these

Eexly

Bronxe cities nas been excavated to determine the original
sixe.

*Arad was located on the southernmost east-west trade

route linking the dominant coastal route with tne central
hill country route with its southern terminus at Beersheba.
*Arad» located at the edge of the >4egeb* was the easternmost
city connecting the coast with the iJead Bea area.

'Ai is

located on the central north*south trade route through the
Judaean wills. The northern extension of this route connects with Tell el-far*an and megiddo on the west. The
easternmost trade centre was Jericho. Here travellers to
and froa Byria and Mesopotamia by way of the Jordan Valley
could obtain food and water.

The riadi Asa** which paaaes by

"^"^Altnougn Megiddo Ad exhibits oany ceramic characteristics of Proto-Urban-£.B. I culture end the * M tombs
nave aany Proto-tfroan pottery types* at neither site is
there convincing evidence of any established settlements.
aee Callaway, "The 1964 * A ! (et-Tell) Excavations,* p. 39.
f3

°^i. Aharoni, "Excavations at Tell Arad: Preliainary Heport on the cecond Beason, 1963** IEJ. XVII (1967), 15.
5Q6

^p. 13-39.

Callaway, "The 1964 *Ai (et-Tell) Excavations,*
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Jericho, continues inland and joins with »H1 (et-Tell).
Tnis was a historic trade and Invasion route, a function
wnich it still serves today* although under different circuastances.

The location of Early 'dxonze Age cities was in

those places where the effects of population migration and
trade %mxe aore pronounced.
The population of early Bronxe Age Palestine seemed
to nave been occupied primarily witn agriculture and stock
raising.

This seems to have been lucrative enough to lead

to an increase in prosperity* thus supporting a larger
population.

The aajority of the population lived outside

the city proper* using the settlement* for trade and protection during periods of emergency.

This is probably on©

explanation for the house sanctuaries. Although the surviving examples of this type of sanctuary are found within city
Halts* there is no reason to assume that tney were
restricted to the city proper.

All the known Early Bronxe Age sanctuaries are built
adjacent to strengthened walls or unusually thlc#c rear
walls.

In tne earliest period, that is, at Megiddo XIX

(locus 4090) and Carstang*s Jericho VII (locus 420), the
exact nature of the wall Is not clear.

It might be either a

terrace wall, an attempt to separate the sanctuary area froa
adjacent housing, or possibly a means of protecting the
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sanctuary froa destruction.

One might imagine that on® part

of tne cult function might be to invoke th® deity fox the
protection of the city.
iiaity to walls.

Tnis aignt explain tne close *>rox*

At Megiddo the earliest sanctuary in level

XIX was probably built against a wall that served some function other than tne main fortifications, since the full
development of fortifications did not coae until e.S. Ill
507
(**enyon pfiaee C, level XVIII).

In reconstructing the

confusing published diagrams of the megiddo levels, Kenyon
points out that the massive terrace wall adjacent to tne
housing complex of locus 3177 and tne new orientation of tne
508
town plan were completed in £•&. ill.
At Tell ei-far'ah there were five successive building levels identified,

it was at tne end of the fourth, at

the end of £•£« lb ox the Beginning of c.B. ii that the town
wee surrounded by a raapart of crude bricx, 2.60-2.SO a.
wide, and laid on a bast of three courses of stone.

The

seen* was reinforced in E.B. II by a three-meter wide wall of
stones. 509
At Jericho the first Early Bronxe ramparts belonged
to £.8. 507
lb.

The wall wa* about 3»6* thicx and construction

Kenyon, *3otae riote* on the Barly and Middle
Bronxe Age Btrata of Megiddo," p. 53.
^ \ e n y o n , A^cna^ojgv, jfcn,, „fhj, yjjo^v, „ L j ^ , *», i l l .
50

*rt. de Vaux, *»Les fouiiles de Tell el-far*ah,"
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was of brlcx on a stone foundation. Tne wall nad a long
history* as Kenyon found evidence that tney had been
510
repaired or reconstructed seventeen times.
At *Ai (et-Tell) tne fortifications were first constructed in c.B. I period* end subsequently strengthened in
tne E.B, 11 and E.B. Ill periods. SU

The earliest wall*

excavated by Callaway in site C I, II was 5.5 a. In thickness.

Tne next wall built,tfallB* was built against the

outer face of Wall C. The latest wall* Wall A , was con*
512

structed outside 4all B and against its outer face. * Tne
total thicknesa of the fortifications in c.B. Ill were some
15 m. The importance of tne fortifications for our study of
sanctuaries is that the earlier Banctuary B at **1 is built
against what Callaway calls Wall A (tne earlier wall prior
513
to the rebuild to fora a citadel).

The sanctuary was

intentionally placed against the fortification*. Banctuary A
was built against tne inner face of wall B* tne citadel* and

510,feenyon, Arc^e^ffiy j|> Ifte *M,¥ hMt* PP. I04-10B.

the altar is located against the citadel pxopex.^14
The *Ai
511'Callaway, "The 1964 »AI (et-Teii) Excavations**
p. 40. Although Callaway claims the first phase of Wall C
was in £.B. 1, he nas not presented the evidence upon wnich
tne dating ia based. The early date can not be confirmed
until the evidence is evaluated.
512

iMd... pp. 28-30.

5A3

l>ld». pp. 16-iB.

5i4

#$id.. p. a .
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acropolis (site o) it likewise enclosed in a fortification
system on the north* west and south. In the final phase,
acropolis walls A and B are rebuilt so that tne western wall
is a massive fortification* adjacent to tne main rooa of the
building. 515
'Arad is another example of an B.B. city with fortl*
ficatlons.

In stratum III, dated B.B. II* the city is sur-

rounded by stone walls 2.20*2.50 a. wide, every 20 to 25 a.
516
there is a semi-circular bastion.

A section 2O0 a. long

along the southwestern turn of the wall nas been excavated,
although the excavators --ere able to trace the probable
*il7

course of the wall along the entire tell.

The fortifi*

cations enclosed a domestic housing area and the temple in
the centre. 5iS

3* ftffltfiUffl^. MMf,lfflllM,,l^^llllfe4,llYl ftKffi.
*fith the advent of fortification* city planning
becomes necessary. At Tell el*far«an from E.B. II onward*
5ig

groups of nouses are separated by streets 2 m« wide. *' A
5i5

Caliaway, gThe 1966 *Ai (et-Tell) Excavations,*
BABPB. CXCVI (December* 1969), 2-16.
5i6

Anaroni, •Excavation* at Tell *Arad: Preliminary
iieport on the second Beason* 1963* * p. 234; t, Aharon! and
H. Aairan, **Arad: A Biblical City in southern Palestine*"

fWm*?kMl*

Xtll

(1964)* 44*46.

517

* Amiran* AncJ,enf M$$t* *>• »•
^iBUM»* *>• *•
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drainage system is built down the middle of some of the
streets and exits from the tell by a sewer passing under the
fortifications.

Brains covered with slabs ne^e been

found at level XIV at Beth-Bhan, 5ai teegiddo level XVII, 5 2 2
end inside the westernmost wall at the •Ai acropolis structure. 523

The B.B, II drainage system of locus 639 at Tell

el*far*an ended the earlier locus 671 sanctuary at tne
location.
At "Arad the public buildings in the excavated area
on tne southwest of the tell were built facing the centre*
524

with their entrances facing inward.
Aairan notes that
tnere seemed to be a clear separation between the living
525
quarters and the public buildings*

Aairan deacribe* the

arrangement of the Barly Bronxe housing as follows* "Streets
end open spaces mark off insula* of buildings, each Insula
having only one opening into the street."
At Jericho kenyon reports the same development of
planning after the construction of the fortifications. Bhe
52a
ib^d.. p. II.
5ai

c . tu fitxgerald* "Excavations at Beth-Bhan in
W33»» P£^B Uuly* 1934), p . 128.
522

ue Vaux, PjtoUftf,,!^ ,*frf .strtv, fam* *Jt,» •>• --•

^^Personel communication froa ax. Joseph A.
Callaway, dated November 25* 1970.
^ A a i r a n , Ancient Ayajt* p . 8.
525

i,bid,.
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note* tnat tne earliest nouses are very substantial but let*
regularly built. Tney nave the main axes in various direc*
527
tlons. Bubsequent rebuilds snow change* in tne axe*.
The later houses have a aore regular plan, with a north*
52B
south orientation.
At *Al (et»Tell) the pattern is the same as at
Jericho. Tne earliest houses have an Irregular plan, but in
tne ii.a.

Ill

period a aore regular pattern develops. At * A !

the early Bronxe housing is also found Inside tne main wall*
with the domestic housing separated in distance from the •Ai
sanctuary. The »A1 acropolis structure* probably built contemporary ox slightly later than the *Ai sanctuary* is separated from the domestic housing and is placed on the highest point of the tell* some 15-20 m. northeast of the citadel, .iagaer has shown that the later phases of the housing
are on a different orientation.
*
i

nt Megiddo the locus 4017 high place was built in an
area devoid of domestic housing.

The environ* of the nigh

place wa* evidently considered sacred* since later structure* were all temple buiiding*. The area is often referred
to as the Megiddo sacred area and was in use during most of
the second millennium for the same purpose.
^'Kenyon, Archjfoloqy An Vto W Y
528

M W l . P>« 107*108.

ibld.

52>g
tt

»Ai

iibrman £• »*agner, "Tne Barly Bronxe Housing at
(unpublished paper, 1970), fig. 6.
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Although the evidence for the functional division of
the early Bronxe city is limited* there is a suggestion in
the late £,B. II-III that the location of a shrine become*
restricted to areas separate froa domestic housing. At
Megiddo locus 4017 and tne f Ai acropolis we have examples of
this tendency.

The earlier types of sanctuary show a random

placement and can be described as large houaea among or near
other domestic house*. It is at the ei«l of the Early Bronx*
Age that we begin to notice the differentiation of the city
into a special "sacred" area.

The limitation* on space within the city fortifications had tne effect of standardizing much of the architect
ture during the period. Many of the domestic end larger
private houses were built inside and against the fortifica*
tions.

At * A 1 # th* nouae of loci 198* 195b and 23B was *

large private house, foreshadowing the large structure of
the acropolis.

Bmaller houses were concentrated in a

very limited area. The result of standardization produced
what we nave called tne **broad-house'* type* a fora which was
incorporated into moat structures* whether domestic housing
or sanctuary building*.
'•"IIIIIIP

, 1111 .1

I III

Aairan ha* noted the uniform

mi mi I III HI mi Mil Klllll .IMIII II III

530

p|fci.. fig. 4.
511
*** The few examples of apsldal house** or apsidal
walls of building*, will be discussed later in this chapter.
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style of dwellings in strata 1*111 at *arad and lias called
532
it the *Arad House.

The same uniformity has been noted

at Megiddo and Tell el-far*an. 533

5.

WlMff, ftlfftteV,
The location of a city was governed by the proximity

of a water supply.

Mmxe there was no spring or well, sur-

face run-off had to be collected.

At 'Arad there was an

artificial depression, identified by the excavators a* a
534
reservoir for the storing of water. * ^
At *Al a large pmed

ciatern some 25 m. long and

9 a. wide wa* excavated In 1969 in site K* inside the southweatexn corner of the fortification*. The ciatern was 2*02.5 m. deep. 5 3 5

It should be dated E.B. 111. In the 1970

excavation* a water channel leading into the northwestern
edge of the cistern was discovered, -although this cistern
vfa* probably inadequate for the total population of the
twenty-seven-acre city* it probably ^rwvided part of the
water reserve which the inhabitant* could rely on during
j^riods of sle^e. A nearby spring in the wadi to the north*
532

**Ajiiran, Aflsfrajft, MH* p . 9.
\ e n y o n , ^rchjMflAffiflY, kfrMm JNlY friRtft PP* 1.0*11.

53

534
Aairan* ^ 4 f n t A ^ * p. 7$ Aharoni and Aairan*
** Excavations at Tell Arad: t-reliiainary Beport an th* second
Beeson* 1963,* p. 236.
535
Cailaway* «Th* 196B-1969 »Ai (et-Tell) Excavations*" ^ , 29*31.
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west of the tell could also provide water in more peaceful
times.
Tne above five characteristic* of urbanisation were
the result of a number of international influences. These
have already been alluded to. Tne pottery and object* from
Early Bronxe sanctuaries provide a wealth of evidence of
these international influences. Two bxoed influence* will
be discussed:

(1) population increase and migratory move-

ments; (2) foreign interest in Palestine reflected in
increased trade and new resource*.

-» ^ t f l i U m 4*Mn.irffft tM M*WM*y HwfUMm
There is limited information on tne migratory movements during this early period.

The archaeological record

suggest* that during much of tne Early Bronze 1-11 there
were a number of regional culture* derived from the Proto*
Urban A groups."^ There seem* to have be*n no major upheaval* but new increment* of population primarily from the
537
north.
Lapp believe* these Increment* in the indigenous
population continued throughout the Early Bronze Age* and
eventually resulted in a large enough group which undermined
"the hierarchy of power responsible for urban life."
536

Menne**y* KmSm,M*XMm*

537

The

P* «&•

Lapp* *&eb edlwJhrS* Toab A 76 and early Bxmm 1
in Palestine*'* pp. 26*27.
^ I b i d . . p . 27.
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increase in migration came primarily from the north by way
of the A©uq and uronte* valleys of Byrla* toen do*m the central valley end the Jordan, end finally into tne Palestinian
nill country. * The Chalcolithic and uhaaaulian group* in
southern Palestine continue later than the Proto-Urban cul*
ture of the nortn* wnicn suggests that tne new impetus of
urbanization ca*ne froa tne nortn and did not spread to the

J

i
!

south probably until toe £.B. III.4**' The cities of *Arad
and Tell v»ath are exceptions to this* but tne development of
uxbm life in these two area* can be partially explained by
their direct contact* with the urban culture* of Lgypt.
aitea such a* Jericho, *Ai* Beth*Bnan» and kegiddo show an
unbroKen development tnrougn the £.B. 1*11 periods.
iiraidwood nas mm*n in nis excavation* in *»yria tnat
throughout The Lebanon and much of ayria tnere wa* a homo*
geneou* culture with Palestine to the soutn and Mesopotamia
541
to the north and east.
Tnere are a great number of commm form* and wares in rbaae h at Tell ed-Judeld#h, the £.1.
11-111 culture in Palestine* and tne Early ^yna*tic period
in Meaopotaaia. 542
53g
h e n n e s s y , r cyfffetn, ,AjlA$ipi* **>• 45-46? Kenyon,
54(

Wiyon# m^mlmt

M tta, ifofor,, jymrf* P* &*>•

541
*ii. J . Braldwood and U o, Braldwood*

^ e n n e s a y , foreign, Re^a^on*,* p . 90.

|MWiU«
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Lapp haa proposed that although there la neither a
discontinuity between fourth end third millennium ralestine,
neither i* there a case for complete continuity.

He sug-

gests that uiabatus* hypothesis of incursion of Kurgan
invader* from the north, probably from Eastern Europe* a*
the cause of the sudden change in tne material culture
should be accepted a* the best picture of the actual sltu543
ation at the time.

The final invasion of the Kurgan*,

wnich may have lasted over a century (2300-2150

b.C),

according to Lapp, may nave caused tne destruction of E.B.
ur&an life. The same invasion i* believed to have brought
544
an end to the urban life of «reeee, Anatolia, and Byria.
Tnere is still incomplete information to evaluate
the nature of tne population movement* during the period
under study,

do doubt renewed excavation* in The Lehanon

and Byria will provide many answers to the puzzling question*.

Two point* snouid be emphasised, though, in our

study of tne sanctuaries of the early Bronze nge*

first,

tne constant pressure of overpopulation and migratory movement* brought a general fund of common idea* together
throughout the fertile creacent.

The unique architectural

^ L a p p , "Bib edn-uhra* Toab A 76 and Baxly Bxome 1
in Palestine** p. 29*
544
*^*k. uimbatus, "The Relative Chronology of Neolithic and Chalcolithic Culture* in eastern curop© :<iortn of
the Baixan Peninsula and tne Black Baa Area," quoted in
Lapp* HwBab edn-^hra' Tomb A 76 and Early Bronze i in Palestine* p. 29.
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and artifact find* from the sanctuaries should not distort
the much greater number of basically similar feature*
throughout the whole area of the Levant during the third
millennium.

Becondly, special feature* from the E.B. sanc-

tuaries may not be attributable to any one specific locality* but may represent a number of cultural influence* which
hme

been Incorporated Into the IncUfenou* culture of

Palestine.

Egyptian Influence in Palestine seem* to hem
two purpose*«

ned

Fir*t* the Egyptian* were interested in con-

trolling the movement* of people into the Belta fiegion.
Becond* the Egyptians were interested in trade, and possibly,
in tne B.B, III period, copper deposit* in the Blnal
Peninsula.
There are two piece* of evidence to auggeat that the
Egyptian* were compelled to make retaliatory raids into
Palestine.

A fragment of the Btela of Khaaalkhem depicts

the head of a foreigner* thought to be a kneeling captive*
witn th© inscription "humbling ttw foreign land*.* 545

it

be* been suggested that the reference to foreign lands may
be connected with an Egyptian campaign into Palestine and
The Lebanon.54^
^ J . uuibell* Archaic Object* (Cairo* 1905), p. 100.
^Mennessy, fofftjqn fjelaj^fht* p. 74.
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The slate-^alette of dexm&x, discovered at Hlerakon*
poll** has on its reverse lower register the figure* of two
men witn long hair and naked bodies. The enclosure around
one of the men Is composed of a semi-circular construction
with two long wall* spreading out fanwlse in a 30* sag*
547

«ent«

Yadin point* out that the enclosure** foreign to

Bgypt* are nonetheless found in the cultivated area* of the
Tranajordan.*^^ Yadin suggests tnat the second pictograph
ia of a fortified city or fortress of Palestine.

* lie con-

clude* that the two pietographs combine to record Manser's
domination of the two main highways between Egypt* Byria and
Mesopotamia.

The first is the tea route* the dominant trade

route along the coastal plains the second i* the "King1*
Highway" along the plateau of the Tran*Jordan.

w

Tne tame

fortified city sign appear* on the Bull Palette. 551

The

tneory of Yadin has received greater support since the
excavation* at *Arad and Tell ttath* Both site* have a number of object* of Egyptian origin. At *Arad* the excavator

earliest Becord of £gypi*s Military Penetration into
A * l a U ) , w ]£&* V (1955)* 3»
548

IbJld^.. p. 9.

549

.l^,ld.. p. 10.

55Q

ihld.

^Hennessy* f^efey* . f ^ U o p t p. 61. Mpta also
the fragment of a palette recovered from Jericho VII (see
fig. 30).
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report* numerous *®ail objects of Egyptian origin* such as
beads* amulets, ring* and slate palette* froa strata IV and
III, dated to the aiddl* to latter part of the first Bynatty
and therefore H,B» lb Egypt. 552 Yeivln report* that the
find* from Tell cath "may be Interpreted a* first factual
evidence that Manner did campaign into Asia . . . .»•*** The
final destruction of fArad and Tell Gath at the end of £•&•
II was probably tne result of an Egyptian military campaign
in the region.
The theory that the Egyptian raid* were mainly retaliatory against the incursion of Asiatic* into the Belta
i* supported froa the evidence of Palestinian import* into
554
555
the Belta region. Cantor

and Mennessy

have presented

a great deal of evidence to support the spread of ProtoOrban A and 1*8. 1 pottery and ceramic idea* to the iielta of
Egypt.

In any case* it mem

that Marmer** successor* were

preoccupied witn reclaiming the Beit* and did not Maintain a
ry

continuing sphere of Influence over Palestine.(-, ' *
There 1* a much larger body of information to substantiate
the trade interest* between Palestine and Egypt*
552
Aairan* W A Preliminary doXe on the Bynchronlsa
between 1the Barly Bx&me Age Btrata of Arad and the Flrat
Bynasty, * p. 32.
553
B. Yeivin* wEarly Contacts between Canaan and

Bgy^t," JfiU
** U960), 203.
SS>4

W. J . kantor* "The Early Relatione of Egypt with
A*i**w JfjgS. I (1942/* 174-213.
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A treasury of thlrtyfive weapons and tool* found at Kfax
Monash contained a number of form* similar to tnoa* known in
Egypt at the end of the pre*Byna*tlc period* contemporary
with f alestinian t.B,

I-eariy c,B,

II.***** The copper waa

from Anatolia or possibly the ainal and was probably welted
in the area and iaade into tne various ispleaent shapes.
There axe a nunber of examples of Palestinian influ*
ance In Egyrt» including the various type* of iedg® handle*
557
which appear on Egyptian ceramics*
loop-handled cup**
vertical painting on loop-handled tups*,553
'"^ lug-handled pot*
and twin vessels. Boise of these Palestinian ideas such a*
ledge handle* and vertical loop handle* were adopted into
Egyptian ceramics, while other idea* were imported a* part
559
of trading venture* and represented short-lived fashion*."*
At ^aqqara* Tarkhan* Abu sir el-rteieq and Lahun we find
"foreign ware" in royal t^rabs, either because of the novelty*
and therefore cost of the vessel* or because the vessel*
contained suae coetly product.

tie&oom

^ B . Hestrin andtt.Tadaor* "A Hoard of Tools and
froa K^far Monaah»M U L » )CXI1 U % 3 ) , 265-B8.
^ 7 K.antor, "Early halation* of Egypt with A*ia»w

p. 180.

ass
jothan, 8#*ign Loop-handled Cup* and the Early
delation* between i4e*op©taaia* Palestine* and Egypt*" ¥M»
LvOtfV (1953), 137.
hennessy* famAm, MUUftfMh *>• &**
, -W

* M.
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The latest Egyptian waterial in Palestine is found
in sanctuary A at • A ! (et-Tell)•

Tne Egyptian vessel for®*

cover the period of the late Predynastic period to the fifth
Dynasty* the later date correlating with the end of the
Palestinian t.B. Ill period (2350-2300 B.C.).

A description

and dating of these Egyptian ve*sel* i» found in tne previous chapter. *je Vaux nas suggested that the presence of
ugyptian Third *jyna*ty vases in the aanctuary A at *Ai could
be explained a* a result of an Egyptian ruler honouring the
local deity* and thereby affirming lid* power over the
561
cult.

Although this may have some attraction a* en

explanation* there i* insufficient evidence to evaluate the
theory. The dating of tne latest Egyptian object* in Banctuary A at »Ai suggests the time of the first waves of
nonadlc invaders which destroyed *Ai and the Early Bronze
Age civilization of Palestine.
The evidence of Palestinian influence in Egypt doe*
not indicate the origin of the various Ideas. In ©any case*
it i* believed that new developments either directly or
indirectly came fro® Mesopotamia to Palestine and then to
Egypt. Kantor ha* suggested that the initial direct contact* between Egypt and Mesopotamia were on a *sn»ll scale
and that at a later date more feature* of Me&opotaiiian

^J^M.* p. 23.
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ancestry appear.
The 'Ai Banctuary and *Ai acropolis have evidence of
Anatolian influence in Palestine.

The carved bone handle

froa the , Ai Banctuary* discussed in the previous chapter*
ia sinilar to handles found at Tell Cuneltra* in an E.B.
context* as v*eil as the .tnatoliaa parallel* described in
Chapter IV.

The two atone hanser-axaa found in the 'Ai

acropolis oulldlngs are the only specimens of their type
fuund in Palestine during tne k,B,

ill

period.

They nave

affinities with Anatolian tools found in *aia Minor during
the third oillenniua* froa Troy II, Aliahar H0y8k and
eastward.
Probably the best evidence of Anatolian Influence in
Palestine during tne Early Bronze Age is the presence of
lustrou* knirbet uex&k Bare.

Anixan believes that the pres-

ence of this ware in Palestine ia an indicator of tiie intrusion of a foreign etnnic element rather than a local iaita*
565
tion of ware brought into the area by trade.
The ware it
found in very limited quantities in site* soutn of the
^ T i . J. cantor, "further Evidence for Early Ma so*
potaoian Halation* with Egypt*" JflEft* XI (1952)* 250.
^ % i r i a a Xadiaor* ^Contact* between the 'Aauq and
ayria-Palestine Oteview Article)," M L * *-V U$64j* 263-64*
56

h. Arairan* ''Connection* between *natolia and
Palestine in the Early Bronze Age," i M * 11 (1952)* 101.
565

p,j. 6 7-6B.

|feM*. P« 96; Hennessy, foreign Relations.
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fcadraelon Plain* end this seems to for® the aoutbem borderline of the heaviest movement of people into the area

ixm

Viatelia by way of Byria.
At&raa ha* identified eight type* of Khirbet JCerak
•fas* in Pale*tine.^ 7 The Palestinian ware* lack th* elongated form found in •Aauq phaaea H and 1 (in §*art) but have
aore of the *<|uat shape*.36®

The main type* in Byria at

Judeldeh and Ta'yinat are similar to tnose knmm at Beth*
Bnan, i*egidd©, Beth Yerah (Khirbet Kerak) and Jericho. 969
Khirbet Kerak Ware fro® aita* in the

*AWK|

Plain and

•Jrente* Valley of Byria appeared at a tin* contemporary with
the E.B. II period in Palestine. After the group* had settled in the Byrlan area* they began their infiltration into
Faleetlne*

The original hoa* of the people who brought

khirbet Kerak ««ar* into Byria 1* Central Anatolia* east to
the bend of the Hlver Klx.il Inaax (Maly*) and north to the
Slack

&e*,W
^Aiairan* ^Connection** * p. 93*
56

% , Asiran, "Chronological Problem* of the Early
Bronxe Age* Early ®xem9 Age I*IIs The City of Aradi Early
Bronxe ill* The Khlzfett &«rak <***•>* Ape-rlcah Bo^rna^. of
" "
•
u a i i (196B)* 317.
%

% o r a detailed di*cu**lon of these relatlonahip*
see u. lowland*, *Th* utilisation of a Punched Card System
in the Btudy of Knlrbat Keralt Pottery in Paieatlne* Byria
and Anatolia" (unpubliahed paper* Waterloo Lutheran Univer*
*ity, 1970).
&70

A©iran, "Connection**" p. 97$ a* As&ran* BYanik
Tepe* Bhengavit, and the Wiirbet ICerak Mare** Anatolian
B.tudle*. XV (1965)* 165-67.
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Other evidence of contact* between Mesopotamia and
Paleatine are sIMlaritie* between cylinder seals in E.B* I
and thoae fro® Jaadat **-4a§r* although thi* reflect* only
indirect influence.571
The nature of urbanisation in th* Early Bronxe Age
na* been discussed and ha* be9n supplemented by a brief
review of the factor* contributing to the urbanlxatlon pro*
cess.

It 1* now necessary to ioolt at the evidence of direct

foreign Influence in the typology of Early Bronxe Age sanctuaries.
In a recent study of apsidal construction in the
Ancient Heex Bast* Thompson state* that the exataple* found
in Paleatine suggest that the apsldal for® was preceded by
rectangular building*.

* Me cite* the confusing evidence

from M*f*r (Late Chasaul-Beersheba),^73 Beth-Bhan (level
X V I ) * & 7 4 and Megiddo (stage IV) and possibly Megiddo
(stratuia XX).

There are other exastple* of apsida! con*

* traction which Tboapaon fail* to note* including *Al Early
*YT1

°lx.,e vaux, rjOfflffitai, M Hit,ftffAv,Hmm Mn* P- *••

* %enry Q. Thompson* *»Ap*idal Construction in the
Ancient m*x Bast** ££*, Ci (1969), 73-74* 83.
57
% , yethan* "Excavation* at Mat**," £££• IX (1959)*
14-17* Fig. 2* IB* fig. 4.
574
fitxgerald» "Excavations at Beth-Bhan in 1933***
pp. 13*29.
S7J

W i , M ^ # o m» am* *>• «>• ***. 39a.
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&xonz9 housing* > Ai acropolis* Jericho end Roan hanniqra.
At the » A ! Barly Bronxe housing* fouiile V and locus 97*
there is an apsidai house which We$mx,

in a recent study of

tne M*rQuet*§Crauae publication*, state* is part of the first
two pnases of the housing complex* conteaiporary with the
large nous* of loci 23B* 195b* and 19B of phase I I . 5 7 6 He
note* that the Marctuet-Krause plan* indicate that rectaiifu*
577
Iar nouses -ere placed over the entire site in phase 111.
At the *Ai acropolis the apsidai form oftfailB, which
Callaway nas reported a* being conteaporaxy in its original
construction with Wail A* enclose* the whole sanctuary
structure on the north, west and soutn* and i* reminiscent
in general fora of the temple oval at Khafajah in Maaop**
tenia.
At Jericho* Kenyan report* that the earliest £»B«
579
nouses have rounded end* or are wholly circular.
Like*
wise, Hennessy note* that an architectural feature found in
square* EIII-IV* Proto-Urban A levels at Jericho* exe building* with curved end walls. They axe found with buildings
of rectangular plan»,*ww Apsidai structure* have also been
excavated at Hosh nanaiqra in a late Proto*Urban*B«B. 1
Wagner, *£arly Bronxe nge Mousing at •«!*• fig. 4.
57a

ff&BgJtea.mn as6*«?

pinha* yelo'
(Chicago: ulnl varsity
S/

%enyon* A j ^ e o , l m M ,!,)» l¥M, km&* PP* 107*108,
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Sftl
context.
Thompson's tneeis «u*t be rejected since there
is no conclusive evidence of rectangular construction being
replaced by apsidai construction, A * Henne**y ha* noted*
the Jericno and Meser occurrences appear to be earlier than
those of the northern sites.

It is therefore suggested

that the apsidai construction of the *Ai acropolis Is an
indigenous development, possibly adopted in this sanctuary
to accommodate the uneven bedrock in the area.
In Chapter 111 it was suggested that the Megiddo
4017 high place was an innovation brought into the area from
oyria.

Evidence of a similar high place* at ftaharlyah*

along tne Mediterranean coast* was cited.
The ralsed*top column base* In the acropoli* at 'Ai
were noted by Callaway a* evidence linking the Banctuary A
phaae (which include* the later pha«e of the acropoli*) with
*yi3

Egypt. ^ Callaway states that the raised top was f©rated by
sawing grooves in the top of the stone to fora a rectangle*
and then chipping away of the stone outside the groove to
leave a squared surface, He suggest* that this could have
b99n done by copper saws used in Igypt in the Third
ssi
*~ Tadaor and Prausnitt* ^Excavations at Rosh
Hannlqra,,, p. 79.
58
%enne**y, foffe*.fnft*JM,U*ft§#?• ***
^Callaway* »The 1964 *Ai (et-Tell) Excavation*,'
p. 37.
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uynaaty.^^

*% copper saw was found in th* treasure at Kfax

fAoneen wnich could represent the type of inatruaant used in
5fl5
the acropolis construction.

"* The excavators describe the

saw as follows, "One edge is serrated, with teeth beginning
at the tip and ending at the shoulder. Tne teeth are very
short and irregular.* 5 ^ Bisillar **w* are found in the
first Bynssty tombs of ^aciqara*

It was earlier suggested

that tne Kf ar Monaah treasure may nave b9en of local manufacture.

If this is true* then Bgyptlan-inspired saw* may

nave been in m>9 during the Early Bronxe Age* and tne acropolis bases nay indicate indirect connection between Palestine and Egypt.
At the *Ai acropolis* Marquet-Kxaus* observed in
1934 that the iaasonry ofrfallA was of flat stone* fitted in
thirteen regular levels* representing »ud*bricfc construe*
tion. 5aa

More recently Callaway notes that the Wall A

resembled the sixe of fswd-bricxa taken from houses at site
53-9
CI at •Ai« * The t%*o*iaet*r acropolis wall was laid on a
584
1#M* * P" ^T.
m

\ , Hestrin and tt. Tadtaor* *A Hoard of Tools and
weapons fro® fcfar Jftonash** JfiU XIII (1963), 273 and f i g , 8s1.
587

p. 15.

lbld.

^ A a « | u e t * l ^ a u s e , L**, foaMMf <Hf • VY, i*VT»M)»
^ C a l l a w a y * -Tne 1964 «Ai (et-Tell) Excavations*®

p. 37.
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base of large stones. Mud aortar was used between the
*yon

stones similar to the practice used with bricks***** The
sane tsortar was spread on tne inner face of rial! A to for®
part of the plastered surface. Marquet-Krause suggests that
th* uptperao«t level* of the wall were of dried brlcx* now no
5<31

longer evident.

Tne practice of mixing *tone* and brick

In tne earn construction Is al*o found at Jericho in the
£arly Bronze housing. It is suggested tnat the intent of
the builders was to have a structure that looked like a
brlcx wall* and that one explanation for the dressed stones
r**eisabilng brick was to provide the needed strength for the
mide main nail beans. All taud*brick building* in Palestine
prior to the acropolis seem to be email structures* usually
nouses. If tne acropolis contained a heavy roof, a high
stone footing would be desirable. Brassed stone resembling
brick* aiore durable during the wetter winters in the hill
country* was chosen fox the task. ttarcfuet-Krauae*
Yeivin*5^3 md de Vaux 8 * 4 neve concluded that the aethod of
construction appears to have been imported into Palestine
^ I b l u . . p. 37,
p. 16.

"Wqu*t-*jr*ua*t faij, tolMff, # **M mrM\h
W

*ite*at»» *»•»• A O - U .
Y*ivln, *The Masonry of the Early Bronxe People*'

W3

P* 189.
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froa peopiw accustoaed to uorKing in bricx* probably inssiigrating oy way of the Jordan Valley.

It is very lixely tnat

these people brought tne tradition of rectangular brick fro©
the north. Rectangular bricks apy*ar In Judeideh in x'haa* f»
in nasaa level L, »4ersl»a AAJLli, and Tarsus Late Cliaicaiithic.
Tne/ were also popular in Mesopotamia in the tialaf ian Period.
Tne technique of brlc*. architecture probably was introduced
into Palestine end tgypt by the »ove»@nt of people south«ard.

Tne origin of the brick construction technique at

•«1 snouid be froa tne north ratner than froa Lgypt.
There are no close parallel* between the early
Brome sanctuary typology and that of other areas. The
"broad-nouse" type *nrine nas &a»« remote parallels to the
596
teop-es from J 43 end u 4 5 J 4 at KnafSJah.
The Mesopotan*
ian exajaple wa* a siikgle xoom with an entrance on the long
597
side atud araud-brlckaltar against the far end.

with the

aosence of any specific indication of tne cult at the Palestinian sanctuaries, it is difficult to make any positive
claias for origin on the basic "broad-room* type structure.
Tne closest analogy to the *#*! acropolis sanctuary is the
archaic isntar Tempi© at Assur, the Abu Temple froa **i*ar«
595
7
tienneaey*frBMfeih,***MUffi\§* **• 4 ^*
596
"vinna* ^elougai and <»*ton Llo/d, Pre*^.aruonld
T,f»ui.»l M. *At f t o l * tmhW
(Chicago: The University'of
wilcago f r e e s * 1942), pp. AU4-113, p l a t e 17. Bee e s p e c i a l l y
r i g . 101, p . 109; Balougaz* Tfre T*Jffi4*- .^a.l, ,,#, ^ f t f j j f h *
}>i<. 65—6/.
W7
.,elouga* and Llo/U, r , M ^ | i m f M ,|f f >4f I, Mn%$W
wl/ala. Healon. pp. 192-205, e s p e c i a l l y F i g . 153, p . 192.
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and the *»in Temple IX at Khafljan,

but th*»e parallels

are only indirect evidence of M**opota»ian influence. This
paper has attempted to snow tiiat the development of the late
farms uf tne early bronze >tge sanctuary can be explained in
terms of an internal Palestinian development fro® the
** broad-roots* type structure.
The Migrations of new people froi» tne north into
Palestine, wnich began in the Proto-Jrban reriod, continued
throughout the Early bronxe Age. ^resent archaeological
evidence Indicates that the aassive destruction of tne early
bronxe civiliiation around 2350*2300 B.C. was b/ these
invading peoples, who destroyed tne citle* and laid waste
their sacred areas.
iiim tm I " .

«iiiiiiui».iimimi«iiiiimn.iiiiiii

niim.iimii.

^ a ibid.. p^.
sanctuary u 42s1.

61-71, especially rig. 54, p. 62,
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